Effects of Black Carbon on Climate: Advances in Measurement and Modeling
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Abstract

Black carbon (BC) particles are non-spherical agglomerates consisting of hundreds or thousands of graphitic carbon spherules the diameters of which are about 15–50 nm. The spherules are graphitic in their molecular states and are, thus, strongly light-absorbing. BC particles are emitted by the incomplete combustion of carbon-based fossil fuels and biomass. BC mass in the atmosphere resides in agglomerates typically between 100 and 600 nm in diameter. They influence the global radiation budget by strongly absorbing solar radiation in the visible wavelengths and by changing the albedo of snow through deposition. Radiative forcing (RF) of BC is defined as the change in net radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere in W m$^{-2}$ due to a change of BC between the pre-industrial time and present-day periods. The instantaneous direct radiative forcing of airborne BC particles (BC DRF), which does not include climate feedbacks, is determined by their absorption cross sections and spatial distributions. The distributions of BC are, in turn, controlled by its emission, dynamical transport, and loss during transport. The absorption cross section of BC is controlled by its optical properties (i.e., refractive index) and microphysical properties (size distribution, morphology, and mixing state). Because it is crucial to characterize these parameters, we first developed techniques to measure them accurately. Newly-developed BC measurement technologies constitute the firm basis of our studies. The techniques were applied to laboratory experiments and field observations of BC particles in air and rainwater. We also developed regional scale three-dimensional (3D) models to quantitatively interpret the observational results. One of the models calculates BC aging and optical/radiative processes explicitly without parameterizations. The reliable field measurements and model calculations of BC has enabled an improved understanding of the physical and chemical processes that control the microphysical properties of BC. We also quantitatively analyzed the emission rate, transport, and wet removal processes of BC in Asia by comparing the observed, and model-calculated, BC distributions. Through aircraft measurements in the Arctic, we characterized emissions of BC from biomass burning and the strong seasonal variations of the efficiency of transport of BC from different regions in the northern hemisphere to the Arctic. A number of findings, brought about by the observational and modeling efforts, demonstrate the strength of our innovative methodologies for improving the estimate of BC DRF, which has been highly uncertain thus far.
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1. Introduction

Aerosol particles interact with solar radiation in the visible wavelength region (direct effect), as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) (modified version of FAQ 7.2 figure 1 of IPCC (2013)). Light scattering particles (LSP), mainly composed of inorganic and organic compounds, scatter solar radiation and cool the surface and atmosphere. Light absorbing particles, such as black carbon (BC) and dust particles, absorb solar radiation and thus heat the atmosphere. These particles also act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at the supersaturation of water vapor (H$_2$O), depending on their size and chemical composition, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (modified version of FAQ 7.2 figure 2 of IPCC (2013)). They alter the microphysical properties of cloud droplets, leading to changes in cloud albedo (indirect effect), especially of warm clouds. BC can also act as ice nuclei (IN), influencing the phases of clouds (e.g., DeMott et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2012).

BC particles are agglomerates of spherical graphitic carbon with primary diameters of 15–50 nm. The spherules are graphitic in their molecular states and thus are strongly light absorbing. The BC mass in the atmosphere is found in agglomerates typically between 100 and 600 nm in diameter. BC particles are non-spherical as observed from electron microscope images, as shown, for example, in figure 2 of Bond et al. (2013). Predominant sources of BC are fossil fuels used for transportation, solid fuels for industrial and residen-
Fig. 1. (a) Overview of interactions between aerosols and solar radiation and their impact on climate. The left panels show the instantaneous radiative effects of aerosols, while the right panels show their overall impact after the climate system has responded to their radiative effects. Adapted from FAQ 7.2 figure 1 of IPCC (2013).

(b) Overview of aerosol-cloud interactions and their impact on climate. Left and right panels represent a clean and a polluted low-level cloud, respectively. Adapted from FAQ 7.2 figure 2 of IPCC (2013).
Fig. 1. (c) Schematic overview of the primary black-carbon emission sources and the processes that control the distribution of black carbon in the atmosphere and determine its role in the climate system. From figure 1 of Bond et al. (2013).

Fig. 1. (c) Schematic overview of the primary black-carbon emission sources and the processes that control the distribution of black carbon in the atmosphere and determine its role in the climate system. From figure 1 of Bond et al. (2013).

tial uses, and the open burning of biomass (e.g., Streets et al., 2003; Bond et al., 2004, 2013).

Bond et al. (2013) made the first comprehensive assessment of BC in the climate system. Figure 1(c) (figure 1 of Bond et al. (2013)) shows the diverse BC sources and the processes that control BC distribution in the atmosphere and determine its role in the climate system. The assessment included all known and relevant processes and provided best estimates and uncertainties of the main forcing terms: direct solar absorption; influence on liquid, mixed phase, and ice clouds; and deposition on snow and ice. These effects were calculated with climate models. The major findings provided in the assessment are (1) BC properties, (2) BC emissions and abundance, (3) synthesis of BC climate forcing terms, (4) BC direct radiative forcing, (5) BC cloud effects, (6) BC snow and ice effects, (7) impacts of BC climate forcing, (8) net climate forcing by BC-rich source categories, (9) perspective on mitigation options for BC emissions, and (10) policy implications. Our results, described in this monograph, have contributed to the assessment, especially in the research areas (1), (2), (3), and (4), providing support to their methodologies and conclusions. Further discussion is made below based on this assessment.

The radiative effects of BC on the global mean surface temperature are represented by radiative forcing (RF). RF is defined as the change in net (down minus up) radiative flux in W m$^{-2}$ due to an imposed change between pre-industrial time (typically ca. 1750) and the present-day (IPCC, 2013). In the case of aerosols and BC, the imposed changes are the changes of aerosol and BC concentrations, respectively. The instantaneous RF is usually defined in terms of flux changes at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) or at the climatological tropopause, without including climate feedbacks. The assumed relation of a sustained RF and equilibrium global mean surface temperature change ($\Delta T$) is $\Delta T = \lambda \times RF$, where $\lambda$ is the climate sensitivity parameter. This means that the steady-state global mean climate response to a given forcing is determined both by the forcing and the responses of the climate system inherent in $\lambda$. Direct radiative forcing of BC (BC DRF) is the instantaneous RF caused by the changes in absorption and scattering of sunlight by airborne BC particles associated with the changes in the emissions of BC (Schulz et al., 2006). Estimates of BC DRF are based on the difference between radiative transfer calculations for the atmosphere with present-day BC and with a background level of BC corresponding to the BC emissions typically for the year 1750 (Bond et al., 2013).
Properties of BC and BC-containing particles and their connections to climate models
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the connections between the properties of BC and BC-containing particles. A combination of these properties determines the contribution of BC and BC-containing particles to climate forcing. The properties depend on those of other substances produced in the atmosphere or co-emitted with BC, and on atmospheric processes such as nucleation and condensation. The mass and number of BC and BC-containing particles depend, in part, on particle properties that affect the lifecycle of BC. CCN and IN stand for cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei, respectively. Adapted from figure 3 of Bond et al. (2013) and provided by courtesy of N. Moteki.

(Jacobson, 2001; Ramanathan et al., 2001, 2007; Bond et al., 2013; IPCC, 2013), BC particles deposited in the polar regions change the snow albedo (Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004), leading to a heating of the climate system. It is critically important to estimate or assess reliably the impacts of BC on climate, considering the predicted large magnitudes of the effects. BC DRF is determined by the microphysical properties and spatial distributions of BC, as discussed in detail in Chapter 20.

The properties of BC and non-BC particles, important in estimating the climate effects of BC by climate models, are schematically shown in Fig. 2 (modified version of figure 20 of Bond et al. (2013)). The absorption cross section is controlled by the optical properties (i.e., refractive index) and microphysical properties (size distribution, morphology, and mixing state) of BC. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the size dependence of the mass absorption cross section of BC calculated by Mie theory, although the uncertainty associated with the application of Mie theory to the non-spherical BC particle is not quantified. It is qualitatively seen that the light absorption of BC is efficient in the sub-micron range and, therefore, accurate estimates of the BC size distribution are needed in this range.

The microphysical properties of BC are controlled by collisions between aerosol particles, condensation of low volatility compounds on BC, and cloud processing, as schematically illustrated by Fig. 4. Changes in the microphysical properties, in turn, alter the rate of loss of BC by precipitation. The abundance of BC is controlled by its emission, dynamical transport, and loss during transport. The product of BC the mass concentration $M_{BC}$ (g m$^{-3}$) and the mass absorption cross section $c_{abs}$ (m$^2$ g$^{-1}$) (absorption cross section per unit BC mass) is the absorption co-
efficient $b_{abs}$ (m$^{-1}$). Namely, $b_{abs} = \sigma_{abs}M_{BC}$. Vertically integrating the $b_{abs}$ results in the BC absorption aerosol optical depth (BC AAOD) (dimensionless). The BC AAOD is closely related to the BC column abundance and is a very useful diagnostic that can be compared with atmospheric measurements. There is about a factor of 3 difference between model-calculated and observed BC AAOD (Bond et al., 2013). The large discrepancy points to the lack of quantitative understanding of some of the key parameters and processes controlling BC DRF, mentioned above.

One of the most important causes of the uncertainties in estimating BC DRF arises from the fact that BC particles are non-spherical. This non-spherical nature introduces large complexities and difficulties in reliably estimating the microphysical properties of BC (e.g., the absorption cross section, hygroscopicity, and mixing states). In order to overcome these difficulties, we have developed innovative techniques to measure the microphysical properties of BC, closely related to its climatic impacts, as presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Our efforts began with studies to define the “masses of individual BC particles”, which were poorly defined for more than two decades. We needed a consistent definition of BC, upon which a sound understanding of the effects of BC on climate could be constructed.

From a modelling point of view, large uncertainties in estimates of the BC DRF can arise from oversimplification in representing the key parameters and processes. Previously, bulk properties of aerosol, typically the total mass concentration of BC, were used for modeling studies. This simplification includes using prescribed microphysical properties (the shapes of the aerosol size distribution and the mixing state). It will be shown later that the magnitude of BC DRF is sensitive to these parameters. The accurate prediction of the BC DRF must be based on appropriate representations of aerosol as an ensemble of individual particles, and not based solely on its bulk properties, as is schematically shown in Fig. 5.

It should be stressed that innovative instrument development followed by field measurements strongly activated modeling studies. The field data have been critical in validating model calculations. In turn, advanced models, combined with meteorological analyses, have enabled the quantitative interpretation of field data. In this way, close collaboration between measurement and modeling efforts has been an important driving force of BC studies, as shown in the following chapters.

In this monograph, first of all, new techniques to measure the microphysical properties of BC are described. Second, the results of laboratory and field experiments are presented. The field measurements were made mostly in East Asia,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAOD</td>
<td>aerosol absorption optical depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AERONET</td>
<td>Aerosol Robotic NETwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-FORCE</td>
<td>Aerosol Radiative Forcing in East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOD</td>
<td>aerosol optical depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM</td>
<td>aerosol particle mass analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT</td>
<td>accumulated precipitation along a trajectory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCTAS</td>
<td>Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{abs}$</td>
<td>absorption coefficient for airborne particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{scat}$</td>
<td>scattering coefficient for airborne particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_{abs}$</td>
<td>absorption coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>biomass burning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>black carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-DRF</td>
<td>black-carbon direct radiative forcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{abs}$</td>
<td>absorption cross section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{BC}$</td>
<td>BC mass concentrations in rainwater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN</td>
<td>cloud condensation nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>condensation nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAQ model</td>
<td>Community Multiscale Air Quality model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMD</td>
<td>count median diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSMOS</td>
<td>continuous soot monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC</td>
<td>condensation particle counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>chemical transport model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{BC}$</td>
<td>mass equivalent diameter of BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{C}$</td>
<td>core diameter of BC = mass equivalent diameter of BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DEP_{BC}$</td>
<td>total BC mass deposited per unit area during a specified period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>differential mobility analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{p}$</td>
<td>particle diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRF</td>
<td>direct radiative forcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRH</td>
<td>deliquescence relative humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>elemental carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>fossil fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{fil}$</td>
<td>correction factor of the magnitude of BC photo-absorption by multiple scattering in the filter media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>free troposphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP</td>
<td>global precipitation climatology project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTDMA</td>
<td>humidified tandem differential mobility analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTDT</td>
<td>heavy-duty diesel truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HULIS</td>
<td>humic-like substance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>ice nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lidar</td>
<td>light detection and ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LII</td>
<td>laser induced incandescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP</td>
<td>light scattering particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>lower troposphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAP</td>
<td>multi-angle absorption photometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>mass absorption cross section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{BC}$</td>
<td>mass concentration of BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBL</td>
<td>marine boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCE</td>
<td>modified combustion efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMD</td>
<td>mass median diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-resolved</td>
<td>Mixing-state-resolved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>north china</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>organic aerosols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>organic carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS or PAS</td>
<td>photo-acoustic absorption spectrometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. (continued.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASCAL</td>
<td>Process, Age, and Source region Chasing Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>planetary boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILS</td>
<td>particle-into-liquid sampler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>particulate matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{1}$</td>
<td>total mass concentration of particles with diameters smaller than 1 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>total mass concentration of particles with diameters smaller than 2.5 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>total mass concentration of particles with diameters smaller than 10 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMF</td>
<td>positive matrix factorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POA</td>
<td>primary organic aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAP</td>
<td>Particle Soot Absorption Photometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSL</td>
<td>polystyrene latex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>radiative forcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>residence time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>south China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC ratio</td>
<td>shell-to BC core diameter ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>Southeast Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKYNET</td>
<td>Sky Radiometer Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>secondary organic aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>Single Particle Soot Photometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>single scattering albedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSc</td>
<td>critical supersaturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>transport efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOA</td>
<td>top of the atmosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>thermal optical transmittance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACE-P</td>
<td>Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHSAS</td>
<td>ultra-high sensitivity aerosol spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB</td>
<td>ultrasonic bath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USN</td>
<td>ultrasonic nebulizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>upper troposphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTAPM</td>
<td>volatility tandem aerosol particle mass analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTDMA</td>
<td>volatility tandem differential mobility analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCB</td>
<td>warm conveyor belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF</td>
<td>Weather Research and Forecasting model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSOC</td>
<td>water soluble organic carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{abs}$</td>
<td>mass absorption cross section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where the emission of BC is very high from a global perspective. The data are interpreted by our 3D models, which incorporate detailed representations of the key processes. The optical properties of BC are also discussed in relation with the uncertainties in the BC DRF. Third, the emissions and transport of BC in anthropogenic source regions in Asia are analyzed based on our field measurements.

The results we have published in peer-reviewed journals are used extensively in this monograph. The descriptions of individual studies start with introductions, which refer to relevant previous studies. Individual studies are placed so that the relationships between them can be understood in a straightforward way. The symbols and acronyms used in this monograph are summarized in Table 1.

2. Laser Induced Incandescence Technique for Ambient BC Measurement

2.1 BC mass

BC particles are non-spherical agglomerates comprising hundreds, or thousands, of graphitic carbon spherules having diameters of about 15–50 nm. Usually, BC particles are coated by organic compounds upon emission (e.g., Park et al., 2004a, b; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). They are further coated with various non-refractory compounds (inorganic and organic) by condensation and coagulation as they age in the atmosphere (e.g., Riemer et al., 2004). This complicated the operational definition of BC for many years. This difficulty has been largely overcome by the laser-induced incandescence (LII) technique, as detailed below.

Measurements of the mass of individual BC particles are based on the LII technique using a continuum laser (Stephens et al., 2003; Baumgardner et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 2006). The Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) (Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT), Boulder, CO) was designed for this measurement. We have made a few modifications to the original system to enhance its capabilities, as discussed later in this chapter.

The descriptions of this section and Section 2.2 are based on the study of Moteki and Kondo (2007). The operational principle of the SP2 has been described in previous studies.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the single-particle soot photometer (SP2) (Moteki and Kondo, 2007). Although the axis of the aerosol jet is perpendicular to the plane containing the avalanche photo-diodes (APDs) and the beam of the YAG laser, it is drawn in the plane for simplicity. The components shown in this figure are explained in detail in Moteki and Kondo (2007). (Aerosol Sci. Technol.: Effects of mixing state on black carbon measurements by laser-induced incandescence. (41): 396–417. Copyright 2007. Reston, VA. Reprinted with permission.)

Fig. 7. General schematic of the scattering probe for sizing individual flowing particles using a continuous-wave Gaussian laser beam (Moteki and Kondo, 2008). The aerosol particles intersect with the laser beam at right angles with constant velocity. Conceptual waveforms of the scattering signal of a particle with, and without, evaporation are also shown on the right hand side of the figure. The waveform of the scattering signal for non-evaporative particles is Gaussian in shape, which is equal to the cross-sectional profile of the Gaussian (TEM00 mode) laser beam. In contrast, the corresponding waveform for the evaporative particle is distorted from the Gaussian function because of evaporation of the particle during transit in the laser beam. (Reprinted from J. Aerosol Sci., 39, Moteki, N., and Y. Kondo, Method to measure time-dependent scattering cross-section of particles evaporating in a laser beam, 348–364, Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier.)

(Stephens et al., 2003; Baumgardner et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2007; Slowik et al., 2007). The schematic of the SP2 is depicted in Fig. 6. An air jet containing sample aerosols intersects an intense (∼1 MW cm⁻²), Nd:YAG, intra-cavity, continuous laser beam (λ = 1064 nm) pumped by a diode laser. The laser is in a TEM00 mode, with a Gaussian intensity distribution (Fig. 7) (Stephens et al., 2003; Schwarz et al., 2006). Aerosol particles elastically scatter light in the laser beam and, if they contain light-absorbing material at the wavelength of the incident light, such as BC, they are also heated as they absorb the laser radiation and eventually incandesce and vaporize due to evaporation at high temperatures. The mass of BC with diameters between about 70–900 nm is derived by measuring the in-
Intensity of the LII signal from individual particles. Non-light absorbing aerosols, e.g., sulfate, nitrate, and organics, elastically scatter laser light without evaporation during laser irradiation. The size of a non-light absorbing aerosol with a diameter of 200–1000 nm can be measured by the intensity of scattering. BC particles coated by non-light-absorbing material scatter laser light more efficiently than uncoated BC due to the larger scattering cross section (Słowik et al., 2007). We can constrain the chemical composition of an incandescent particle based on the temperature at the point of the peak LII intensity because it is a proxy of the boiling point of the composition (Stephens et al., 2003; Baumgardner et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 2006). Scattering signals, in comparison with the LII signals, are also used for estimating the mixing state of BC particles, as discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.

The laser beam power is monitored by a detector that measures a small fraction of the light that passes through the output coupler. The light detection system consists of four detectors: one for scattered light, two for LII, and one for redundancy. Each detector system consists of an avalanche photo-diode (APD) (Perkin Elmer C30916E), a complex lens to focus light onto the APD, and optical filters. The broadband and narrowband LII channels are equipped with band pass filters for wavelength regions of $\lambda = 350–800$ nm (Schott KG5) and $\lambda = 630–800$ nm (Schott KG5 and RG630), respectively. The scattering channel uses a low pass filter that rejects light at $\lambda < 850$ nm (Schott RG850). The solid angle $\Delta \Omega$ (str) of light collection for the lens system is determined by the configuration of the optical system.

The amplified voltage signal is digitized by an A-D converter at a sampling rate of 5 MHz (i.e., a time resolution of 0.2 $\mu$s) for each channel. The duration of the light pulse is equal to the transit time of a particle in the laser beam, which is typically about 10 $\mu$s. The time resolution of 0.2 $\mu$s for sampling is adequate for recording the temporal evolution of LII and scattering intensities of single particles.

Laboratory experiments and theoretical calculations were carried out to characterize the performance of the SP2. For this study, graphite was used as a surrogate of BC. Graphite particles with mass equivalent diameters of 110–200 nm were layered with organic liquids (glycerol and oleic acid) to produce coated graphite with diameters up to 650–800 nm. These were sampled by the SP2 to measure the waveforms (i.e., time development) of the LII and scattering signals. The peak temperature and the peak LII signal of graphite particles were independent of the coating thickness or the coating material to within experimental errors, as shown in Fig. 8. These results indicate that the mass of BC can be measured by using the peak LII signal without interference by the coating conditions.

LII and scattering waveforms were calculated using a theoretical model that takes into account the physical processes controlling the temperature and evaporation rate of the coated graphite particle in the laser beam. The calculations reproduced the general features of observed waveforms of LII and scattering signals, providing a firm theoretical basis for the interpretation of the SP2 data. In conclusion, we have first demonstrated that the measurement of BC by SP2 is not affected by the co-existence of non-refractory compounds.

2.2 Selective detection of BC particles

LII signals of the SP2 from broadband ($S_{bb}$) and narrow band ($S_{nb}$) channels represent radiances at wavelengths $\lambda = 350–800$ nm and $\lambda = 630–800$ nm, respectively. Assuming that the emissivity ($\varepsilon$) of BC is independent of wavelength within the range of $\lambda = 350–800$ nm, the $S_{bb}/S_{nb}$ ratio at time $t$ when light-absorbing particles are in the laser beam, can be expressed approximately as:

$$S_{bb}/S_{nb}(t) \sim C[a + b \times T(t)]$$

where, $a$, $b$, and $C$ are constants, determined from the optical characteristics of the photo detectors. By using Eq. (1), the particle temperature $T(t)$ can be determined independent of the absolute values of $\varepsilon$, if $\varepsilon$ is independent of $\lambda$. The particle temperature $T$ at the peak of the LII signal ($T_{\text{peak}}$) was used to estimate the chemical composition of the particle (e.g., metals, BC) (Stephens et al., 2003; Baumgardner et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 2006). In a strict sense, $\varepsilon$ depends on the particle diameter, and the error in estimating $T$ becomes significant for particles with diameters smaller than about 150 nm.

Schwarz et al. (2006) measured the $T_{\text{peak}}$ (or the vaporization temperature) for different types of light-absorbing particles, including, nickel, chromium, chromium (III) oxide, vanadium, vanadium (V) oxide, iron, iron oxide, and aluminum, and BC. The $T_{\text{peak}}$ of atmospheric BC ranged between 3700–4300 K and does not overlap significantly with the peak temperature of any other material tested. These tests indicate that the SP2 is selective of BC. Our $T_{\text{peak}}$ data for the ambient BC at a number of locations in East Asia show the same $T_{\text{peak}}$, confirming the selective measurements of BC by the SP2.
2.3 Physical properties of BC and the calibration of the SP2

The SP2 quantifies the mass of BC inside individual particles by LII without interference from internally mixed semivolatile materials, as discussed above. To derive the absolute BC mass per particle for ambient aerosols, the SP2 has to be calibrated with appropriate calibration standards. Thus, we need to evaluate and select appropriate BC standards for this purpose. Intensities of incandescence were measured as a function of particle mass for various kinds of BC samples (Slowik et al., 2007; Shiraiwa et al., 2008). However, we need a theoretical framework for the interpretation of the relationship between the intensity of the incandescence signal and the microphysical properties of BC. We provide the physical basis for the interpretation of the relationship based on the descriptions given by Moteki and Kondo (2010).

In our previous studies, the range of the measured BC mass was limited to less than \( \sim 60 \text{ fg} \), corresponding to a mass equivalent diameter \( D_{\text{BC}} \) of about 400 nm. The upper limit of the measured BC size corresponded to a saturation threshold of signal intensity for the data-acquisition system then available for the SP2, even though ambient BC particles are typically distributed in size ranges that exceed 400 nm. Since then, we have extended the upper limit of the detectable BC size to \( \sim 900 \text{ nm} \) by modifying the SP2’s electronics and the data-acquisition system. We measured the characteristics of incandescence of various types of BC samples in the extended size range, combined with the theoretical interpretation of the results based on the general theory of thermal emission.

The vaporization temperatures of eight commercial BC samples and the ambient BC were found to differ by less than 2.2%, from the analysis of the time evolutions of the color ratio of incandescence in the SP2 laser beam. In the \( x < \sim 1 \) regime, the measured peak amplitude of incandescence was linearly proportional to the particle mass, as shown in Fig. 9.

The size parameter \( x \) is defined as \( x = kD_{\text{BC}}/2 \), where \( k \) is the wavenumber (\( = 2\pi/\lambda \)). \( D_{\text{BC}} \) is the mass equivalent diameter, i.e., \( \text{BC mass} = \rho(\pi/6)D_{\text{BC}}^3 \), where \( \rho \) is the density of BC, which is about 2 g cm\(^{-3} \). The wavelength region of LII detected by the SP2 is unchanged and the emissivity of BC particles is not highly dependent on the wavelength (Moteki and Kondo, 2007). Therefore, the change in \( x \) is dominated by that of \( D_{\text{BC}} \). The mass of the ambient BC was measured by removing non-BC compounds by heating BC-containing particles to about 400°C. The evaluation of the effects of heating is given in Section 2.4. The slopes of such correlations were positively correlated with the \( |(m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)| \) values, which were measured independently from the analysis of light scattering data (Moteki and Kondo, 2010).

This correlation is consistent with the emissivity predicted by the Rayleigh-Gans theory, considering that \( |(m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)| \) was positively correlated with \( \text{Im}(m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2) \) (the imaginary part of \( (m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2) \)) for the range of measured \( |(m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)| \) values.

In the \( x > \sim 1 \) regime, the peak amplitude of incandescence is predicted to be proportional to the particle mass (volume) for an extremely non-compact shape, whereas it should be proportional to the 2/3 (\( = 0.667 \)) power of particle mass (volume) for extremely compact shapes. Consistent with the theoretical prediction, the rates of the increase in the peak amplitude with the increase in the particle mass were negatively correlated with the effective density. The present measurements combined with the theoretical calculations clearly demonstrate the importance of taking into ac-
count the refractive index in the $x < \sim 1$ regime and the particle shape in the $x > \sim 1$ regime when selecting appropriate BC calibration standards for ambient BC measurements by the SP2.

Figure 10 shows plots of the LII peak intensity versus mass of ambient BC and fullerene soot (Kondo et al., 2011b). Of all the types of BC, we selected only ambient BC and fullerene soot for this plot in order to demonstrate clearly their similarity in the relationships between LII peak intensity and ambient BC mass. The masses of ambient BC and fullerene soot ranged up to 230 fg and 350 fg, respectively. The LII peak intensity increased linearly with mass up to about 20 fg. At higher masses, the relationship deviated from linearity. We attributed the similarity of the LII response of fullerene soot and ambient BC to the similarity in their microphysical properties: namely, their refractive indices and particle shapes. Although further investigations are needed on the refractive indices and particle shapes of other laboratory BC samples and ambient BC in other environments, these results support, for the first time, the use of fullerene soot as a calibration standard for the SP2.

### 2.4 Heated inlet for the calibration of the SP2

It is necessary to extract BC core in various aspects of BC measurements, including the calibration of the SP2 and accurate BC measurements by filter-based instruments. Evaluation of the heated inlet is discussed in this section, based on the descriptions by Irwin et al. (2013).

#### 2.4.1 Necessity of heating inlet

Calibration of the SP2 system is typically achieved using commercially available size- or mass-selected BC particles of known density, having a similar refractive index and particle shape to that of ambient BC. For studies monitoring atmospheric BC, the SP2 calibration should ideally be performed with ambient BC. However, ambient BC calibration particles cannot always be easily obtained in sufficient quantities and, consequently, a commercially available standard reference material is generally used as a proxy for ambient BC in the SP2 calibrations. The preferred calibration standard amongst the SP2 community is fullerene soot (Schwarz et al., 2006; Moteki and Kondo, 2007, 2010; McMeeking et al., 2010; Gysel et al., 2011; Kondo et al., 2011b; Spackman et al., 2011; Baumgardner et al., 2012), which has shown good agreement with ambient BC in Tokyo for SP2 calibration to within 10% for particle masses of up to 10 fg (Moteki and Kondo, 2010), and is insensitive to aerosol generation procedures (Gysel et al., 2011).

SP2 calibrations have been performed using ambient BC passed through a thermal-denuder set to 400°C to remove non-refractory, semi-volatile components (Kondo et al., 2011b). Gysel et al. (2011) and Laborde et al. (2012) investigated the SP2 sensitivity to fullerene soot downstream of a 400°C thermal-denuder and concluded that, despite the presence of non-BC components in the aerosol, fullerene soot should be used in an unheated form due to observed changes in the response of the SP2. Gysel et al. (2011) and Laborde et al. (2012) interpreted an increase in the incandescence intensity caused by heating BC standards to be a direct result of an increase in the BC mass fraction due to the removal of the presence of non-BC material coexistent in the calibration particles after thermal treatment at 400°C for a few seconds, prior to mass-selection. Thickly-coated BC particles have been efficiently treated by denuders operating at temperatures as low as 200°C (e.g. Ghazi and Olfert, 2013); however, it is common to find such use of thermal-denuders reported without explicitly stating the particle residence time (RT) in the heated section.

#### 2.4.2 Laboratory experiments

We have evaluated the performance of a thermal-denuder during fullerene soot and ambient BC calibrations of the SP2 by testing a range of denuder materials (stainless steel and glass), temperatures, and residence times. The impact of each of these parameters was determined by measuring the changes in BC mass, LII and scattering intensity. Unlike previous studies, we have measured changes in the mass of fullerene soot particles, after thermal treatment, using a tandem aerosol particle mass analyzer (APM) system.

---

Fig. 10. Relationship between the LII peak intensity measured by the SP2 and the BC masses of ambient BC and fullerene soot (from Kondo et al., 2011b). (Aerosol Sci. Technol.: Consistency and traceability of black carbon measurements made by laser-induced incandescence, thermal-optical transmittance, and filter-based photo-absorption techniques. (45): 295–312. Copyright 2011. Reston, VA. Reprinted with permission.)
The mass of monodisperse fullerene soot particles of initial mass 1.4 and 10.7 fg decreased by 9 and 11% respectively, for a denuder temperature of 500°C. Above 500°C, the particle number distribution became bimodal with a mode populated by a non-BC aerosol of lower mass, and the total number concentration was reduced significantly. This implies that an appropriate upper limit denuder temperature for achieving reliable BC calibration without distorting or losing the BC mass is around 400°C (mass losses ≤7%).

The SP2-derived LII intensity of fullerene soot particles with a mass of 1.4 fg increased by around 1% and 6% when passed through a denuder at 300°C and 400°C respectively, for a particle RT of about 2.5 s. The increase in the LII intensity was considerably larger for a denuder with a particle residence time of ~6 s (17% at 300°C and 400°C). Some increase in LII intensity is expected due to a higher relative BC mass in the aerosol particle, though this does not explain the simultaneous increase in the scattering intensity observed with denuder temperatures of 400°C and above. These results suggest that the microphysical or optical properties of BC (e.g., its refractive index) may have changed.

Ambient BC is typically internally mixed with non-refractory compounds. It is necessary to use denuders for calibration using ambient BC, which should be regarded as the primary standard. The increase in the LII intensity of ambient BC particles with a mass of 1.1 fg was about 4% between denuder temperatures of 200°C and 400°C, similar to the results for fullerene soot. In the light of these results, we recommend a denuder temperature of 300±50°C, with a corresponding particle RT of ≤2.5 s for calibration of the SP2 for BC measurements. With these parameters constrained, the uncertainty in the changes in LII intensity by heating should be less than 8%.

2.5 Coating thickness

Accurate measurement of the coating thickness of BC particles is critically important in estimating the light absorption by BC, as discussed in Chapter 5. In this section, a reliable method of determining BC coating thickness is presented based on the descriptions by Moteki and Kondo (2008).

An SP2 measures the differential scattering cross section integrated over angular ranges (ΔC_sca) of scattered light collection for individual particles. The size of flowing individual particles can be determined by the peak amplitude of the scattering signal S(t), which is proportional to ΔC_sca of the particle (e.g., Pinnick et al., 2000), if ΔC_sca remains unchanged during the measurement. If the particle shrinks in the laser beam by evaporation due to heating, the ΔC_sca determined from the peak amplitude of the scattering signal is underestimated. The ΔC_sca of BC particles internally mixed with evaporative compounds (e.g., sulfate, organics) cannot be measured because of the particle evaporation problem mentioned above (Schwarz et al., 2006). Gao et al. (2007) proposed a method to estimate the ΔC_sca of BC-containing particles prior to evaporation by adding a position-sensitive detector to the SP2 for scattered light detection.

We have developed a new method to measure the time-dependent ΔC_sca of individual particles flowing across a Gaussian laser beam. This method is based on the principle that the normalized derivative of the scattering signal (S’/S) measured by the SP2 can be decomposed into the normalized derivative of the incident irradiance (I’/I) and that of the scattering cross section (ΔC_sca/I). For evaporative particles, S’/S = I’/I holds true until evaporation starts at a certain position in the laser beam. The I(t) for individual particles is determined from I’/I, which is extracted from S’/S. ΔC_sca(t) is derived from I(t) and S(t). We apply the method to particles with, and without, evaporation using the SP2. More detailed descriptions are given below.

2.5.1 Measurement system

Figure 7 shows the schematic of the scattering probe of the SP2. A Gaussian continuous-wave laser beam (TEM00 mode) is used as a light source for particle irradiation. The aerosol flow intersects with the laser beam at right angles. The light elastically scattered by a transiting particle is assumed to be collected with constant efficiency over all angles where the particle is irradiated by the laser beam. The width of the laser beam is much wider than that of the aerosol flow such that particles always pass through the cross-sectional center of the laser beam. The particle transit velocity only depends on the flow rate of the carrier gas in the aerosol jet and does not depend on any other factors (e.g., particle size, effects of laser irradiation).

The incident irradiance I(t) of the laser beam for individual particles is described by a Gaussian function with respect to elapsed time t:

\[ I(t) = I_0 \exp \left( -\frac{(t - \tau)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right), \tag{2} \]

where I_0, \tau, and \sigma denote the incident irradiance at the cross-sectional center of the beam, the center time, and 1-standard deviation (width) of the Gaussian function, respectively. The measured signal S(t) of elastically scattered light by individual aerosols is proportional to the product of I(t) and the ΔC_sca(t) of the particle:

\[ S(t) = s \cdot I(t) \int_{\Delta \Omega} \left( \frac{dC_sca}{d\Omega} \right) d\Omega = s \cdot I(t) \cdot \Delta C_sca(t), \tag{3} \]

where s denotes a proportionality constant that depends on the instrument, and Δ\Omega denotes the solid angle of light collection. As schematically shown in Fig. 7, for non-evaporative (i.e., non-light-absorbing) particles, S(t) becomes a Gaussian function because ΔC_sca does not change with time during laser irradiation. In contrast, for evaporative (i.e., light-absorbing) particles, ΔC_sca changes due to evaporation of the particle inside the laser beam, and S(t) deviates from the Gaussian function after the onset of evaporation. From Eqs. (2) and (3), the time-dependent scattering cross section ΔC_sca(t) of the particle can be written as:

\[ \Delta C_sca(t) = \frac{1}{s} \cdot \frac{S(t)}{I(t)} = \frac{1}{sI_0} \cdot S(t) \cdot \exp \left\{ \frac{(t - \tau)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right\}, \tag{4} \]

where 1/sI_0 is an instrument-dependent constant that is calibrated by measuring the peak amplitude of the scattering signal (i.e., S(t = \tau)) of non-evaporative particles with known ΔC_sca. For evaporative particles, ΔC_sca(t) can be determined.
from the measured $S(t)$ by Eq. (4) if both the center ($\tau$) and width ($\sigma$) of the Gaussian function are known.

The $S(t)$ is digitized with 12-bit resolution ranging from $-5$ to $+5$ V (2.44-mV resolution). Hereafter, we denote $t$ and $S(t)$ in units of 0.2 $\mu$s and 2.44 mV, respectively. Scattered light is collected over a solid angle of $\sim\pi/2$ sr around scattering angles of 45° and 135°. The $1/e^2$ power diameter of the laser beam is about 1 mm. The detectable range of particle diameters ($D_p$) for the SP2 is approximately 200–1000 nm for particles with optical properties equivalent to those of polystyrene latex. The width of the Gaussian function ($\sigma$) is about 3–4 $\mu$s, which depends on the ratio of the beam diameter to the flow rate of the carrier gas in the aerosol jet. In addition to the scattering signal, the laser-induced incandescence signal in the visible band ($\lambda = 350$–800 nm) is simultaneously measured by the SP2.

2.5.2 Theoretical framework

The two unknown parameters $\tau$ and $\sigma$ in the Gaussian function (Eq. (2)) need to be determined in order to estimate the $\Delta C_{sca}(t)$ of evaporative particles. From Eq. (3), the normalized derivative of $S(t)$ (i.e., $S'/S$) can be decomposed into the normalized derivative of $I(t)$ (i.e., $I'/I$) and the normalized derivative of $\Delta C_{sca}$ (i.e., $\Delta C_{sca}'/\Delta C_{sca}$) as follows:

$$ S'(t) = \frac{I' \cdot \Delta C_{sca} + I \cdot \Delta C_{sca}'}{I \cdot \Delta C_{sca}} = \frac{I'}{I} + \frac{\Delta C_{sca}'}{\Delta C_{sca}}(t). \quad (5) $$

If $\Delta C_{sca}$ is not changed by evaporation, or any other laser-induced change of the optical properties of the particle, $S'/S$ is equal to $I'/I$. The $I'/I$ of the Gaussian beam is derived from Eq. (2) as:

$$ \frac{I'}{I}(t) = -\frac{1}{\sigma^2}(t - \tau). \quad (6) $$

This equation shows that $I'/I$ is a linear function of $t$, whose slope and intercept are related to the center ($\tau$) and width ($\sigma$) of the Gaussian function. The $I'/I$ ratio equals 0 at the center of the Gaussian ($t = \tau$).

Figure 11. Scattering signal ($S$) and normalized derivative of scattering ($S'/S$) observed for individual particles with, and without, evaporation. (a) Non-evaporative particle: polystyrene latex (PSL). (b) Evaporative particle: oil-coated graphite. The solid line in (a) indicates the $I'/I$ function whose intercept and slope were determined by direct Gaussian function fitting of the $S(t)$ data. The solid line in (b) is the tentatively fitted $I'/I$ line for the $S'/S$ data segment at the leading edge ($60 < t < 80$). (Reprinted from J. Aerosol Sci., 39, Moteki, N., and Y. Kondo, Method to measure time-dependent scattering cross-section of particles evaporating in a laser beam, 348–364, Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier.)

Figure 11(a) shows an $S(t)$ waveform measured by the SP2 for a non-evaporative particle (polystyrene latex) and the calculated $S'/S$. The solid line in Fig. 11(a) represents Eq. (6), with the $\tau$ and $\sigma$ determined by direct nonlinear fitting of a Gaussian function onto the $S(t)$ data. Good agreement between the $S'/S$ data points and Eq. (6) over the entire $t$-region is consistent with Eqs. (5) and (6).

Even strongly evaporative particles do not necessarily begin shrinking just after entering the laser beam. Figure 11(b) shows $S(t)$ and $S'/S$ for an evaporative particle (oil-coated graphite). From this figure, it is expected that $\Delta C_{sca}' = 0$ (i.e., $S'/S = I'/I$) at the leading edge ($60 < t < 80$), considering that the data points of $S'/S$ linearly correlate with $t$ very tightly in the $t$-region. The dashed line in Fig. 11(b) is a tentative fit to $S'/S$ at $60 < t < 80$. The slope of the dashed line agrees well with that of the $I'/I$ line in Fig. 11(a), supporting the expectation that $\Delta C_{sca}' = 0$ at the leading edge of $S(t)$.

For evaporative particles, if the $I'/I$ line is correctly determined from a $S'/S$ data set in a $t$-region where $\Delta C_{sca}' = 0$ holds, the center ($\tau$) and width ($\sigma$) of the Gaussian function can be determined from the intercept and slope of the $I'/I$ line. $\Delta C_{sca}(t)$ can be calculated from these parameters using Eq. (4).

2.5.3 Measurements of evaporative particles

Figure 12 shows typical examples of SP2 measurements for (a) glycerol- and (b) oleic acid-coated graphite particles with ($D_{BC}, D_p$) = (110 nm, 500 nm). These figures show the time developments of the scattering signal and the LII signal (top), the normalized derivative of scattering ($S'/S$) and the statistical distance ($d^2$) (middle), and the normalized incident irradiance ($I/I_0$) and $\Delta C_{sca}$ (bottom). $d^2$ is the statistical distance between an $S'/S$ data set and the $I'/I$ line and is a quantitative measure to judge whether the $S'/S$ data represent the $I'/I$ line or not (Moteki and Kondo, 2008). The $\Delta C_{sca}(t)$ value was calculated by Eq. (4) with the measured scattering intensity $S(t)$ and the determined Gaussian parameters ($\tau$ and $\sigma$). For the glycerol-coated graphite par-
In Fig. 12(a), the statistical distance \( d \) ing material has completely evaporated by shown in the top part of Fig. 12(a) indicate that the coat-
ticle, the order of the timing of scattering and the LII signal shown in the top part of Fig. 12(a) indicate that the coating material has completely evaporated by \( t \approx 105 \) followed by heating of the graphite particle to its incandescent point \( (T = 3000 \sim 4000 \text{ K}) \) (Moteki and Kondo, 2007) at \( t > 105 \). In Fig. 12(a), the statistical distance \( d^2 \) continues to be about 10 at the leading edge \((45 < t < 60)\) of the \( S(t) \) waveform, indicating that the evaporation does not occur in this \( t \)-range. A change in \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}} \) (i.e., \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}} \neq 0 \)) accounts for a dramatic increase in \( d^2 \) at \( t > 75 \).

The red line depicted in the middle part of Fig. 12(a) indicates the \( I'/I \) function extracted from a \( S'/S \) data set with the smallest \( d^2 \). The bottom part of Fig. 12(a) shows the normalized Gaussian function of \( I(t)/I_0 \) and \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}}(t) \) derived from \( \tau \) and \( \sigma \) estimated from the extracted \( I'/I \) line. The \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}}(t) \) value does not change significantly at the leading edge \((t < 80)\), followed by a rapid decrease at \( t > 90 \) due to evaporation. Using the relationship between particle size \((D_{\text{BC}}, D_p)\) and \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}}(t) \) the approximate time-dependent size of the particle in the laser beam can be estimated.

Figure 12(b) shows the results for oleic acid-coated graphite particles. In contrast to Fig. 12(a) (i.e., glycerol), the high intensity of \( S(t) \) lasts even after the emission of the LII signal, indicating that a different evaporation phenom-
ena occurs for this type of particle. The stepwise decrease of \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}} \) around \( t = 100 \) followed by the second plateau of \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}} \) in \( t > 110 \) indicates that the break up of the oleic

cid-coated graphite occurs at \( t \approx 100-110 \).

### 2.5.4 Comparison with Mie theory

Theoretical \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}}^0 \) values were calculated by Mie scattering theory for internally mixed particles. Mie calculations were made with various combinations of refractive indices of graphite and coating materials, to examine the uncertainty caused by assumed optical constants for these compounds. The Mie scattering codes of BHOAT and BHMIE (Bohren and Huffman, 1983) were used for calculations with the shell-core model. Figure 13 shows measured and theoretical \( \Delta C_{\text{sca}} \) of oleic acid-coated graphite particles with \( D_{\text{BC}} = 110 \) and \( b = 240 \text{ nm} \) \((D_{\text{BC}} \text{ is denoted as } D_c \text{ in the figure})\). This figure shows that systematic deviations of the theoretical curves from the measurements are moderately small (i.e., within 30%) in the case of the graphite refractive indices of 2.0–0.8i or 1.8–0.6i and 1.46–0i or 1.35–0i for oleic acid. Further analysis shows that particles with a small \( D_p/D_{\text{BC}} \) ratio tend to evaporate rapidly inside the laser beam, and particles with large \( D_p/D_{\text{BC}} \) ratios evaporate very little. The systematic deviations of the theoretical curves from the measurements are moderately small (i.e., within 50%) in the case of graphite refractive indices of 2.0–0.8i or 1.8–0.6i and 1.35–0i for glycerol.

### 2.6 Attachment type of BC

In Section 2.5, a method of determining coating thickness was discussed. A more detailed measurement of the BC mixing state has become possible. This section discusses the
method of quantifying the “attachment type” of the BC mixing state based on the descriptions by Moteki et al. (2014).

BC particles exist as bare BC or as internal mixtures of BC with non-BC compounds (mixed BC-containing particles). Mixed BC-containing particles can be broadly classified into two morphological types: bare BC on the surface of non-BC particles ("attached type"), or BC embedded within or coated by non-BC compounds ("coated type"). For the same amount of mixed non-BC compounds, enhancements of the mass absorption cross section of BC by the coated type are much larger than those of the attached type. Consequently, identification of the two morphological types in mixed BC-containing particles is important for understanding the impact of BC on climate.

Several studies have reported qualitatively on the relationship between the morphology of BC-containing particles and the signals observed by the SP2. Moteki and Kondo (2007) found that when the total particle size exceeds a certain limit, an oil-coated graphite particle can be fragmented during evaporation in a laser beam to form an uncoated graphite particle and a graphite-free oil droplet, possibly owing to the higher likelihood of eccentric positioning of graphite cores inside the particle volumes of larger droplets. An example of a time-dependent scattering cross section of a fragmenting oleic-acid-coated graphite particle (figure 7(b) of Moteki et al. 2007) shows that the graphite-free oleic-acid droplet fragments from the graphite core before the onset of incandescence of the graphite, and the fragmented graphite-free droplet does not evaporate further in a laser beam. Sedlacek et al. (2012) found ambient BC-containing particles fragmented in a laser beam during a ground-based observation. They used the “negative lag-time”—the time lag of the peak of the scattering signal after the peak of the incandescence signal—as an indication of the fragmentation of BC-containing particles in a laser beam. They interpreted the morphology of such fragmenting particles to be the “near-surface type”, in which the BC component is located near the surface of the particle.

In a quantitative study, Dahlkötter et al. (2013) identified fragmenting BC-containing particles in long-range transported forest-fire plumes from the scattering cross section of a BC-free fragment at the trailing edge of the laser beam. They also showed that the negative lag-time of Sedlacek et al. (2012) is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for fragmentation: fragmentation does not guarantee a negative lag-time. Although fragmentation implies an eccentric location of the BC component in an internally mixed BC-containing particle, it does not indicate whether the BC component is embedded under the surface of the particle (a special case of the coated type) or attached on the surface of the non-BC particle (the attached type). Among mixed BC-containing particles of the near-surface type, the distinction between the coated and attached types is of critical importance for the accurate prediction of the mass absorption cross section (MAC) of BC.

Moteki et al. (2014) developed a new algorithm to classify mixed BC-containing particles into attached and coated types by using the SP2. This method identifies BC attached to the surface of non-absorbing particles and discriminates them from BC particles coated by non-absorbing compounds on the basis of time-dependent scattering cross-sections $C_{\text{sca}}(t)$ measured by the SP2, as schematically shown in Fig. 14. $C_{\text{sca}}(t)$ is the same as $\Delta C_{\text{sca}}(t)$ and “Scat.” shown in Fig. 14 is the scattering signal $S(t)$ defined in the previous section. We verified our method by analyzing laboratory-generated BC-containing particles of two distinct morphological types: two-particle clusters consisting of fullerene soot and ammonium sulfate (attached type), and fullerene soot coated by oleic acid (coated type). Our algorithm uses the ratios of three scattering cross-sections: the total scatter-
Fig. 14. Examples of waveforms of scattering and incandescence signals and $C_s(t)$ (time-dependent scattering cross section of particle estimated from scattering waveform) for (a) fullerene soot (FS) + ammonium sulfate (AS) two-particle cluster containing 25.3 fg AS and (b) oleic-acid-coated FS particle containing 25.9 fg oleic acid. Expected structural changes of the particles in a laser beam are shown schematically (from Moteki et al., 2014). FS mass was 8.0 fg in both cases. Time of onset of incandescence $t_{oi}$ and time before evaporation $t_{be}$ ($t_{be} = -2.5\sigma$) are also shown.

The scattering cross-section before evaporation $C_{s-be}$, the total scattering cross section at the onset of incandescence $C_{s-oi}$, and the scattering cross section of pure BC $C_{s-bc}$ are determined for the ambient BC. The refractive index of BC can be determined by fitting Fresnel’s formula onto reflectance and transmittance data of an optically flat surface (e.g., Bohren and Huffman, 1983). For this method, careful preparation of an optically flat surface is critically important to satisfy the applicability condition of Fresnel’s formula. The refractive index of fine particulate matter can differ from bulk matter when its production process is gas-to-particle conversion rather than fracturing of parent bulk materials because of structural differences at the nanometer scale (e.g., degree of crystallization). Therefore, a direct knowledge of the refractive indices of small particles, rather than assuming the value of bulk matter, is desirable for accurate electromagnetic calculations of scattering and absorption by small particles.

Measurements of the refractive indices of small particles have been made via three distinct approaches: (1) fitting Fresnel’s formula to reflectance and transmittance data measured for compressed pellets, (2) fitting Mie theory onto light-scattering data for individual spherical particles, and (3) fitting either Mie theory, or some approximation formulas, onto scattering and extinction data for particle ensembles. Approach (1) has been used widely to estimate the refractive indices of solid aerosols such as combustion-generated soot (Mullins and Williams, 1987). However, direct evidence of the optical flatness of pellet surfaces, which...
is necessary for the application of Fresnel’s formula, has never been shown for wavelengths shorter than the infrared (Janzen, 1979). Therefore, it is difficult to confirm the reliability and reproducibility of the refractive indices derived by approach (1) for visible-to-near infrared wavelengths. In approach (2), measurements of resonance structures in Mie scattering can determine the refractive index with an accuracy of $10^{-5}$ (Chylek et al., 1983). However, this approach is limited only to spherical particles like liquid droplets. In approach (3), the refractive index and size distribution function are simultaneously inferred from extinction or scattering data for an ensemble of particles. Solving this inversion problem requires a theory to connect microphysical and light-scattering properties: the Mie theory has been used for spherical particles (Lack et al., 2009), and the Mie theory or the Rayleigh-Gans approximation have been used for nonspherical particles (Charalampopoulos et al., 1989; Van-Hulle et al., 2002). For polydisperse or nonspherical particles, the inversion results might depend on a simplification of the theories (e.g., constraints on the size distribution function, particle-to-particle variation in shape) that have never been a significant concern in previous studies.

Moteki et al. (2010b) introduced a new method to infer the refractive indices $m$ of small particles by measuring the relationship between the scattering cross section ($\Delta C_{\text{sc}}$) and the particle volume ($v$). For particles sufficiently smaller than the wavelength, the Rayleigh-Gans approximation holds and $\Delta C_{\text{sc}}/v^2$ becomes proportional to $|(m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)|^2$, as has been shown by laboratory experiments (Fig. 15). We determined the $|(m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)|$ value from the average value of measured $\Delta C_{\text{sc}}/v^2$ in $v < 4 \times 10^{-21}$ m$^3$ domain. The real and imaginary parts of $m$ were determined from the measured $|(m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)|$ value using an empirical model, as described in detail by Moteki et al. (2010b).

Because this method is insensitive to particle shape it can be applied to infer refractive indices of highly non-spherical BC particles. Particle volumes were estimated from measurements of mass by APM and assumed density. We have inferred the refractive indices of eight different BC samples (fullerene soot, colloidal graphite, Aquadag, glassy carbon-100 nm, glassy carbon-50 nm, Aqua-black 001, Aqua-black 002, and ambient BC) at 1064 nm wavelength and demonstrated the consistency between the inferred refractive indices and the microphysical structure observed by transmission electron microscope.

The values of $m(n, k)$ ($n$ and $k$ are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index $m$, respectively) of the BC sampled derived by this method is summarized in table 1 of Moteki et al. (2010b). The refractive index of atmospheric BC sampled in Tokyo was determined to be $(2.26 \pm 0.13, 1.26 \pm 0.13)$. This value is within the range of the $m$ values of five commercial non-graphitic carbon samples as seen from table 1 of Moteki et al. and Fig. 15. This is a plausible value for the refractive index of ambient BC in urban areas and is useful for a quantitative improvement in the calculations of the climate effects of BC.
3. Filter-Based Photo-Absorption Technique for BC Mass Concentration

In this chapter, we discuss the filter-based measurement technology of BC mass concentration based mainly on the studies by Kondo et al. (2009, 2011b), Nakayama et al. (2010), and Moteki et al. (2010a). The consistency of different BC measurement technologies is also discussed, leading to an improved operational definition of BC.

3.1 Filter-based absorption photometers

The number and mass size distribution of BC can be measured accurately with an SP2, as discussed above. The mass concentration of BC \( M_{BC} \) can be derived by integrating the BC mass in each size bin:

\[
M_{BC} = \int \rho_{BC} \left( \pi D_{BC}^3 / 6 \right) \left( dN_{BC} / d \log D_{BC} \right) d \log D_{BC}. 
\]  

(7)

where \( \rho_{BC} \) is the density and \( dN_{BC} / d \log D_{BC} \) is the number size distribution of BC, respectively, as a function of the BC core diameter \( D_{BC} \). However, it is often difficult to maintain high-quality BC measurements on a long-term basis using this method, especially at remote sites.

Filter-based photometers have been used to derive \( M_{BC} \) routinely from the measurement of the attenuation of light through filter media. Widely used filter-based photometers include the particle soot absorption photometer (PSAP; Radiance Research, Seattle, WA) (Bond et al., 1999; Virkkula et al., 2005), the continuous soot monitoring system (COSMOS; Kanomax, Osaka, Japan) (Miyazaki et al., 2004; Kondo et al., 2009), the aethalometer (Magee Scientific, Berkeley, CA) (Weingartner et al., 2003; Arnott et al., 2005), and the multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP; Thermo Scientific, Franklin, MA) (Petzold et al., 2002, 2005b; Petzold and Schönlinner, 2004; Kanaya et al., 2013).

The absorption coefficient of airborne BC particles is derived from the Beer-Lambert law and is expressed as:

\[
B_{abs}(\lambda) = \int C_{abs}(D_{BC}, \lambda) \left( dN_{BC} / d \log D_{BC} \right) d \log D_{BC} \quad \text{[m}^{-2}] .
\]  

(8)

where \( C_{abs}(D_{BC}, \lambda) \quad \text{[m}^{-2}] \) is the absorption cross section per particle and depends not only on \( D_{BC} \), but also on other parameters, especially the mixing states of BC. The mass absorption cross section (MAC) for a given BC size distribution is defined as:

\[
\sigma_{abs} = B_{abs}(SD) / M_{BC} \quad \text{[m}^2 \text{g}^{-1}] .
\]  

(9)

where \( B_{abs}(SD) \) represents the amplification of light absorption of BC and includes the effect of coating by non-absorbing compounds and the co-existence of non-absorbing particles, which are all embedded in the filter media (Schnaiter et al., 2005; Mikhailov et al., 2006; Bond et al., 2006; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Cappa et al., 2008; Shiraiwa et al., 2010, and references therein). By using mono-dispersed nigrone \((C_{i3}N_{i3}H_{i3})\) particles, Kondo et al. (2009) showed that the penetration depth of BC depends on its size, leading to the dependence of \( f_{fai} \) on BC size, which is unknown unless measured. In addition, the absolute uncertainties \( f_{fai} \) also arise associated with parameters involved in filtration (Moteki et al., 2010a). \( f_{sca} \) is a correction factor for aerosol scattering. \( B_{sca} \) is the scattering coefficient of airborne aerosols, which needs to be measured independently of absorption photometers. Considering the uncertainties of the parameters that need to be measured simultaneously, it is difficult to reliably derive \( B_{abs} \) from \( b_0 \) measured by absorption photometers.

3.3 BC mass concentration by COSMOS

We now show that \( M_{BC} \) can be estimated reliably without being influenced by the uncertainties encountered in estimating \( B_{abs} \) from \( b_0 \). We first remove the effects of non-BC particles in Eq. (11) by vaporizing the volatile compounds (e.g., organics, sulfate, and nitrate) by heating the sampling inlet to 300–400°C, as discussed in Section 2.4. After nigrone particles, \( f_{sca}B_{sca} \) contributes less than about 2% to \( b_{abs} \) (Nakayama et al., 2010). The same is true for BC particles passed through the heater and which can thus be neglected.
hereafter. Hence, $f_{\text{abs}}$ becomes close to 1 and

$$b_{\text{abs}} = f_{\text{ai}} h_0$$

holds for a good approximation.

Bond et al. (1999) obtained $f_{\text{ai}}$ for PSAP in the following form.

$$f_{\text{ai}}(Tr) = \left[1/(1.0796Tr + 0.711)\right]/B,$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (13)

where $Tr = \left(\frac{I_i}{I_{\text{in}}(0)}\right)$ is the filter transmission and $B$ is a constant scaling factor. This equation was derived using polydisperse nigrosine particles in the fine mode. According to Bond et al. (1999), $B = 1.22$, which was corrected to be $B = 1.397$ by Sheridan et al. (2005), although the value of $B$ does not influence $M_{\text{BC}}$ at all, as shown below.

$f_{\text{ai}}(Tr)$ depends on aerosol size, as discussed above. We have determined particle size-dependent correction factors, $f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, D_p)$, where $D_p$ is the particle diameter, for two filter-based photometers, PSAP and COSMOS, using nigrosine particles (Nakayama et al., 2010). The size-dependent $f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, D_p)$ corresponding to Eq. (9) was derived as:

$$f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, D_p) = \left[1/(1.0796Tr + 0.711)\right]/(B \times E(D_p))$$

$$= h(Tr)/B \times E(D_p),$$

$$E(D_p) = (0.594 \pm 0.032) + (155.3 \pm 6.5)/D_p,$$

$$h(Tr) = 1/(1.0796Tr + 0.711).$$

Recently, we obtained the form of $h(Tr)$ for ambient BC in Tokyo (Irwin et al., 2015), which is slightly different from that given by Eq. (16). We do not discuss it here because the main point of this chapter is unchanged by this difference. The correction factor $f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, SD)$ averaged over the entire BC size range, is expressed as follows by assuming lognormal BC size distributions with mass median diameters (MMDs) and $\sigma$:

$$f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, SD) = \frac{[h(Tr)]}{B \times E(SD)},$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (17)

$$E(SD) = \int_0^\infty \frac{E(D_p)}{B \times \log D_p} d \log D_p.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (18)

Now, we estimate the MAC of BC ($\sigma_{\text{abs}}$) from simultaneous measurements of $h_0$ by COSMOS (Eq. (10)) and the mass concentration of BC by the SP2 ($M_{\text{BC}}$ (SP2)) for a given size distribution of BC. These measurements were made in Tokyo for about a month in 2009 (Kondo et al., 2011c). $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ is given as the average slope of the $b_{\text{abs}}$-$M_{\text{BC}}$ (SP2) or $f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, SD)$ $h_0$-$M_{\text{BC}}$ (SP2) correlation for this period. Using Eq. (17):

$$\sigma_{\text{abs}}(\text{COSMOS, SP2}) = \left[\frac{b_{\text{abs}}}{M_{\text{BC}}(\text{SP2})}\right]_{\text{av}}$$

$$= \left[\frac{f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, SD) h_0}{M_{\text{BC}}(\text{SP2})}\right]_{\text{av}}$$

$$= \left[h(Tr) h_0/(B \times E(\text{SD}) M_{\text{BC}}(\text{SP2}))\right]_{\text{av}},$$

where the subscript “av” denotes the average value of the quantity in the brackets. Here, we assume that $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ (COSMOS, SP2) does not depend on time and location. $M_{\text{BC}}$ can then be determined from $h_0$ measured by COSMOS at any time and location by:

$$M_{\text{BC}}(\text{COSMOS}) = \frac{h_{\text{av}}(Tr, h_0)/b_{\text{abs}}(\text{COSMOS, SP2})}{f_{\text{ai}}(Tr, SD)b_{\text{ai}}(\text{COSMOS, SP2})}$$

$$= \left[h(Tr) h_0/(E(\text{SD}) T_{\text{av}})\right]_{\text{av}}. \hspace{0.5cm} (20)$$

It should be noted here the constant $B$ in Eq. (13) is cancelled out. If we further assume that $E(\text{SD})$ is also constant, it is also cancelled out and $M_{\text{BC}}$ (COSMOS) is then expressed as:

$$M_{\text{BC}}(\text{COSMOS}) = \left[h(Tr) h_0]/M_{\text{BC}}(\text{SP2})\right]_{\text{av}}. \hspace{0.5cm} (21)$$

The absolute accuracy of $M_{\text{BC}}$ (COSMOS) depends also on the accuracy of $M_{\text{BC}}$ (SP2) and $h_0$. The accuracy of $M_{\text{BC}}$ (SP2) is estimated to be about 10% (Kondo et al., 2011b). The accuracy of $h_0$ depends on the uncertainties of $A$ and $V$ in Eq. (10) and is estimated to be about 5% (Miyazaki et al., 2008; Kondo et al., 2009). $h(Tr)$ varies only by 20% for the $Tr$ range between 0.7 and 1.0, set for COSMOS and does not lead to a significant uncertainty in $M_{\text{BC}}$ (COSMOS). Assuming a constant $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ (COSMOS, SP2) is nearly equivalent to assuming a constant $E(\text{SD})$ and the validity of this assumption is shown below.

3.4 Stability of $E(\text{SD})$ and $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$

The $M_{\text{BC}}$ (COSMOS)/$M_{\text{BC}}$ (SP2) ratio is approximately proportional to $1/E(\text{SD})$ as seen from Eq. (20). These values were obtained for the data obtained in Tokyo in 2009, which was used to determine $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ (COSMOS, SP2). The typical size distributions of BC measured by the SP2 are shown in Fig. 16. The mean MMD was 146±12 nm, with a mean geometrical standard deviation ($\sigma_{\text{gm}}$) of 1.82±0.14. The $M_{\text{BC}}$ (COSMOS)/$M_{\text{BC}}$ (SP2) ratio decreased by only 7% as MMD increased from 130 to 180 nm and changed little with aging as shown in Fig. 17. This suggests that $E(\text{SD})$ actually decreased by 7% and $M_{\text{BC}}$ (COSMOS) was underestimated by not considering this change.

Nakayama et al. (2010) derived $E(\text{SD})$ as a function of MMD assuming $\sigma_{\text{gm}} = 1.6$ using $E(D_p)$ given by Eq. (18) for nigrosine as shown in figure 6 of Nakayama et al. (2010). The calculated $E(\text{SD})$ decreased by about 20% for the same increase in MMD. It should be noted that the $E(D_p)$ data is for nigrosine and not for ambient BC. It is likely that differences in microphysical properties, including morphology, between the ambient of BC and nigrosine particles caused this difference. There is a need to measure $E(D_p)$ for BC to confirm this point. The field data indicates that the dependence of $E(\text{SD})$ on SD is small for BC and the assumption that $E(\text{SD})$ is constant holds to a good approximation.

In order to further evaluate the stability of the $E(\text{SD})$ or $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$, we made simultaneous measurements of $h_0$ by PSAP and COSMOS with heated inlets together with the BC mass concentrations by an EC-OC thermal optical transmittance (TOT) analyzer ($M_{\text{BC}}$ (TOT)) to determine $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ (COSMOS, TOT) at 6 locations in Asia (Japan, Korea, China, and Thailand). We denote $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ (COSMOS, TOT) even for $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ (PSAP,
Fig. 16. Daily averaged number and mass size distributions of BC measured by the SP2 in Tokyo in August and September 2009 (Kondo et al., 2011b). The solid black line is the least squares fitted line, and the red squares denote the mean MMD of denoted optical transmittance, and filter-based photo-absorption techniques. (45): 295–312. Copyright 2011, Reston, VA. Reprinted with permission.

Fig. 17. $M_{\text{COSMOS}}$ (BC mass concentration measured by COSMOS)/$M_{\text{SP2}}$ (BC mass concentration measured by an SP2) ratio versus the MMD of BC. The solid black line is the least squares fitted line, and the red squares denote the mean $M_{\text{COSMOS}}/M_{\text{SP2}}$ ratios for 10-nm MMD bins (from Kondo et al., 2011b). (Aerosol Sci. Technol.: Consistency and traceability of black carbon measurements made by laser-induced incandescence, thermal-optical transmittance, and filter-based photo-absorption techniques. (45): 295–312. Copyright 2011, Reston, VA. Reprinted with permission.)

The laboratory experiments showed that the HULIS underwent partial charring, causing additional absorption in the COSMOS. Only about 5–12% of the carbon atoms contained in HULIS contributed to the equivalent BC mass concentra-
tion measured by COSMOS (equivalent to $M_{COSMOS}$) with an inlet heated at 400°C. This interference is reduced by about a factor of 3 at 300°C. The charred carbon mass was found to be directly related with the signal of organic carbon that is resistant to volatilization in the He mode of EC-OC TOT analysis, as defined as OC5. The [equivalent $M_{COSMOS}$/OC5] ratios were about 0.17 and 0.05, respectively, for the inlet temperatures of 400°C and 300°C.

The OC5 values measured by the TOT technique at the 6 locations in Asia were used to quantify the interference of OA to the $M_{COSMOS}$. The average errors on $M_{COSMOS}$ due to the charring of refractory organics were estimated to be smaller than 5% in Asia. We recommend setting the inlet temperature at 300°C for COSMOS measurements.

### 3.6 Consistency and traceability of BC measurements

Figure 18 shows the correlation between $M_{BC}$ (COSMOS) using $\sigma_{abs}$ (COSMOS, TOT) and $M_{BC}$ (SP2) measured in Tokyo in 2009. The $M_{BC}$ (COSMOS) values were highly correlated ($r^2 = 0.97$) with $M_{BC}$ (SP2). The derived $\sigma_{abs}$ (COSMOS, SP2) agreed with $\sigma_{abs}$ (COSMOS, TOT) to within 2%. This means that the masses of refractory aerosols in fine mode that incandesce were very close to $M_{BC}$ (TOT). These results demonstrate that $M_{BC}$ (SP2), $M_{BC}$ (TOT), and $M_{BC}$ (COSMOS) are nearly identical to a first approximation in Asia in the absence of pronounced effects of forest fires and dust particles. Throughout these studies, the COSMOS measurements were stable and traceable to the calibrated SP2 measurements to within about 10%. As discussed above, the first thorough intercomparisons of COSMOS, SP2, and TOT instruments established the analytical validity of BC measurements. This formed a firm basis for our aircraft and ground-based field studies of BC using SP2 and COSMOS.

![Fig. 18. Correlation plots of BC mass concentrations measured by an SP2 and those measured by COSMOS in 2009 using 1-hour average data. The least squares fitted line is denoted as the solid line (from Kondo et al., 2011b).](image)

### 4. Methods of the Measurement of BC in Rainwater and Snow

In this chapter, we describe the techniques to measure size distributions of BC suspended in water based on the studies by Ohata et al. (2011, 2013). The applications of the methods to field measurements are discussed in Chapter 13.

#### 4.1 Methodology

Spatial and temporal variations of the wet deposition flux of BC are controlled by a series of complex processes. Freshly-emitted BC particles from fossil fuel sources are hydrophobic. However, they become active as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) by their coating with hygroscopic materials (e.g., Dusek et al., 2006; Kuwata et al., 2007, 2009). The CCN activity of BC particles is controlled by their size and mixing state. Under supersaturation conditions of water vapor, aged BC particles are activated into cloud droplets. Depending on the liquid water content available, the formed droplets grow into raindrops followed by precipitation. The transport efficiency of BC has been observed to decrease with the amount of precipitation that air masses experience during transport from the planetary boundary layer (PBL) to the free troposphere (FT) (Matsui et al., 2011b; Oshima et al., 2012). Below-cloud scavenging of aerosols with diameters of 0.05–1 μm by falling raindrops is not efficient (Slinn, 1983; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006), the so-called Greenfield gap. However, these complex processes are not fully understood, due to a lack of appropriate observations.

BC particles deposited in or on snow can reduce the snow albedo and may accelerate snow melting (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Clarke and Noone, 1985). The concentration of BC in surface snow can be important for determining the extent of these effects (Schwarz et al., 2013).

The concentration of BC in rainwater and snow is a useful parameter regarding a detailed understanding of the wet deposition of BC. Three principal methods are currently used for quantifying the mass concentration of BC in liquid water samples. The first method utilizes the thermal optical transmittance (TOT) technique (Ogren et al., 1983; Hadley et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011). In this method, the liquid water sample is filtered, and the BC particles retained on the filter are thermally converted into CO$_2$. This method can also provide the mass concentration of organic carbon (OC) suspended in water samples. The major uncertainty of the method derives from the collection efficiency of the filter and the separation of the BC/OC contributions in the analysis. Different protocols of the analytical procedures may introduce additional uncertainties. Wang et al. (2011) also reported the effect of dust on the quantification of BC.

The second method, which also uses a filter to collect particulate matter suspended in liquid samples, utilizes the Integrating Sphere/Integrating Sandwich Spectrometer (ISSW) (Doherty et al., 2010; Granfell et al., 2011). The ISSW uses a multiple-wavelength light emitting diode and measures the attenuation of the light passing through the filter as a function of wavelength. Absorption by BC and non-BC material...
is differentiated by assuming the absorption angstrom exponent of the non-BC material. The mass concentration of BC is quantified from the BC absorption, via the assumption of a mass absorption coefficient of BC. The major uncertainties in this method derive from the collection efficiency of the filter used and the assumed optical properties.

The third method, which we evaluate in this study, consists of an ultrasonic nebulizer (USN) and an SP2 (McConnell et al., 2007; Kaspari et al., 2011; Ohata et al., 2011; Schwarz et al., 2012), as shown in Fig. 19. The USN disperses a liquid sample into micron-size droplets and then dries them to release BC particles into the air. The extracted particles are transferred to the SP2, which measures the masses of the individual BC particles. The advantage of this method is that it typically requires less than 5 mL of sample water for analysis, substantially less than that required for the filter-based techniques. In addition, the SP2 is little affected by dust. The main uncertainty of this method derives from determining the efficiency of the USN in releasing BC particles in liquid water to air. In most of the aforementioned studies, the efficiency is considered to be a constant independent of the properties of the particles in the liquid samples. However, Schwarz et al. (2012) showed that the efficiency depends strongly on particle size, and the size dependence was different for the USN and the Collison-type nebulizer (CTN) used in the study.

Despite the increasing use of the USN-SP2 method for measuring BC particles in rainwater, snow, and ice samples, an in-depth evaluation of the method has not been carried out. A systematic evaluation of this method is described below.

4.2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 19 consists of a peristaltic pump (REGRO Analog, ISMATEC SA, Feldgasse, Glattbrugg, Switzerland), an USN (U-5000AT, Cetac Technologies Inc., Omaha, NE, USA), and an SP2 (Ohata et al., 2011). The pump feeds sample water to the USN at a constant flow rate of $3.1 \times 10^{-6}$ L s$^{-1}$, and the USN converts a fraction of the sample water into micron-sized ($\sim 10$ µm) droplets. The droplets evaporate while passing through a tube heated to 140°C, and the nonvolatile particles in the droplets are released into the air. A cooling stage at 3°C then removes the water vapor from the air. The extracted particles are transferred to the SP2 at a constant gas flow rate of 16 cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (STP). The masses of individual BC particles with mass-equivalent diameters of between 70 and 850 nm are measured without interference from non-absorbing particles, using an SP2. The SP2 also has two avalanche photodiodes (APDs) for detecting scattering signals, which allow quantification of scattering particles with sizes between around 170 and 850 nm.

The Ultra-High Sensitivity Aerosol Spectrometer (UHSAS) is an optical particle counter covering a wide range of scattering particles with sizes between about 60 and 1500 nm. Characterization of the UHSAS can be seen in Cai et al. (2008). The UHSAS utilizes an intra-cavity Nd$^{3+}$:YLF laser with a wavelength of 1054 nm and detects scattering signals by two pairs of Mangin mirrors and APDs. In the present study, we used the SP2 and the UHSAS to measure polystyrene latex (PSL) spheres with sizes of 202–771 nm and 107–1025 nm, respectively, to determine the size-dependent extraction efficiency of the USN. PSL spheres with diameters of 202, 309, and 402 nm were used to check the instrumental performance. PSL concentrations in air measured by the SP2 and UHSAS were in agreement within 10%.

The extraction efficiency ($\varepsilon$) of the USN was determined as a function of the PSL diameter ($D_{PSL}$) by the following equation:

$$
\varepsilon(D_{PSL}) = \frac{N_{SP2/UHSAS} \cdot F_{neb}}{n_{samp}(D_{PSL}) \cdot V_{pump}}.
$$

(22)

Here, $N_{SP2/UHSAS}$ is the number concentration of PSL spheres in air measured by the SP2 or UHSAS (cm$^{-3}$), $F_{neb}$ is the nebulizer gas flow rate (cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$), $n_{samp}(D_{PSL})$ is the size-resolved number concentration of PSLs in water (L$^{-1}$), and $V_{pump}$ is the liquid flow rate of the pump (L s$^{-1}$). $n_{samp}$ was determined by an extinction measurement, as detailed below. The values of the constants $F_{neb}$ and $V_{pump}$ are 16 STP cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ and $3.1 \times 10^{-6}$ L s$^{-1}$, respectively. We assumed:

$$
\varepsilon(D_{PSL}) = \varepsilon(D_{BC}),
$$

(23)

where $D_{BC}$ is the volume-equivalent diameter of the BC particles. Then the BC mass concentration in sample water,
m_{\text{samp}} (\mu g \text{ L}^{-1}), was determined by:

\[
m_{\text{samp}} = \int_{70}^{850} \frac{d m_{\text{samp}}}{d \log D_{\text{BC}}} d \log D_{\text{BC}}
\]

\[
= \int_{70}^{850} \frac{F_{\text{neb}} \cdot dM_{\text{BC}}}{V_{\text{pump}}} \cdot \varepsilon(D_{\text{BC}}) d \log D_{\text{BC}}.
\] (24)

Here, \(d m_{\text{samp}}/d \log D_{\text{BC}}\) is the mass size distribution of BC in the sample water (\(\mu g \text{ L}^{-1}\)), and \(dM_{\text{SP2}}/d \log D_{\text{BC}}\) is the mass size distribution of BC in air measured by the SP2 (\(\mu g \text{ cm}^{-3}\)). Only the mass concentration in the size range of detection of the SP2 (70–850 nm) was calculated.

### 4.3 PSL number concentration in water

The diameters of the PSL spheres used in this study ranged between 107 and 1025 nm. \(n_{\text{samp}}(D_{\text{PSL}})\) was determined for each PSL suspension by placing the PSL suspension in a rectangular acrylic cell and measuring the attenuation of a 532-nm laser beam (GSHG-3020F, KTG Co. Ltd., Kochi, Japan). \(n_{\text{samp}}(D_{\text{PSL}})\) was determined by using the Beer-Lambert law (e.g. Hinds, 1999) with an uncertainty of 8%:

\[
n_{\text{samp}}(D_{\text{PSL}}) = \frac{4}{\pi \cdot D_{\text{PSL}} \cdot Q_{\text{PSL}}} \cdot L \cdot \ln \left( \frac{I}{I_{\text{ref}}} \right). \] (25)

Here, \(Q_{\text{PSL}}\) is the extinction efficiency of the PSL calculated by Mie theory (Bohren and Huffman, 1983). We assumed an ideal monodisperse size distribution of the PSL with a refractive index of 1.59 + 0i. \(L\) is the length of the acrylic cell (30.0 cm). \(I\) and \(I_{\text{ref}}\) (W cm\(^{-2}\)) are the intensities of the laser passing through the PSL suspensions and pure water, respectively.

### 4.4 Laboratory BC samples

Three kinds of laboratory BC samples were tested: two fullerene soot samples (Alpha Aeser, Inc., Wardhill, MA, USA, Stock No. 40971, Lots F12S011 and G25N20), which are dry powders; and AquaBlack 162 (Tokai Carbon Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), a carbon black liquid ink. The procedure for generating known concentrations of fullerene soot in water is described in Schwarz et al. (2012). The BC particles in AquaBlack 162 were stably dispersed in water without sedimentation or coagulation, due to the manufacturer’s treatment of the surface of individual BC particles by carboxyl groups.

The measured mass size distributions of BC in the laboratory-generated BC samples are shown in figure 3 of Ohata et al. (2011). The size distributions were determined by taking the size-dependent extraction efficiency of the USN into consideration.

### 4.5 Size-dependent nebulizer efficiency

A large fraction of the BC particles in the water samples is lost during nebulization and transport in the USN tubing. Using Eq. (22) and the size-resolved PSL suspensions detailed above, we determined the size-dependent extraction efficiency of the USN, as shown in Fig. 20. The number concentration of PSL spheres in air detected by the SP2 during each measurement was stable to within 10%. For these measurements, we counted each PSL sphere only within the appropriate size range. The fraction of doublets, which consist of two coagulated PSL spheres, was <9% from the SP2 and UHSAS data and was excluded from our analysis. The efficiency showed a broad maximum of about 10% in the diameter range 200–500 nm and decreased substantially at larger sizes. The overall uncertainty of the measured BC concentration in water (\(m_{\text{samp}}\)) was calculated to be ±25% for this size range of BC and under the assumption that Eq. (23) is valid.
4.6 Reproducibility

Rainwater was collected in glass beakers in Tokyo to test the reproducibility of the measured BC size distributions and BC mass concentrations in samples after long-term storage. Immediately (<2 h) after sampling, the sample water was transferred to a glass bottle and analyzed. After analysis, the sample was kept in a refrigerator and reanalyzed about 1 month later and again 12 months later. The rainwater sample was agitated by an ultrasonic bath (UB) for 15 minutes just before analysis to disperse BC particles and detach them from the wall of the container. The change in the measured total mass concentration of BC during storage was within 35%.

Reproducibility of the measured mass concentration after long-term storage was also determined for another rainwater sample collected in Okinawa in Japan over the East China Sea. Although this sample was not analyzed on the day of sampling, the BC mass concentrations measured after 2 and 9 months were higher by 33% and lower by 10% than that of the first measurement, respectively. Therefore, reproducibility of the measured mass concentration for this sample was also within 35%.

4.7 Loss of BC to the walls of containers

To assess the loss of BC particles due to their attachment to the walls of the glass container during storage, five rainwater samples collected in Tokyo were analyzed after storage for 9 months in the refrigerator, with and without agitation by an UB for 15 min just before analysis. We found that when the samples were simply shaken by hand (i.e., no UB agitation), the mass concentrations of BC in all five samples were lower by (18±13)% on average, than the concentrations measured after UB agitation. The systematic underestimation indicates that the UB agitation just before analysis and transfer of sample water to other bottles is required for an improved analytical accuracy.

4.8 Overall uncertainty

In summary, the reproducibility of the measured mass concentration in rainwater after refrigerated storage in glass containers for 12 months was ±35%. Agitation of the sample water by an UB reduced the effect of the attachment of BC particles to the wall of the container. This provides the basis in constraining the uncertainty of the measurement of BC concentrations in water. One of the largest uncertainties in measuring the size distributions of BC in water is the relatively large size dependence and variability in the extraction efficiency of BC. In addition, BC size distribution can extend beyond the upper limit of the current SP2 (Schwarz et al., 2012), indicating the necessity of extending the upper limit of the BC size that can be measured by the SP2.

5. Amplification of the Light Absorption of BC

Internal mixing between BC and other compounds increases the absorption of visible light, in part, because the non-absorbing material can refract light toward the absorbing particle (Ackerman and Toon, 1981; Bond et al., 2013). Recent results on this effect by laboratory experiments are reviewed by Bond et al. (2013). In short, the absorption increase is low for very thin coatings (Slowik et al., 2007) and increases by a factor up to about 2 for thicker coatings (Schnaiter et al., 2005; Khalizov et al., 2009; Cross et al., 2010; Shiraiwa et al., 2010; Bueno et al., 2011). In this chapter, the evaluation of this effect by laboratory experiments is presented based on the descriptions by Shiraiwa et al. (2010).

5.1 Laboratory measurements

Direct measurements of the amplification of BC by internal mixing are still limited. Previous studies focused on the optical properties of coated BC with ozonolysis products of α-pinene (Schnaiter et al., 2005), water (Mikhaylov et al., 2006), oleic acid (Slowik et al., 2007), wax (Gangli et al., 2008), and sulfate (Zhang et al., 2008; Khalizov et al., 2009). In most of these studies, the photo-absorption coefficients were measured by taking the difference between the extinction and scattering coefficients. Photo-absorption was shown to be amplified by a BC coating. However, we still need to characterize the amplification of the photo-absorption of coated BC as a function of coating thickness along with a comparison with Mie theory in detail.

We measured the amplification of the photo-absorption by BC as a function of shell/core diameter ratio (i.e. coating thickness). Graphite particles were used as a surrogate for BC. The physical properties (i.e., refractive index, density) of graphite are similar to those of ambient BC (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006). The absorption was measured directly using the photoacoustic technique (Arnott et al., 2003), which can provide non-destructive, airborne measurements. BC particles with known core diameters are coated with organic compounds using a tandem differential mobility analyzer (TDMA) system (Moteki and Kondo, 2007). The coating thickness and size distribution of the coated particles are measured using an SP2. The amplification of absorption is measured as a function of the coating thickness and compared with model calculations based on Mie theory.

Graphite particles (Alfa Aesar, Inc., Ward Hill, MA, USA) used in this study were observed to be non-aggregates by transmittance electron microscopy (TEM) (figure 2, Moteki and Kondo, 2007), suggesting that their shapes changed very little by the condensation of organics (Moteki and Kondo, 2007). The mass-equivalent diameters (D_EC) of graphite particles with given mobility diameters were measured using a differential mobility analyzer (DMA)-APM system (McMurry et al., 2002). D_EC is calculated as D_EC = (6M/πρD)^1/3, where M is the particle mass and ρ is a graphite particle density of 2.28 g cm^-3 (Michelsen, 2003). D_EC with mobility diameters of 150, 200, 250, and 300 nm were measured to be 123, 185, 234, and 281 nm, respectively. The dynamic shape factors were calculated to be ~1.2, indicating that they were non-spherical.

The refractive index (m) of graphite was reported to be m graphite = 2.65 − 1.39i at a wavelength (λ) of 533 nm (Stagg and Charalampopoulos, 1993). The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index given by Bond and Bergstrom (2006) are in the range of 2.0–3.3 and 0.7–2.1, respectively.

For the interpretation of the measurements, the absorption cross section (C_abs) of graphite was calculated by Mie theory assuming that the particles were dense and spheri-
cal. To evaluate the uncertainties due to this assumption, graphite particles were also assumed not to be dense but mixed with air voids in the particle mobility diameter (Bond et al., 2006). The volume fraction of air was calculated to be 20–45% for diameters of 150–300 nm. The refractive index of air-included graphite ($m_{\text{graphite-air}}$) was computed using the Maxwell-Garnett theory of volume mixing model (Bohren and Huffman, 1983), assuming an $m_{\text{air}}$ of 1.0 − 0.0i, resulting in an $m_{\text{graphite-air}}$ of 2.0 − 0.9i. To estimate the maximum uncertainty, a volume fraction of air of 45% was assumed. This value is in the range of values reported by Bond and Bergstrom (2006). In calculating $C_{\text{abs}}$, we used both $m_{\text{graphite}}$ and $m_{\text{graphite-air}}$ to give a measure of the uncertainties of $m$ and the non-sphericity.

Photo-absorption of uncoated and coated graphite particles at given BC diameters and coating thicknesses was investigated using the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 21. The system consists of an atomizer, a tandem differential mobility analyzer (TDMA) with a vapor condensing system (coating apparatus) (Moteki and Kondo, 2007), photo-acoustic absorption spectrometer (PASS), and SP2. Particles generated by the atomizer were heated to 400°C to remove non-refractory compounds by the thermo-denuder. The coating apparatus was bypassed for the production of uncoated graphite particles. DMAs were used to select the size of both the core and shell mobility diameters, and the APM was not used in this experiment. The coating thickness was changed by controlling the temperature of the oil bath of the coating apparatus. The overall uncertainty of the shell/core mobility diameter ratio was estimated to be 34%. Coated graphite particles with $D_{\text{BC}}$ of 185, 234, and 281 nm and coating thicknesses of 0–300 nm were produced. The $D_p/D_{\text{BC}}$ ratios of particles were in the range of 1–2.5, which covers the ratios observed in the tropical atmosphere (Schwarz et al., 2008b) and East Asia (Shiraiwa et al., 2008). The absorption coefficients ($B_{\text{abs}}$) of coated graphite particles were measured by PASS. Core and shell diameters ($D_{\text{BC}}$ and $D_p$) were determined by SP2 and these values were used in the analysis of absorption amplification.

Glycerol and oleic acid were used as coating materials. The refractive indices of coatings of glycerol and oleic acid at $\lambda = 589$ nm have been reported to be 1.47 − 0i (The Chemical Society of Japan, 1993) and 1.46 − 0i (Japan Oil Chemist’s Society, 2001), respectively. The refractive index of organics at $\lambda = 550$ nm was reported to be 1.45 − 0i (Jacobson, 2005), suggesting that the optical properties of glycerol and oleic acid are similar to that of organics in general.

Graphite particles that passed through DMA1 (Fig. 21) were not purely monodisperse but polydisperse to some extent due to multiple charging. Therefore, the size distribution of the graphite particles after passing through DMA2 was also not purely monodisperse, as measured by the SP2 downstream of DMA2 (Fig. 21).

The normalized size distribution of $D_{\text{BC}}$ depended little on the shell mobility diameter selection by DMA2. The average number ratios of singly-, doubly-, and triply-charged particles ($D_{\text{BC}} = 185$ nm) were 68–74, 21–25, and 5–7%, respectively. The number fractions of the singly-charged particles were larger than 85% for the graphite particles with 250 and 300 nm core mobility diameters selected by DMA1. The sampling of multiply-charged particles influences the absorption measurements, which is further discussed below. The effects of multiply-charged particles on the number size distribution of graphite are discussed in Shiraiwa et al. (2010).

The mass absorption cross section $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ was derived by dividing $B_{\text{abs}}$ by the mass concentrations of graphite particles. For example, $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ of uncoated graphite particles was 5.1 (±0.9) m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ at $D_{\text{BC}} = 185$ nm. $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ increased with $D_p/D_{\text{BC}}$, becoming $\sim$10 (±1.9) m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ at $D_p/D_{\text{BC}} = 2$. The absorption measurements were influenced by multiply-charged particles, and the uncertainty in $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ was estimated as discussed in detail in Shiraiwa et al. (2010).

The absorption amplification factor ($\gamma$) was calculated by the ratios of $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ ($D_{\text{BC}}$) for coated and uncoated graphite particles. The derived $\gamma$ is plotted in Fig. 22 for $D_{\text{BC}} = 185$ nm as functions of $D_p/D_{\text{BC}}$ ratio and coating thickness ($D_p - D_{\text{BC}})/2$. $D_{\text{BC}}$ is denoted as $D_c$ in this figure. The error of $\gamma$ was estimated to be $\sim$25%, caused by the propagation of the error of $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$. The bottom axis is the median $D_p/D_{\text{BC}}$ ratio of singly-charged particles. The horizontal
bars of the median $D_{bc}$ represent the uncertainty caused by the distribution of $D_p/D_{bc}$, as discussed above.

The absorption increased by about 30% even with a thin coating of $D_p/D_{bc} \approx 1.2$. Much larger enhancements were observed at larger $D_p/D_{bc}$ ratios. The maximum $\gamma$ was about 2.2 when $D_p/D_{bc}$ reached about 2.2. This is a clear demonstration of the effect of the amplification of photo-absorption by the coating of BC particles. The maximum $\gamma$ of 2.0 was also observed by soot coated with secondary organic aerosols (Schnaiter et al., 2005). The photo-absorption increased monotonically with the increase in the $D_p/D_{bc}$ ratios for graphite particles. However, BC particles in the atmosphere have fractal structures in general. The collapse of aggregates due to the capillary force of coatings can lead to a reduction in the absorption, because some spherules that make up aggregates become screened by other spherules in compact forms (Schnaiter et al., 2005; Bond et al., 2006). Indeed, no significant amplification was observed for flame-generated soot aggregates coated with 10–50-nm thick oleic acid (Slowik et al., 2007). Therefore, for a more realistic assessment of photo-absorption by ambient BC, this factor has to be taken into account.

5.2 Comparison with Mie theory

We compared the model calculations based on Mie theory with the laboratory measurements. The $\sigma_{abs}$ and $\gamma$ were calculated using the shell/core model of Mie theory (Bohren and Huffman, 1983), which was reported to be a good proxy for internally mixed BC with arbitrary eccentricity (Schnaiter et al., 2005).

Figure 22 shows the calculated $\gamma$ using the shell/core model with $\mu_{graphite-air}$ and $\mu_{graphite}$ for $D_{bc} = 185$ nm. The calculated $\gamma$ for $\mu_{graphite-air}$ is $\sim 15\%$ smaller than that for $\mu_{graphite}$ in both models. At $D_{bc} = 185$ nm, the model agreed with the observed $\gamma$ reasonably well. At $D_{bc} = 234$ and 281 nm, the shell/core model reproduced well the observed $\gamma$ (not shown). Overall, the $\gamma$ calculated by the shell/core model agreed with that observed within the uncertainties of the observed $\gamma$ ($\gamma$-axis) and the median of $D_p/D_{bc}$ ($x$-axis). The demonstration of the validity of the model is among the first performed by laboratory experiments.

BC particles in the atmosphere have fractal structures and have different compositions from graphite. In order to obtain a more precise assessment of photo-absorption by ambient BC, this factor has to be taken into account.

5.3 Considerations for field studies

It is more difficult to measure $\gamma$ values in ambient air because of the complexities in comparing $\sigma_{abs}$ for uncoated and coated BC particles. Knox et al. (2009) found $\gamma$ values of 1.2 to 1.6 near source regions as reviewed by Bond et al. (2013). However, Cappa et al. (2012) observed $\gamma$ as small as 1.06 in large urban centers. It was hypothesized that the low $\gamma$ values were caused by BC inclusions at the edge of the sampled BC particles. This hypothesis can now be tested by the new analytical method using SP2 as described in Section 2.6. There is a strong need for new experimental and theoretical methodologies to measure and interpret absorption cross sections of BC in ambient air.

6. Hygroscopicity of BC

In this chapter, a method to measure the CCN activity of BC is described, mainly based on Kuwata et al. (2007, 2008, 2009). The technique is applied to the BC measurements in Tokyo.

6.1 Previous studies

BC particles are hydrophobic and insoluble in water soon after emission because of their graphitic structure. However, it has been shown that BC becomes hydrophilic by surface oxidation (e.g., Zubiri et al., 2005), and hygroscopic by the condensation of secondary aerosol components (e.g., Saathoff et al., 2003; Sellegri et al., 2003) and coagulation with pre-existing particles (Matsui et al., 2013a). Coated BC particles act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), based on laboratory experiments (e.g., Lammel and Novakov, 1995; Petzold et al., 2005a; Dusek et al., 2006). These laboratory studies have shown that some portion of BC particles is activated as CCN when water-soluble compounds condense on BC.

However, direct measurements of the hygroscopicity of BC in the atmosphere are still very limited. One of the difficulties is to separate out co-existing non-BC particles in the measurements of hygroscopicity. The volatility tandem differential mobility analyzer (VTDMA) technique was used to isolate the less volatile aerosol components, which were considered to be mainly composed of BC in urban areas (Kuwata et al., 2007; Rose et al., 2011). However, the estimate of
the CCN activity of BC was not fully quantitative, as the DMA cannot quantitatively measure non-spherical particles such as BC (Park et al., 2004a). Kuwata et al. (2009) developed a volatility tandem aerosol particle mass analyzer (VTAPM) to determine the critical mass of condensed compounds separating the two types of BC quantitatively. Recent studies have used an SP2, combined with the humidified tandem differential mobility analyzer (HTDMA) (McMeeking et al., 2011; Laborde et al., 2013), to directly measure the hygroscopicity of BC. Below, we describe the results of the measurements made in Tokyo (Kuwata et al., 2009).

6.2 Hygroscopicity of BC in Tokyo

We have shown that particles containing large BC cores are basically CCN inactive (Kuwata et al., 2007; Kuwata and Kondo, 2008) and that the number fraction of CCN-active BC particles (CCN/CN)_{BC} can be estimated using the following equation:

\[
(CCN/CN)_{BC} = \frac{F_{BC} - (1 - CCN/CN)}{F_{BC}},
\]

where (CCN/CN)_{BC} represents the number fraction of CCN-active particles and particles containing large BC cores, respectively. The number concentration of CCN is measured with a cloud condensation nuclei counter (CCNC). CN (condensation nuclei) denotes the number concentration of all particles, which is measured with a condensation particle counter (CPC). The value of \( F_{BC} \) is determined using a VTDMA (Rose et al., 2006; Kuwata et al., 2007; Kuwata and Kondo, 2008). In deriving Eq. (26), we assumed that CCN-inactive non-BC particles (e.g., primary organic aerosol particles) do not exist. According to Köhler theory, the CCN activity of BC can be determined from the mass (\( \Delta m \)) and chemical composition of condensed compounds on the BC particle (Kuwata et al., 2007).

The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 23 (Kuwata et al., 2009). The key feature of the setup is the use of two aerosol particle mass analyzers (APMs) in tandem. Particles mass-selected by APM1 were introduced to a heater operated at 400°C to extract the BC cores. The mass distributions of the BC cores were measured by means of APM2 and CPC2.

The tandem APM system was operated downstream of a DMA. The combination of DMA1 and APM1 selected the particle type according to the effective density (\( \rho_{eff} \)), which is defined by the following equation:

\[
m_p = \frac{\pi}{6} \rho_{eff} d_m^3, \tag{27}
\]

where \( m_p \) is the particle mass selected by APM1, and \( d_m \) is the particle mobility diameter selected by DMA1. In general, \( \rho_{eff} \) of BC particles is relatively small (\( \rho_{eff} < 1 \text{ g cm}^{-3} \)), owing to their non-spherical shape (Park et al., 2004b). We found that relatively light (0.6 g cm\(^{-3}\) < \( \rho_{eff} < 1.1 \text{ g cm}^{-3} \)) particles contained large BC cores. Thus, we focused on these particles in this study. During the observation period (8 days in April 2007), we set DMA1 to classify 100-nm particles because the number concentration of fresh BC particles is highest at around this size (Rose et al., 2006). Particles selected by DMA1 and APM1 were also introduced to a CCNC (Roberts and Nenes, 2005) and CPC1 (Zhang and Liu, 1991) to measure the number fraction of CCN-active particles (CCN-CN). Supersaturation (\( S \)) inside the CCNC was set at 0.9% and 1.3%. In addition, we introduced the selected particles to the VTDMA system to measure \( F_{BC} \) (Kuwata et al., 2007; Kuwata and Kondo, 2008).

When \( \Delta m \) was small (\(<0.05\) fg), the ratio of the number fraction of CCN inactive particles (1 – CCN-CN) to \( F_{BC} \) was almost equal to unity. This result demonstrates the validity of the assumption employed in Eq. (26). Then, we analyzed the present result using Eq. (26). (CCN-CN)_{BC} is plotted against \( \Delta m \) in Fig. 24. (CCN-CN)_{BC} clearly increased with increasing \( \Delta m \), which indicates that hydrophilic BC and hydrophobic BC were effectively separated according to the mass of the condensed compounds. At \( S = 0.9\% \), (CCN-CN)_{BC} was 0.5 at \( \Delta m = 0.18 \) fg. This \( \Delta m \) value corresponds to critical mass separating hydrophilic BC and hydrophobic BC (\( \Delta m_{cr} \)). \( \Delta m_{cr} \) was 0.08 fg at \( S = 1.3\% \).

We have made an indirect estimate of the chemical composition of condensed compounds on BC particles. For a
more quantitative interpretation of the hygroscopicity of BC, more direct measurements of the chemical composition of the condensed compounds are needed.

7. Aging of BC

The change of BC from hydrophobic to hydrophilic occurs through aging processes, as mentioned above. The e-folding time of the change is assumed or estimated to be about 1 day in a number of global models (Bond et al., 2013 and references therein). However, direct evidence based on observations of the mixing states of BC is limited. Therefore, it is critically important to understand the evolution of the mixing state of freshly-emitted BC. The mixing states of BC near emission sources and remote areas have been investigated by indirect methods without using an SP2 in a number of studies (Clarke et al., 2004, and references therein). However, the time scale of the changes in the mixing state has not been investigated thus far. We have carried out field measurements in urban areas (Moteki et al., 2007; Shiraiwa et al., 2007) and at a remote location (Shiraiwa et al., 2008) in Japan. In this chapter, important findings from these studies are presented.

7.1 Outflow from urban areas

7.1.1 Aircraft observations

Aircraft measurements of urban plumes over the ocean is suited for studies of aging processes without interference from additional emissions once air parcels leave land areas. We carried out aircraft observations of aerosols and trace gases in the marine boundary layer (MBL) over the Pacific Ocean offshore of the Nagoya Urban Area, Japan (~35°N, 137°E) during the Pacific Exploration of Asian Continental Emission-C (PEACE-C) aircraft observation campaign from March 22 to 27, 2004. The flight routes were designed to enable studies of the chemical evolution of air parcels in Lagrangian coordinates. BC was measured by an SP2. Water soluble organic carbon (WSOC) was measured by a system combining the Particle-Into-Liquid Sampler with a total organic carbon (TOC) analyzer (PILS-WSOC) (Sullivan et al., 2004) with an integration time of 6 minutes. Water soluble inorganic ions were measured by PILS with Ion Chromatography analysis (PILS-IC) (Weber et al., 2001) with an integration time of 5 minutes. Mixing ratios of non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) were measured by a whole air sampling technique (Colman et al., 2001), with sampling intervals of 3–4 minutes. The ethene (C2H4) and ethyne (C2H2) data were used in estimating the chemical ages (tage) of air parcels measured on board the aircraft.

The time delay (Δt) between the scattering peak and LII peak measured by the SP2 was used as a measure of the thickness of the BC coating (Schwarz et al., 2006). The Dp/DBC ratio larger than about 2 (threshold) was defined as thickly-coated BC for this experiment. For Dp/DBC = 2, the uncertainty of the Dp/DBC ratio was ±0.5, significantly larger than that determined by the method described in Section 2.5. Figure 25 shows the changes of the number fraction of thickly-coated BC as a function of tage. The average (±σ) fraction of thickly-coated BC increased from 0.35 (±0.05) to 0.63 (±0.09) within 12 hours (h). The rate of the increase in the thickly-coated number fraction (Rcont) averaged 2.3% h⁻¹. This increase of thickly-coated BC is likely due to the oxidation of the precursor gases, followed by the condensation of non-refractory compounds, including sulfate and or-

![Fig. 24. The number fraction of CCN-active BC particles versus the mass of the coating material for a supersaturation of 0.9%. The data represent the response of 100 nm BC particles sampled in Tokyo in April 2007. The filled black circles with 1σ error bars are averages of the individual runs shown as gray data points. The solid curve is a sigmoidal function fit to the averaged data points. A sigmoidal function is used because the ordinate should fall in the region between 0 and 1 by definition, although some deviations are apparent and are likely due to measurement errors as well as some deviations from the assumptions made for the calculation. Adapted from Kuwata et al. (2009, figure 11).](image)

![Fig. 25. The number fraction of thickly-coated BC particles versus tage (photochemical age of air parcels) (from Moteki et al., 2007). The small crosses indicate data merged with the integration time for the whole air samplings. The filled circles with bars indicate the data averaged over each category of tage. Vertical and horizontal bars indicate the 1σ values.](image)
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ganics, onto the BC particles, as discussed below. The \( R_{\text{coat}} (D_{\text{BC}}) \) was observed to be lower for the larger \( D_{\text{BC}} \). For example, \( R_{\text{coat}} (250 \text{ nm}) = 1.0 \% \text{ h}^{-1} \) on average. \( R_{\text{coat}} (180 \text{ nm})/R_{\text{coat}} (250 \text{ nm}) \) was observed to be 2.3. It is likely that this size dependence in \( R_{\text{coat}} (D_{\text{BC}}) \) can be explained by considering the size dependence of the rate of change in \( \Delta n/\Delta t = \sigma_{\text{BC}} \frac{d\text{number fraction of thickly-coated BC}}{dt} \) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).

Figure 26 shows the ratios of the mass concentrations of aerosol composition \( X \) (WSOC, non-sea salt (nss)-SO\(_4^{2-} \), NH\(_4^+ \), and NO\(_3^- \)) to those of BC for three factors. The overall increase in each \( X/\text{BC} \) was \( \Delta (\text{WSOC}/\text{BC}) = 0.9 \), \( \Delta (\text{nss-SO}_4^{2-}/\text{BC}) = 2.1 \), and \( \Delta (\text{NH}_4^+/\text{BC}) = 0.4 \). The inorganic ions NH\(_4^+ \), SO\(_4^{2-} \), and NO\(_3^- \) were in the form of ammonium sulfate ((NH\(_4\))\(_2\)SO\(_4\)) and ammonium nitrate (NH\(_4\)NO\(_3\)) considering that the average (\( \pm \sigma \)) molar ratio of NH\(_4^+\)/SO\(_4^{2-}\) + NO\(_3^-\) for each \( t_{\text{age}} \)-category was 1.0 (\( \pm 0.3 \)), 1.0 (\( \pm 0.3 \)), and 0.9 (\( \pm 0.1 \)), respectively. From these results, it is likely that ammonium sulfate, and secondary organic compounds, formed during the transport should have mainly contributed to the increase in the coating on BC particles. In conclusion, these results give direct evidence that BC particles become internally mixed on a time scale of 12 h in urban plumes.

**7.1.2 Ground-based observations** Ground-based measurements provide continuous data suitable for more detailed investigations of aging processes. Ground-based measurements of aerosols and trace gases were performed from July 25 through August 14, 2004, in a Tokyo suburb (Kisai, 36.1°N, 139.6°E) located about 50 km north of Tokyo. Polluted air was transported there from Tokyo under southerly wind conditions (Takegawa et al., 2006). A dominant source of BC in Tokyo is diesel vehicle emissions (Kondo et al., 2006). The BC emissions were estimated to be greatest near the center of Tokyo (20 \( \times \) 20 km\(^2\)), rapidly decreasing toward suburban areas (Kannari et al., 2004). Consequently, Kisai is an appropriate site to investigate the chemical evolution of aerosols transported from Tokyo.

BC measurements were made by an SP2. Measurements of the size-resolved chemical composition of the submicron aerosol were made using a quadrupole aerosol mass spectrometer (Q-AMS; Aerodyne) (Jayne et al., 2000). Hydrocarbons and alkyl nitrates were measured using a whole-air sampling technique (Simpson et al., 2003) with a 2–6 hour sampling interval. They were analyzed using gas chromatography (HP-6890) with flame ionization detection for hydrocarbons and electron capture detection for alkyl nitrates. The air mass ages were estimated from the 2-PeONO\(_2\)/n-C\(_{12}\)H\(_{20}\) ratios.

The BC particles were classified into two types: thinly- and thickly-coated BC. The fraction of thickly-coated BC with a core diameter (\( D_{\text{BC}} \)) of 180 nm increased at a rate of 1.9% h\(^{-1} \). The increase rates were lower at larger \( D_{\text{BC}} \), consistent with the PEACE-C aircraft observations (Moteki et al., 2007).

We applied Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) (Paatero and Tapper, 1993; Paterson et al., 1999) to investigate the contribution to the coating on BC particles by sulfate, nitrate, and organics. PMF is a factor analysis that imposes a non-negativity constraint on the resulting factors. The ratio of the mass concentrations of sulfate, nitrate, and organics to those of BC with \( D_{\text{BC}} = 180 (\pm 5) \text{ nm} \), and the number fraction of thickly-coated BC (\( D_{\text{BC}} = 180 (\pm 5) \text{ nm} \)) were applied to PMF. The parameters (sulfate/BC, nitrate/BC, organics/BC, and the number fraction of thickly-coated BC) predicted by the PMF model agree quite well with those observed, with \( r^2 \) values for the correlations between the observed and predicted values of 0.78, 0.91, 0.88, and 0.98, respectively.

The PMF analysis resulted in three physically interpretable factors, as shown in Fig. 27(a). On the y-axis is the explained variation (EV), which is a dimensionless number that shows a quantitative statement of how important each factor is in explaining each parameter (Paterson et al., 1999). The EV varies from 0 (no explanation) to 1 (complete explanation). Factor 1, which explains 62 (\( \pm 10 \))% of sulfate/BC and 34 (\( \pm 6 \))% of thickly-coated BC, means that sulfate is the principal contributor to the coating in this factor. Factor 2 explains 89 (\( \pm 4 \))% of organics/BC and 49 (\( \pm 6 \))% of thickly-coated BC, which means that organics is the main contributor in this factor. On the other hand, nitrate is the main contributor in Factor 3. The cumulative variance shows that the use of the three factors explains almost the entire variance (>96%) in every parameter. Figure 27(b) is the time series of the number fraction of thickly-coated BC (\( D_{\text{BC}} = 180 \pm 5 \text{ nm} \), solid line) and the factor contribution for this BC particle type. Factors 1 and 2 mainly contribute over the entire period, especially in the daytime (90±7%), indicating that sulfate and organics were the major coating materials.

An evaluation of the diurnal variation shows an enhancement by 40% of Factor 3 from midnight to morning (2300 LT–0600 LT), when the RH was around 80%. Given that this RH was higher than the deliquesce RH of ammonium ni-
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**Fig. 26.** BC-normalized mass concentration of aerosol chemical compositions for three categories of the photochemical age (\( t_{\text{age}} \)): \( t_{\text{age}} = 0–4, 8–12, \) and 12–16 h (from Moteki et al., 2007). The WSOC (water soluble organic carbon) mass concentrations are in units of \( \mu \text{g C m}^{-3} \).
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(a) Explained variance of nitrate/BC, sulfate/BC, organics/BC, and thickly-coated BC ($D_{BC} = 180$ nm) in the three-factor PMF (positive matrix factorization) model. In addition to Factors 1, 2, and 3, the cumulative variance explained by the PMF analysis is also shown. (b) Time series of factor contributions for the number fraction of thickly-coated BC ($D_{BC} = 180$ nm). The figures are from Shiraiwa et al. (2007).
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trate (DRH: 62% at 298 K), this inorganic compound would be found in the aqueous state (Morino et al., 2006). The equilibrium of the nitric acid (HNO$_3$) reaction with ammonia (NH$_3$) to form ammonium (NH$_4^+$) and nitrate (NO$_3^-$) shifts toward the aerosol phase at high ambient RH. Therefore, nitrate likely contributed to the BC coating by dissolving in the liquid aerosol particles during periods of elevated RH around midnight. In summary, at $D_{BC} = 180$ nm, factors in which sulfate and organics dominated accounted for 90 ($\pm$7)% to the coating on BC during the daytime, while nitrate also contributed substantially to coating during the nighttime (2300 LT–0600 LT) under high-RH conditions.

7.2 Outflow from the Asian continent

Because of the high emission rates of aerosols and trace gases in East Asia (Bond et al., 2013), their transport to the western Pacific affects the regional climate and air quality in this region. It is of great interest therefore to study the physicochemical properties of BC aerosols in the Asian outflow.

7.2.1 Surface observations Ground-based measurements of aerosols and trace gases were performed at a remote site in Japan (Fukue Island, 32.8°N, 128.7°E) during March 14–22 and April 5–16, 2007. The site is located about 600 km east of the coastline of the Asian continent, about 250 km south of the Korean peninsula, and about 100 km west of Kyushu Island (Japan), as shown in Fig. 28. The observatory house is located on the northwest side of Fukue Island (Takami et al., 2005).

The SP2 was deployed to measure BC and light-scattering aerosols. Size-resolved PM$_1$ aerosol (particles with diameters smaller than 1 µm) chemical composition was analyzed using a quadruple aerosol mass spectrometer (Q-AMS; Aerodyne) (Jayne et al., 2000). Hydrocarbons were measured using a whole air sampling technique (Simpson et al., 2003). They were analyzed using gas chromatography (HP-6890) with flame ionization detection. The mixing ratio of carbon monoxide (CO) under ambient conditions was measured using a non-dispersive infrared absorption technique (Model48C, TECO, USA) (Takegawa et al., 2006).

7.2.2 Classification of air masses and aerosol concentrations Four-day back trajectories were calculated to understand the observed variations associated with the differ-
Fig. 28. Map of anthropogenic BC emissions over East Asia for the year 2006 with a spatial resolution of 0.5° x 0.5° (Zhang et al., 2009). The regions of North China (NC), south China (SC), Korea (KR), and Japan (JP) defined in this study are shown with white boxes. The white circles are the locations of the measurement sites at Happo (36.7°N, 137.8°E), Hedo (26.9°N, 128.3°E), and Fukue (32.8°N, 128.7°E) in the western Pacific region. The gray lines show the flight tracks of the Aerosol Radiative Forcing in East Asia (A-FORCE) aircraft campaign (Oshima et al., 2012), conducted over the East China Sea in spring 2009. This figure is from Liu et al. (2013b).

Ent air mass origins. Observed air masses were distinctly classified into 5 types by region of origin and transport pathway: China (CH; 19%), Korea (KR; 17%), Japan (JP; 11%), Marine (MR; 10%), and Free Troposphere (FT; 20%). FT air masses were transported from the free troposphere (at altitudes greater than 2–3 km) over the Asian continent by northerly winds; these air masses then descended to the planetary boundary layer (PBL) over the eastern edge of the Korean peninsula (figure 4 of Shiraiwa et al. (2008)). The lowest values of ambient temperature and relative humidity among all the air masses confirm the free tropospheric origin of air masses. The fraction of each observed air mass type is also shown in parentheses, summing up to 77%. The remaining 23% of air masses were classified as transition periods and excluded in the analysis. The ambient temperature, relative humidity, and CO concentration have also been analyzed and are summarized in table 2 of Shiraiwa et al. (2008). Classifications of air masses were mainly based on back trajectories but also supported by trace gases and meteorological parameters.

The mass concentrations of BC and inorganic and organic aerosols are summarized in table 2 of Shiraiwa et al. (2008). The CH air masses had the highest concentration of BC, with a mass concentration of 0.50 (±0.14) µg m⁻³, followed by the KR air masses: The MR air masses had the lowest value of 0.16 (±0.05) µg m⁻³. The concentrations of aerosols essentially showed the highest values in the CH and KR air masses, because both are strongly influenced by anthropogenic emissions, and showed lower values in the JP, MR, and FT air masses. Sulfate and organics are the main constituents, while BC aerosol accounted for 1–4% in the mass of PM₁ aerosols in every air mass type (figure 5 of Shiraiwa et al. (2008)).

7.2.3 Size distribution Figure 29 shows the average BC mass and number size distributions for the air mass types measured using the SP2. To estimate the whole size distribution, a single, lognormal distribution was assumed, which has been observed in Asian outflow in the FT by Clarke et al. (2004). Mass median diameters (MMD) were 200–220 nm and count median diameters (CMD) were 120–140 nm in every air mass type. These MMDs were in a size range similar to those obtained by SP2 measurements in the FT (Schwarz et al., 2006, 2008a, b) and the lower troposphere (Moteki et al., 2007).

7.2.4 Mixing state The median values of the shell/core diameter ratio (R) with D_{BC} = 200 and 300 nm are summarized in table 3 of Shiraiwa et al. (2008). Average distributions of R with D_{BC} = 200 (±10) nm in each air mass type are shown in Fig. 30. In the CH and KR air masses, the median R with a diameter of 200 nm was ~1.6, which indicates that most BC aerosols were thickly coated. It is likely that this resulted from the condensation
of organic and inorganic components and coagulation with co-existing aerosols during the transport from China and Korea. It is also possible that BC was coated to some extent already in China and Korea, depending on the time during which the air masses remain after BC emissions. Based on back trajectory analysis, the transport time from the Asian continent to the sampling site was long enough (2–3 days) for these processes to take place. The mass concentrations of organic and inorganic aerosols were much higher in the CH and KR air masses (table 2 of Shiraiwa et al. (2008)), which should result in thicker coatings on the BC aerosols. In the MR air masses, the BC was also thickly coated with a median $R$ of $\sim 1.6$. In contrast, in the JP and FT air masses, the median values of $R$ were 1.3–1.4, which indicates that large amounts of BC aerosols in these air masses were thinly-coated compared to other air mass types. The transport time from the Japanese main island to the sampling site was about 6 hours based on back trajectory analysis. BC is coated on a time scale of about 12 hours in urban polluted air (Moteki et al., 2007; Shiraiwa et al., 2007). Therefore, the transport time of about 6 hours is too short for full aging to take place in the JP air masses. Moreover, the mass loadings of organics and inorganic aerosol components, which possibly contributed to the coatings, were smaller in the JP air masses than those in the CH and KR air masses (table 2 of Shiraiwa et al. (2008)), suggesting that the aging time scale might have been longer than 12 hours.

7.2.5 Internally mixed compounds To investigate the contribution to the coating on BC aerosols by sulfate, organics, and nitrate measured by AMS, Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) was applied (Shiraiwa et al., 2007). The ratio of the mass concentrations of sulfate, organics, and nitrate to those of BC ($X/BC$, $X =$ sulfate, organics, and nitrate) and the median value of $R$ with $D_{BC} = 200 \pm 10$ nm were applied to the PMF analysis. We assumed that the coating composition matches the bulk aerosol composition. We used $X/BC$ instead of absolute mass loadings, because it represents the relative amount of coating materials to BC aerosols (Moteki et al., 2007). The parameters (sulfate/BC, organics/BC, nitrate/BC, and the median value of $R$) predicted by the PMF model agree quite well with those observed, with $r^2$ values for the correlations between the observed and predicted values of 0.97, 0.61, 0.95, and 0.98, respectively.
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Fig. 30. Average normalized distributions of shell/core diameter ratio \( (R) \) with \( D_{BC} = 200 \, (\pm 10) \, \text{nm} \) in the five air mass types shown in Fig. 29 (from Shiraiwa et al., 2008).

Fig. 31. Explained variation of the median values of \( R \) (\( D_{BC} = 200 \, \text{nm} \)), nitrate/BC, sulfate/BC, and organics/BC in the three-factor PMF (positive matrix factorization) model (from Shiraiwa et al., 2008). In addition to factors 1, 2, and 3, the cumulative variance explained by the PMF analysis is also shown. (b) Time series of normalized factor contributions for the median value of \( R \) (\( D_{BC} = 200 \, \text{nm} \)) along with air parcel type.

The three-factor PMF model resulted in physically interpretable factors (Fig. 31(a)). On the y-axis is the explained variation, which is a quantitative, dimensionless number of how important each factor is in explaining each parameter (Paterson et al., 1999). Factor 1, which explains 94% of sulfate/BC and 19% of \( R \), indicates that sulfate was the principal contributor to the coatings in this factor. Factor 2 explains 31% of organics/BC and 68% of \( R \), which means that organics were the main contributor in this factor. On the other hand, nitrate was considered to be the main contributor to coatings in Factor 3. We note that Factors 1 and 3 also contain some contributions from organics/BC ratio. Therefore, organics are considered to be a sub-contributor to Factors 1 and 3. The cumulative variance shows that the use of the three factors explains almost the entire variance (>95%) in every parameter.

Figure 31(b) shows the time series of normalized factor contributions to the median value of \( R \) (\( D_{BC} = 200 \, \text{nm} \)) along with the air mass type. Factors 1 and 2 were the dom-
inant contributors over the entire period, indicating that organics and sulfate predominantly contributed to the coatings. These two factors accounted for 87% of the coating on BC aerosols according to the cumulative variance of $R$. At nighttime, the contribution of Factor 3 showed an enhancement of as high as 30%, for example on March 15 and 19, and April 14. In these periods, the relative humidity was around 80%. The equilibrium of the nitric acid ($\text{HNO}_3$) reaction with ammonia ($\text{NH}_3$) to form ammonium ($\text{NH}_4^+$) and nitrate ($\text{NO}_3^-$) shifts toward the aerosol phase at high ambient RH (Morino et al., 2006). This explains the larger contribution of nitrate to the coating under high relative humidity conditions, as also observed in the outflow from Tokyo (Shiraiwa et al., 2007). On April 14, the contribution of Factor 1 showed an enhancement as high as 70% in the MR air mass, which indicated the large contribution of sulfate to the coatings. The variability of the factor contributions reflects the different sources/mechanisms that can be associated with the different meteorological conditions and air mass types.

8. Wet Deposition of BC

In this chapter, the results of aircraft measurements of the wet deposition of BC are presented based on Oshima et al. (2012) and Moteki et al. (2012). The former discussed the removal of the total BC mass concentration and the latter investigated its size dependence.

8.1 Total BC mass concentration

8.1.1 A-FORCE aircraft campaign BC particles emitted at the ground surface are transported from the planetary boundary layer (PBL) to the free troposphere (FT) by uplifting processes, including warm conveyor belts (WCBS) and cumulus convection, followed by efficient horizontal transport on a regional-to-hemispheric scale by the westerlies at midlatitudes. BC particles coated with sufficient water-soluble compounds are CCN active (e.g., Kuwata et al., 2009) and therefore can be efficiently removed from the atmosphere by precipitation during transport, while a small fraction of the remaining interstitial BC particles can be removed through the collection of cloud or rain droplets (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).

An understanding of the wet removal of BC is critically important because it directly controls the vertical profiles of BC and amounts of BC transported from source regions to receptor regions (i.e., long-range transport). Previous modeling studies showed that the direct radiative forcing by aerosols depends strongly on the vertical profile of BC (Hansen et al., 2005), and some fraction of BC particles uplifted from the PBL to the FT over source regions is transported over long distances to receptor regions (Koch and Hansen, 2005; Park et al., 2005; Stohl, 2006; Hadley et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011), such as the Arctic troposphere, exerting a substantial impact on regional- to-global-scale radiative forcing (Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004). Despite the importance of the wet removal process of BC, a quantitative understanding of this process is still limited.

Over East Asia, several aircraft campaigns have been conducted, such as the Asian Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE Asia) in spring 2001 (Huebert et al., 2003) and the NASA Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific (TRACE-P) in spring 2001 (Jacob et al., 2003). During these campaigns, Uno et al. (2003) discussed transport processes of BC within the PBL and Park et al. (2005) estimated the atmospheric lifetime of BC during TRACE-P. However, studies on the wet removal of BC over East Asia were quite limited, because there were only very small amounts of data available on BC obtained by aircraft in the FT. In fact, there have been no aircraft observations with high-accuracy BC measurements covering the entire altitude range of the FT over East Asia before the Aerosol Radiative Forcing in East Asia (A-FORCE) (Oshima et al., 2012) aircraft campaign over the western Pacific is also shown for comparison.

The A-FORCE aircraft campaign was conducted over East Asia in March–April 2009 to investigate the transport and removal processes of aerosols, their physical and chemical properties, and cloud microphysical properties in Asian outflow. The flight tracks for A-FORCE are shown in Fig. 28. During the campaign, 120 vertical profiles of BC particles were obtained using an SP2, together with CO at 0–9 km in altitude. The mean profile of BC mass concentrations observed at 26–33°N is shown in Fig. 32 (Liu et al., 2013b), together with the data obtained by the ground-based observations.

8.1.2 Transport efficiency of BC during A-FORCE

The TE (transport efficiency of BC) value for sampled air parcels transported from source regions can be estimated
Fig. 33. Correlation between BC mass concentration and CO mixing ratio for the “dry PBL” air parcels (1-min average data that match the back trajectories) sampled by the aircraft below 2 km in altitude during A-FORCE (red circles) (from Oshima et al., 2012). The red solid line is the linear regression line for the “dry PBL” air parcels. The unit of the slope is ng m$^{-3}$ ppbv$^{-1}$. For comparison, BC mass concentrations and CO mixing ratios for all the air parcels (1-min average data that match the back trajectories) sampled during A-FORCE are denoted by black circles.

from changes in observed BC-to-CO ratios, because emission sources of BC and CO are generally similar (Streets et al., 2003), and CO can be used as an inert combustion tracer within a time scale of a few weeks. The TE is defined for individual air parcels as follows:

$$TE = \frac{\Delta[BC]}{\Delta[CO]} \times \frac{1}{R_{BC-CO}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

where $\Delta[BC]$ and $\Delta[CO]$ are the differences between the observed and background values of BC mass concentration and CO mixing ratio in individual air parcels, respectively, and $R_{BC-CO}$ is the value of the $\Delta[BC]/\Delta[CO]$ slope in air parcels that had not been influenced by wet processes during transport from the source regions (i.e., representing the emission ratio of BC to CO over the source regions). The definition of the “background value” of an air mass in this study is the concentration which the air mass would have had if it had not been influenced by emissions over the East Asian region.

The application of Eq. (28) requires the $R_{BC-CO}$ value, which has been estimated from the slope of the correlation between BC mass concentrations and CO mixing ratios observed for “dry PBL” air parcels (1-min average data that match the back trajectories). The “dry PBL” air parcels are defined by the following criteria: (1) air parcels sampled below 2 km in altitude outside of clouds, (2) their trajectories found in the lower troposphere (between the surface and the 700-hPa level) over the Asian continent (the longitudinal sector between 90° and 122°E), and (3) the average RH of the highest 10% of RH values along the 5-day trajectory smaller than an RH value of 85%.

Figure 33 shows the resulting BC and CO correlation for the “dry PBL” air parcels (based on 1-min average data, indicated by red circles). The BC mass concentrations and CO mixing ratios for all air parcels sampled during A-FORCE are also shown for comparison (1-min average data, indicated by black circles). As indicated by the red line, the resulting $R_{BC-CO}$ value is 4.84 ng m$^{-3}$ (parts per billion by volume (ppbv))$^{-1}$ with 20% variability (i.e., the standard deviation of the $\Delta[BC]/\Delta[CO]$ values over all the “dry PBL” air parcels). The high BC-CO correlation ($r^2 = 0.95$) supports the validity of the identification of dry air parcels within the PBL. The $R_{BC-CO}$ value of 4.84 ng m$^{-3}$ was within the range of the values of the $\Delta[BC]/\Delta[CO]$ slopes (3.5–5.8 ng m$^{-3}$) observed in the Beijing area (Han et al., 2009) that contributed dominantly to the BC emissions in northeastern China (Guinot et al., 2007).

The background concentration of BC was assumed to be zero because the atmospheric lifetime of BC is estimated to be several days (e.g., Cooke et al., 2002; Park et al., 2005). The background value of CO was chosen to be 118 ppbv, which is the value of the $x$-intercept of the regression line at the bottom of Fig. 33. We only use air parcels in which $\Delta [CO]$ values are greater than 30 ppbv for estimates of TE following Koike et al. (2003), in order to select air parcels that are clearly influenced by emissions over East Asia.

8.1.3 Uplifted plumes As shown in Fig. 34, both BC mass concentrations and CO mixing ratios were enhanced in air parcels sampled at 3–6 km in altitude over the Yellow Sea
Fig. 34. Vertical profiles of 10-s mean CO mixing ratio (black circles) and BC mass concentration (red circles) measured over (a) the Yellow Sea around 37°N, 126°E during Flight 8 on March 30, 2009, and (b) the East China Sea around 33°N, 128°E during Flight 19 on April 23, 2009 (from Oshima et al., 2012).

These air parcels were uplifted due to a cyclone associated with modest precipitation (5.0 mm day$^{-1}$ on average) over northern China, resulting in a 47% removal of BC on average. On the other hand, BC concentrations did not show a substantial increase despite high CO concentrations in air parcels sampled at 5–6 km in altitude over the East China Sea (around 33°N, 128°E) on April 23. These air parcels were uplifted due to cumulus convection associated with heavy precipitation (21 mm day$^{-1}$ on average) over central China, resulting in large removals of BC (88% on average).

8.1.4 APT For our evaluation of the influence of precipitation on the air parcels sampled in the FT during transport, we utilized the results of the 5-day back trajectories of the “uplifted air parcels” in combination with the precipitation water content (i.e., sum of rain, snow and graupel content) available in the 3-D Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2005) output and precipitation available in the WRF surface output. Specifically, we checked the precipitation water content in each WRF 3-D grid box along each of the trajectories at hourly intervals. The surface precipitation amount was then integrated in a Lagrangian sense along each trajectory when and where a trajectory had passed through the precipitation water content grid box anywhere from the “uplifted location” to the sampling point (the flight track). The amount of integrated precipitation is hereafter referred to as the “accumulated precipitation along a trajectory (APT)”, which gives a measure of the influence of precipitation on the wet removal of aerosols from air parcels during transport. Knowing the WRF 3-D precipitation water content is necessary for identifying an air parcel influenced by precipitation during transport, while considering only surface precipitation data cannot identify the altitude relationship between air parcels along trajectories and the occurrence of precipitation (e.g., we cannot exclude the case that air parcels are above precipitating clouds). In addition, aerosol particles can be redistributed by the gravitational sedimentation of raindrops containing aerosol particles, followed by evaporation. The use of APT neglects this effect, assuming that re-distributed amounts of aerosols are generally smaller than net columnar losses.

8.1.5 Wet removal during upward transport We examined the dependence of wet removal of BC on precipitation for air parcels sampled in the FT using the entire A-FORCE data set. Figure 35 shows the relationship between the TE and the APT values for the “uplifted air parcels” sampled above 2 km (black circles). Although the negative correlation between TE and the logarithm of APT for the air parcels was modest ($r^2 = 0.43$), we found a good correspondence between their median values ($r^2 = 0.88$). This indicates that TE primarily depended on APT, namely the wet removal of BC from air parcels primarily depended on the amount of precipitation that the air parcels experienced during vertical transport from the PBL to the FT. The decreasing trend is also applicable for the case studies based on the flights 8 and 19 shown as Fig. 35, namely the mean TE and APT values for the flight 19 case were found to be smaller and greater than those for the flight 8 case, respectively.

Detailed discussion on the transport of BC from different parts of China, e.g. northern China (NC), north of 33°N, and southern China (SC), south of 33°N, is given in Oshima et al. (2012). The regions of NC and SC are shown in Fig. 28. An analysis is made to characterize the TE-APT correlation for air masses of different origins observed at different altitudes. There remain large uncertainties in the representations of the wet removal process of BC in current 3-D models. A number of vertical profiles of BC over East Asia obtained by the A-FORCE aircraft campaign can be used for model...
Fig. 35. Relationship between the TE (transport efficiency of BC) and the APT (accumulated precipitation along a trajectory) values for the “uplifted air parcels” sampled above 2 km in altitude during the entire A-FORCE period (black circles) (from Oshima et al., 2012). Open black triangles denote the Flight 8 case in which large enhancements of both BC mass concentration and CO mixing ratio were observed in air parcels sampled between 3 and 6 km in altitude on March 30, 2009. Open black upside-down triangles denote the Flight 19 case in which only enhancements of the CO mixing ratio were observed in air parcels sampled between 5 and 6 km in altitude on April 23, 2009. The black solid line is the regression line for the “uplifted air parcels” (black circles). The red circles denote the median values of TE and APT within each APT range (i.e., APT values were divided into eight even intervals between 0.01 mm and 100 mm based on a constant common ratio), and the red vertical and horizontal lines denote the central 67% ranges. Note that the air parcels with $\Delta [\text{CO}]$ values greater than 30 ppbv are shown.

validation of the spatial distribution of BC in this region. In particular, the observed TE values will provide a good constraint for accurate calculations of the wet removal of aerosols in 3-D models.

8.2 Size dependence of wet removal

8.2.1 Nucleation scavenging The analysis discussed above focused on the wet removal of BC mass concentration, which is a bulk property of BC. The size and mixing state of the BC were also obtained by an SP2 and these data were used for a more detailed analysis of the wet deposition of individual BC particles with different microphysical properties. The incorporation of aerosol mass into cloud water is due mainly to nucleation scavenging. The effect of impaction scavenging in a cloud is negligibly small compared to that of nucleation scavenging when mass is considered, whereas impaction scavenging can also be important when the number of aerosols is considered (Flossmann et al., 1985).

The critical supersaturation ($S_{\text{sc}}$) is a parameter characterizing the activity of aerosol particles as cloud condensation nuclei. The $S_{\text{sc}}$ of an aerosol particle decreases as its size increases and as the amount of internally mixed hygroscopic compounds increases. Therefore, larger aerosol particles consisting of more internally mixed hygroscopic compounds will more likely be removed via nucleation scavenging. However, no observational evidence of the size dependence of the wet removal of aerosols has been reported due to difficulties in selectively extracting this effect. Namely, some major components (e.g., sulfates, nitrates, organics) of aerosols are produced in cloud droplets and then released as aerosols into the air as the clouds evaporate (Hegg and Hobbs, 1982; Flossmann et al., 1987). Also, new particles frequently form in the troposphere (Weber et al., 1999), especially near clouds (Perry and Hobbs, 1994). The production of new aerosols occurs at the same time and places as the wet removal of aerosols. Because BC is chemically inert and because its absolute mass can be detected for individual particles, BC particles are suited for investigating changes in the size distribution of aerosols in the atmosphere due solely to physical processes.

8.2.2 Characterization of air masses We defined three major groups of air parcel data to analyze the effects for this analysis, based on the analysis described in Section 8.1. First, the air parcels in “PBL-outflow” air were defined as those arriving directly from China in the PBL and sampled at altitudes below 1 km over the Yellow Sea. These air parcels were sampled at a relatively short distance (200–400 km) from China. The 45 PBL-outflow air parcels form a subset of the 231 “dry PBL” air parcels, which were sampled at altitudes below 2 km at distances up to ~1000 km from China. We used the PBL-outflow samples to represent PBL air before its transport upward. The median value of the TE of PBL-outflow air parcels was 1.04 (the middle range of values within the 67th percentile was 0.93–1.15), which was
different types of air masses is shown in Fig. 36, with the averaging time interval being fixed at 1 minute, and the corresponding $n$ ranged from approximately $10^2$ to $10^4$ depending on the number concentration of BC.

8.2.3 Changes in BC size distribution The average number size distribution ($dN/d\log D$) of BC in five different types of air masses is shown in Fig. 36, with fitted lognormal functions. Each distribution is scaled differently in the vertical so as to adjust the peak of its curve to a fixed value. The geometric standard deviations ($\sigma_g$) of the lognormal functions were within a narrow range from 1.51 (for PBL-outflow air) to 1.64 (for FT-clean air). The count median diameters (CMDs) of the lognormal functions are markedly different in different types of air parcels: 128 nm (in PBL-outflow air), 127 nm (in FT-outflow air with $TE > 0.8$), 107 nm (in FT-outflow air with $0.3 < TE < 0.8$), 96.8 nm (in FT-outflow air with $TE < 0.3$), and 94.5 nm (in FT-clean air). The CMD decreased as $TE$ decreased (Fig. 36). The size distribution of FT-outflow air with $TE > 0.8$ was very similar to that of PBL-outflow air. Note also that the size distribution of FT-outflow air with $TE < 0.3$ was very similar to that of FT-clean air. Schwarz et al. (2010) also measured the size distributions of BC over pristine remote Pacific sites with the SP2. The lognormal parameters of the size distributions of BC were stable for CMD values from 78 to 97 nm, with $\sigma_g = 1.64 \pm 0.06$. (These CMD values were calculated from the mass median diameter values given in Schwarz et al. (2010)). The CMD and $\sigma_g$ values observed for the FT-clean air parcels in our study are within the reported ranges for pristine air over the remote Pacific.

Figure 37 shows a correlation plot of $\langle m \rangle$ versus $TE$ in FT-outflow air. The $\langle m \rangle$ values decreased as $TE$ decreased. The general trend of the correlation was very similar for air parcels uplifted over NC and over SC. For the FT-outflow air parcels, the correlation coefficient ($r^2 = 0.79$) between $\langle m \rangle$ and $TE$ (Fig. 37) was greater than that between $\langle m \rangle$ and BC mass concentration ($r^2 = 0.57$). Therefore, the observed correlation between $\langle m \rangle$ and $TE$ in FT-outflow air is very likely a consequence of an atmospheric process that strongly controls both $\langle m \rangle$ and $TE$. The median values for the $\langle m \rangle$ in PBL-outflow air and FT-clean air were 6.25 and 3.45 fg, which were close to the upper and lower limits of $\langle m \rangle$ in FT-outflow air. These results indicate that BC size distributions in air parcels tend to shift to lower sizes by wet removal processes during upward transport from the PBL to the FT. The BC size distribution underwent little change in less-processed air parcels (where $TE > 0.8$), even after vertical transport into the FT. In contrast, the size of BC in well-processed air parcels (where $TE < 0.3$) decreased to sizes typical of FT-clean air. This is the first demonstration of the size dependence of the wet removal of BC particles.

The mass of coating material monotonically increased with the mass of BC in the range from 5.5 to 45 fg, for BC-containing particles observed in PBL-outflow air (figure 3 of Moteki et al. (2012)). The coating mass was calculated from the coating thickness measured by the SP2, assuming 1 g cm$^{-3}$ density. Wang et al. (2002) measured size-resolved mass fractions associated with the chemical composition of aerosols in Asian outflow air over the East China Sea in the spring (in a similar location and season as in this study) and observed that the mass fractions of NH$_4^+$, SO$_4^{2-}$, NO$_3^-$, organic carbon, and BC changed little with the particle size.
If these aerosol chemical compositions are internally mixed, the results of Wang et al. are consistent with our finding that the mass of coating materials is linearly proportional to the mass of BC.

The SS$_c$ of a BC-containing particle was calculated as a function of the mass of BC, assuming two coatings materials on BC: one is NH$_4$(SO$_4$)$_2$ (representing the upper limit of the solute effect) and the other is a water-insoluble material (neglecting the solute effect). The assumption that the chemical composition of a coating material is size-independent in the SS$_c$ calculation may be reasonable, according to observations by Wang et al. (2002). The calculated SS$_c$ was shown to decrease systematically with increasing BC mass (figure 3 of Moteki et al. (2012)). The correlation of $\langle m \rangle$ with TE is observed to be a tight one (Fig. 37), and may be due to the wet removal of BC-containing particles via nucleation scavenging becoming more efficient as the BC mass increases. Our calculated dependence of SS$_c$ on BC mass for BC-containing particles in PBL-outflow air supports this hypothesis.

9. Size and BC Mixing State Resolved Bin Model

There is a strong need to develop 3-D models with appropriate representations of microphysical processes of aerosols, as discussed in Chapter 1. Matsui et al. (2013a, 2014) developed a size and BC mixing-state-resolved model (MS-resolved WRF-chem model) based on the WRF-chem model (Grell et al., 2005; Fast et al., 2006; Zaveri et al., 2008) for this purpose. Descriptions of the new model are given based on Matsui et al. (2013a, 2014).

9.1 Previous studies

The photo-absorption efficiency and CCN activity of BC-containing particles are enhanced with a coating of non-absorbing aerosols. The enhancement of photo-absorption efficiency largely impacts the optical properties of aerosols and radiative effects by aerosols (e.g., single scattering albedo (SSA), heating rate, and radiative forcing) (e.g., Jacobson, 2000, 2001; Bond et al., 2006; Shiraiwa et al., 2008; Oshima et al., 2009b; Zaveri et al., 2010). The enhancement of CCN activity could increase the wet scavenging efficiency of BC and modify cloud microphysical properties (e.g., Stier et al., 2006; Oshima et al., 2009b; Riemer et al., 2010; Zaveri et al., 2010; Park et al., 2011). For example, Jacobson (2000) showed that the treatment of the BC mixing state (MS) could considerably change global direct radiative forcing; the core-shell (internally mixed) treatment (+0.54 W m$^{-2}$) resulted in a BC forcing twice that obtained with externally mixed treatments (+0.27 W m$^{-2}$). Oshima et al. (2009b) showed the sensitivity of SSA and CCN activity to a representation of BC. They compared two box model simulations, with and without the detailed treatment of the BC mixing state, and found that the mixing state resolved simulations increased SSA (from 0.71–0.79 to 0.81–0.85) and decreased the hydrophilic BC mass fraction (from 0.74–0.90 to 0.55–0.83) in their case study. These studies indicate the necessity of resolving multiple BC mixing states in numerical models for estimating the BC impact on radiative effects and cloud microphysical properties properly. More concretely, at least three mixing states should be treated separately for estimating BC microphysical and radiative properties accurately: uncoated BC (hydrophobic BC), internally mixed BC (hydropilic BC), and BC-free particles. An accurate representation of the hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion rate is essential for the long-range transport of BC to the Arctic (Liu et al., 2011). The separation of BC-containing parti-

Fig. 37. Correlation between $\langle m \rangle$ (average of single-particle mass of BC) and TE (transport efficiencies of BC) for 227 FT (free tropospheric) outflow air parcels (from Moteki et al., 2012). Among these parcels, the 126 parcels uplifted over northern China (NC) and the 101 uplifted over southern China (SC) are shown by open and filled circles, respectively. The solid line gives the fitted linear correlation for all data points. The median values of $\langle m \rangle$ in PBL (planetary boundary layer)-outflow air and FT-clean air are also indicated by the dotted and dash-dotted lines, respectively. The right-side axis shows the mass equivalent diameters of BC that correspond to $\langle m \rangle$ values shown on the left-side axis.
cles and BC-free particles is also important for evaluating BC photo-absorption (e.g., Oshima et al., 2009a, b). The internally mixed BC representation will underestimate BC concentrations over outflow regions but overestimate the lens effect of each BC particle.

There are many previous modeling studies considering pure BC, internally mixed BC, and BC-free particles separately. These models can be classified into zero-dimensional (box or parcel models) (e.g., Oshima et al., 2009a, b; Riemer et al., 2009, 2010; Lu and Bowman, 2010; Zaveri et al., 2010) and 3-D models (global or regional models) (e.g., Jacobson, 2002a; Riemer et al., 2003; Bauer et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2008; Seland et al., 2008; Aquila et al., 2011). Riemer et al. (2009) have developed a particle-resolved aerosol box model (PartMC-MOSAIC) and have applied it to study the evolution of the BC mixing state due to coagulation and condensation in an idealized urban plume. Oshima et al. (2009a) have made a box model with a two-dimensional (size and mixing state resolved) bin representation (MADRID-BC) and have applied it to simulate the condensational growth of BC particles for urban plumes in Japan. Since box models can treat detailed condensation/evaporation and coagulation processes with a number of BC mixing states, they are suitable for studies focused on physical and chemical processes in a plume (Riemer et al., 2010; Zaveri et al., 2010). However, these models are computationally too expensive to apply to three-dimensional calculations.

3-D models which consider pure BC, internally mixed BC, and BC-free particles are still limited. Even in these advanced models, relatively simple treatments of aerosol size representation (e.g., modal approach) and microphysical processes (e.g., assumption of equilibrium for inorganic species, single mixing state for internally mixed BC) are generally adopted to reduce computational cost. Therefore, there are few 3-D models that resolve both aerosol size and the BC mixing state with detailed microphysical processes and represent various coating fractions for internally mixed BC particles (Jacobson, 2001, 2002b; Bauer et al., 2008). In addition, few validation studies have been made previously using observed results of the BC mixing state (Bauer et al., 2013). This is because only limited advanced instruments, such as the SP2 and VTDMA can provide detailed information on the BC mixing state.

9.2 MS-resolved WRF-chem model

We developed an MS-resolved aerosol model based on the WRF-chem model (version 3.1.1), which has been used in our previous studies (Matsui et al., 2009, 2010, 2011a). In the original MOSAIC aerosol module, the mass concentrations of the following aerosol species and number concentrations are explicitly calculated for the size range between 40 nm and 10 µm with 8 size bins: sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, BC, primary organic aerosol (POA), other inorganics (non-reactive dust, OIN), sea salt (sodium and chloride), and aerosol water. The chemical processes considered in the WRF-chem model are emissions, gas-phase chemistry, aqueous-phase chemistry, binary homogeneous nucleation, dynamical gas-particle partitioning (condensation/evaporation), Brownian coagulation, and dry and wet deposition.

The aerosol representation of the WRF-chem model was extended to resolve both aerosol size and BC mixing state. We adopted a 2-D aerosol bin representation, as shown in Fig. 38, for the first time. One dimension is the aerosol dry diameter and the other is the BC mass fraction of the total aerosol mass concentration under dry conditions. The aerosol size ranges between 40 nm and 10 µm (same as the original WRF-chem model) was divided into 12 bins. The BC mass fraction (between 0 and 1) was divided into 10 bins: one for externally mixed BC (BC mass fraction > 0.99), one for BC-free particles (BC mass fraction = 0), and the other 8 bins for internally mixed BC (BC mass fractions of 0–0.1, 0.1–0.2, 0.2–0.35, 0.35–0.5, 0.5–0.65, 0.65–0.8, 0.8–0.9, and 0.9–0.99). Therefore, the MS-resolved WRF-chem model uses 120 aerosol bins (12 × 10 bins) in total.

To calculate aerosol microphysical processes with the 2-D representation, we made aerosol schemes for the following two processes: (1) the shift of size and mixing state bins resulting from condensation/evaporation and aqueous-phase chemistry, and (2) coagulation. The amount to be shifted along the aerosol size bin is calculated by a mass and number advection scheme (Simmel and Wurzler, 2006). The amount to be shifted along the BC mixing state bin is calculated using the moving center approach (Jacobson, 1997). The coagulation scheme developed in this study is a 2-D semi-implicit method (Matsui et al., 2013a), which is based on the 1-D semi-implicit coagulation algorithm (Jacobson et al., 1994). For wet removal processes, the volume averaged hygroscopicity and critical supersaturation are calculated for each of the 2-D aerosol bins. Using this information, aerosol activation to cloud droplets is calculated for each bin by applying a
maximum supersaturation determined from a Gaussian spectrum of updraft velocities (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000; Ghan et al., 2001; Gustafson et al., 2007; Chapman et al., 2009). Cloud-phase aerosols (activated as cloud particles under supersaturation of H₂O) and interstitial (unactivated) aerosols are tracked separately. Cloud-phase aerosols are removed by precipitation through cloud to rain water conversion rate, which is calculated in the cloud microphysical scheme of Lin et al. (1983).

The MS-resolved WRF-chem model was applied to the A-FORCE data. Model simulations were compared with the observed BC mixing state obtained by the SP2. Model simulations generally reproduced the observed features of the BC mixing state, such as the temporal variations and size dependencies of the following parameters: the number fraction of BC-containing, and BC-free, particles, the range and fraction of shell (total particle dry diameter)-to-BC core diameter ratio (SC ratio), and the mean SC ratio (Fig. 39). Both the observed and calculated mean SC ratios tended to be higher when aerosol mass concentrations were high, which was likely due to faster BC aging processes during transport from large sources (Fig. 40). This result shows that the model can simulate realistic BC mixing states in the atmosphere if microphysical processes, such as condensation...
and coagulation, are calculated explicitly with the detailed treatment of the BC mixing state.

We evaluated the impact of microphysical processes (condensation and coagulation) on the BC mixing state of atmospheric particles. Sensitivity simulations suggest that BC aging processes can be classified into two regimes because of competing effects between the condensation and coagulation processes. The condensation process is dominant for the growth of thinly-coated BC particles, while the coagulation process is necessary to produce thickly-coated BC particles. Therefore, in addition to the condensation process, the coagulation process is important in terms of the optical properties, radiative effects, and lifetime of BC. The orange lines in Fig. 39 show the BC mixing state (medians and 25th–75th percentiles) during A-FORCE when coagulation was switched off. The difference in the BC-free/total-number-concentration ratio between the coagulation-off and base simulations becomes larger with particle diameter, indicating the importance of coagulation processes for the growth to larger particles (Fig. 39(a)). Compared with the base simulation and measurements, the ratio of thinly-coated BC particles is larger and overestimated and the SC ratio is smaller and severely underestimated in the coagulation-off simulation (Figs. 39(b) and 39(c)).

We also conducted sensitivity simulations focused on the mixing state of emissions. We compared two simulations: (1) all the BC emissions were assumed to be externally mixed particles (base case simulation), and (2) 50% of the BC emissions were assumed to be internally mixed particles based on measurements at an urban site in Tokyo (sensitivity simulation). The results suggest that the mixing state of emissions significantly affects the BC mixing state in the atmosphere (green lines in Fig. 39), and therefore more observational studies are needed to evaluate the BC mixing state upon emission.

The spatial distributions of the BC mixing state were examined over East Asia during the simulation periods. Aged BC particles (low thinly-coated BC fraction and high SC ratio) were found at 30–40°N over China, the Yellow Sea, and the East China Sea. Model simulations suggest that the BC mixing state in East Asia is determined by synoptic-scale meteorological variations and most BC particles at 30–40°N have already experienced sufficient aging processes over the Asian continent.

10. Long-Term BC Observations at Hedo

Accurate long-term measurements of BC are necessary in assessing the transport of BC and the effects of BC on wide regions downstream of the large Asian sources. An evaluation of transport patterns and characterization of East Asian air masses for aerosols and trace gases have been made using aircraft (Hatakeyama et al., 2001, 2004; Carmichael et al., 2003; Verma et al., 2009) and surface measurements (Matsumoto et al., 2003; Li et al., 2007; Takami et al., 2007; Koga et al., 2008; Sahu et al., 2009). Other studies have discussed the transport patterns of CO and ozone for this region (Kajii et al., 1998; Narita et al., 1999; Pochanart et al., 1999; Kato et al., 2004). However, detailed studies of the transport of BC, including their seasonal variation, are limited, mainly due to the lack of long-term reliable BC measurements in Asian outflows. In order to overcome this difficulty, we made accurate measurements of the mass concentrations of BC (M_{BC}) using COSMOS at Hedo (26.9°N, 128.3°E) on Okinawa Island, Japan, for 15 months (March 2008–May 2009).

Measurements of M_{BC} from remote sites in the western Pacific are crucial to improving our understanding of the long-range transport of BC from continental Asia. Considering the large spatio-temporal variability in M_{BC} associated with the emission and transport of BC from the East Asian region, long-term BC measurements at high-altitude sites are important. We measured M_{BC} at Hedo (36.7°N and 137.8°E) in Japan at 1.8 km asl for two consecutive years (August 2007–August 2009). In addition to the Hedo and Hatto sites, M_{BC} was measured at Fukue (32.8°N and 128.7°E) using COSMOS since 2009 (Kanaya et al., 2013). Figure 28 shows the locations of these sites. The descriptions of the results at Hedo, given in this section, are based on Verma et al. (2011).

10.1 Observations of BC and CO

We made surface measurements of BC and CO at the Cape Hedo observatory (26.9°N, 128.3°E, 60 m ASL) on Okinawa Island, Japan, in the East China Sea from February 20, 2008 to May 31, 2009. The location of the site is shown in Fig. 28, together with the map of the BC emission rate estimated by Zhang et al. (2009). The Hedo site is 600 km distant from the main island of Japan, 1000 km from Korea, and 800 km from the coast of southern China. It is on a remote
island in Asian outflows, surrounded by ocean, typically within a few days of transport from the source region, thus allowing unambiguous identification of Asian BC sources. BC transported from China was clearly detected according to a detailed analysis of the temporal variations of BC and CO combined with trajectory calculations (Verma et al., 2011). More than 45% of air masses measured in winter and spring are estimated to have been influenced by BC emissions from China.

BC mass concentrations in the fine mode (PM$_{2.5}$, i.e., particles with aerodynamic diameters smaller than 2.5 $\mu$m) were measured using COSMOS. The BC was measured with an integration time of one minute. The estimated lower limit of detection (LOD) was about 0.047 $\mu$gC m$^{-3}$. We used one-hour average BC data for the present analysis.

CO was measured continuously using a commercial instrument, TECO Model 48C (Thermo Environmental Instruments, Inc.), based on a non-dispersive infrared absorption (NDIR) technique (Suthawaree et al., 2008). The instrument was calibrated at least once per calendar year using a 1.80 parts per million by volume (ppmv) CO standard gas (Nippon Sanso, Inc.). Changes in the calibration factor between each calibration did not exceed about 5%. Zero air generated by a TECO Model 96 was sampled for 20 minutes every hour to correct for the drift of the background signal of the instrument.

10.2 Variations of BC and CO

We carried out a detailed analysis of BC and CO data measured at Hedo for 15 months (March 2008–May 2009) in combination with a modified version of the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) regional scale model. Detailed descriptions of the model are given in Kondo et al. (2011c) and Oshima et al. (2013). For the analysis of emissions and the removal of BC, we defined background levels of BC (BC$_{BG}$) and CO (CO$_{BG}$) for each month as the 5th percentile of the monthly observed data, similarly to the method for the A-FORCE data analysis. The average BC$_{BG}$ and CO$_{BG}$ values for spring 2008 and 2009 and winter 2009 were about 0.05 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ and 103 ppbv, respectively, and they are about half for summer and fall. We derived $\Delta$BC = BC - BC$_{BG}$ and $\Delta$CO = CO - CO$_{BG}$, where BC and CO denote their measured concentrations. We also calculated the transport efficiency (TE$_{cal}$) for the analysis of the wet deposition of BC:

$$\text{TE}_{\text{cal}} = \frac{[\text{BC]}(\text{CMAQ-Modified}) - [\text{BC]}(\text{CMAQ-NoWetDep})}{[\text{BC}]}.$$

(30)

Here, [BC] (CMAQ-Modified) represents the BC mass concentration calculated by the CMAQ baseline simulation using the modified scheme of wet deposition of BC (Kondo et al., 2011c). [BC](CMAQ-NoWetDep) represents the BC mass concentration by another CMAQ simulation neglecting the effect of wet deposition.

To study the transport pattern influencing the measurement site, we analyzed 5-day back trajectories at hourly intervals, each starting from the Hedo site at a 950 hPa pressure height. Figure 41 shows the trajectories and relative humidities (RHs) from the NCEP FNL data along the trajectories for spring 2008. Irrespective of the seasons, the air masses arriving from the Chinese region were transported from higher altitudes (not shown) and were dry (Fig. 41). The origins of the observed air masses were determined by using 5-day back trajectories together with an analysis of the seasonally-averaged wind and precipitation fields: northern China (NC) (Fig. 28), southern China (SC) (Fig. 28), Korea (KR), Japan (JP), Marine (MA), and the free troposphere (FT). The seasonal variation of the transport of air masses over the East China Sea was controlled by alternating winter and summer monsoons. In spring and winter, the dominant source region air masses reaching Hedo was from China. During summer, most of the air masses were transported from the western Pacific. Due to the more frequent transport of Chinese air to Hedo in spring and winter, the average and background concentrations of BC and CO in these seasons were higher by about a factor of two than those of summer and fall, as discussed above.

Figure 42 shows the monthly mean and median values of BC and CO (first and second panels). The average concentrations of BC and CO in spring and winter were higher by about a factor 2 than those in summer and fall, reflecting the stronger influence of the continental outflows in winter and spring. In summer and early fall, Hedo was generally covered by relatively clean maritime air. These features are also clearly seen in Fig. 42 (first and second panels). Annual average concentrations of BC and CO were 0.29 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ and 150 ppbv, respectively.

10.3 $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO ratios

Irrespective of the season, higher concentrations of BC and CO were observed in the air masses arriving from NC and SC. For these air masses, the $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO ratios were generally correlated with the model-calculated transport efficiency of BC (TE$_{cal}$), suggesting the effect of wet removal in controlling BC transport. The validity of TE$_{cal}$ has been verified with high correlation coefficients.
Fig. 42. Time series of the monthly values of BC, CO, \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO} \) ratios, and the model-calculated transport efficiency of BC (TE\text{cal}) (from Verma et al., 2011). Monthly mean \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO} \) ratios were derived using three methods: (1) the average, and (2) median, of the \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO} \) data points, shown with filled circles and pluses, respectively, and (3) the ratio of the sums of \( \Delta \text{BC} \) and \( \Delta \text{CO} \) (open circles). The lower and upper extent of the vertical bars represent the 10th and 90th percentiles of the values, respectively. The lower and upper limits of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.

Partially supported by the agreement between the monthly average precipitation in East Asia predicted by the WRF simulation and the GPCP data. The average TE\text{cal} for winter and spring was highest (72–81%) for NC air among all air mass categories, reflecting the lowest precipitation rates. This, together with the highest BC emission rate and frequency of transport, caused NC air to make the largest contributions to elevating BC levels at Hedo.

The \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO} \) ratios in air masses influenced by Chinese emissions showed significant correlations with TE\text{cal}, clearly indicating that wet deposition is also an important controlling factor of the BC concentration at Hedo. We derived the \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO} \text{ref} \) ratios least impacted by wet deposition by selecting data using TE\text{cal} (> 80%) as a meteorological parameter. The \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO} \text{ref} \) ratios observed in the air masses of NC and SC were 7.0 and 7.5 ng m\(^{-3}\) ppbv, respectively. Further studies are needed for a systematic interpretation of these values.

Using the \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO} \text{ref} \) ratios, the transport efficiencies of BC, TE\text{obs}, was estimated as:

\[
\text{TE}_{\text{obs}} = \frac{[\Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO}]_{\text{all}}}{[\Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO}]_{\text{ref}}}, \tag{31}
\]

\[
[\Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{CO}]_{\text{all}} = \sum_i (\Delta \text{BC})_i / \sum_i (\Delta \text{CO})_i, \tag{32}
\]
where (ΔBC), and (ΔCO), represent the i-th ΔBC and ΔCO values within individual groups of the data sets.

The derived TEobs values were about 70% for NC and SC air. The TEobs values were similar for winter and spring, despite the increase in precipitation over the outflow region in spring.

Evaluation of the CO emission inventory of Zhang et al. (2009) was made using ground-based and aircraft measurements. The ΔCO_CMAQ / ΔCO_obs ratios for ground-based and aircraft measurements were 0.49 (for NC at Hedo) and 0.52 in the PBL (aircraft), respectively. We also compared the [ΔBC/ΔCO]lat ratios with the BC/CO emission ratios derived from the emission inventories of Zhang et al. (2009). The derived BC/CO emission ratios were 1.8 and 1.6 times larger than the [ΔBC/ΔCO]lat ratios for NC and SC air, respectively. Since the overall BC emissions estimate by Kondo et al. (2011c) agreed well with those of the Zhang et al. (2009) inventory for China (Chapter 10), it is therefore likely that the emission rate of CO was underestimated by about a factor two by Zhang et al. (2009). An indication of the underestimation of CO was also shown by the comparison of the CMAQ model-calculated CO with that observed with ground-based and aircraft measurements.

11. Estimates of BC Emissions in East Asia

In this chapter, the methodology of estimating BC emissions from large sources using surface BC measurements at a remote downstream site is described based on Kondo et al. (2011c). We used the Hedo data to estimate BC emissions over the Asian continent.

11.1 Previous studies and new methodology

It is critically important to estimate or assess the emission rates from major source regions in Asia to improve our understanding of the effect of BC on climate, considering that Asia was the largest BC source region in 2000 according to recent emission inventories (Streets et al., 2003; Ohara et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009). The uncertainty of the most recent emission estimates for the year 2006 is still as large as 208% for China (Zhang et al., 2009), although the uncertainty was substantially improved as compared with that of 484% for an earlier inventory (Streets et al., 2003). Kondo et al. (2011c) made independent estimates of BC emissions by comparing BC mass concentrations calculated by three-dimensional (3-D) chemical transport models (CTMs) with those observed in the atmosphere, as detailed below. BC concentrations are influenced not only by BC emissions but also transport processes and removal during transport. Therefore the estimate of BC emissions using ambient BC data needs to include the uncertainties of predicting transport and the removal of BC in the models.

There have been attempts to evaluate BC emissions in Asia. Carmichael et al. (2003) compared the observed and model-calculated BC concentrations during the NASA Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific (TRACE-P) aircraft campaign to find that the Sulfur Transport Eulerian Model 2001 (STEM-2K1) model underestimated the mean BC concentration by 20% for flight altitudes below 2 km. However, the period of the comparison was too short for assessing BC emissions from Asia with sufficient statistical significance. Uno et al. (2003) compared model BC values, predicted by the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS)/Chemical Weather Forecast System (CFORS) model system with those measured at the surface on five remote islands in Japan during the Asian Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE Asia) campaign. These models predicted well the patterns of the temporal variations of the observed BC, leading to an improved understanding of the modes of transport of BC from the Asian continent. Hakami et al. (2005) utilized four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) for the estimation of BC emissions from the observed BC values on the five islands and onboard a ship during ACE-Asia. However, the accuracies of the BC measured during ACE-Asia have not been fully quantified (e.g., Huebert and Charlson, 2000).

In addition to the uncertainties of the BC measurements, the effects of wet removal of BC from the atmosphere were not fully taken into account in these studies. In order to assess the bottom-up emission inventories accurately by comparison of the BC mass concentrations calculated by 3-D CTMs with those observed, the factors potentially leading to substantial uncertainties have to be evaluated and improved. They are (1) the accuracies of the observed BC values, and (2) the uncertainties in the model calculations, such as the horizontal and vertical diffusion and the microphysical properties of BC (size distribution and hygroscopicity), which affect the rate of wet removal of BC.

We have greatly reduced the uncertainties in the observed and model BC values to improve estimates of BC emissions in a more reliable way, compared with the previous studies. First, we used the BC and CO data obtained at Hedo, discussed in Chapter 10. Second, we excluded data substantially influenced by wet deposition by using carbon monoxide (CO) data as a water-insoluble tracer, combined with 3-D CTM calculations. We mainly used the modified version of the CMAQ model, which is described in Kondo et al. (2011c). We also used the Eulerian, Multiscale Tropospheric Aerosol Chemistry dynamics Simulator (EMTACS) model (Kajino and Kondo, 2011) for a comparison of the models. Third, we made inter-comparisons of the BC mass concentrations calculated by two CTMs with different formulations for atmospheric transport and aerosol processes to evaluate the uncertainties associated with the variability in transport and removal processes of BC. The vertical distributions of BC calculated by the models were also supported by the comparison of the BC vertical profiles obtained during A-FORCE. We show that improved BC measurements and models have enabled quantitative estimates of BC emissions in China.

11.2 Reference emission inventory

The estimates of BC emissions made for the East Asian region for the year 2000 with a spatial resolution of 1° × 1° (Streets et al., 2003) were updated by Zhang et al. (2009) for the year 2006 with a spatial resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°. Figure 28 shows the spatial distribution of anthropogenic emissions of BC (Gg/year/grid) for the East Asian region (Zhang et al., 2009). In an estimate by Bond et al. (2004),
the amount of BC emitted from East Asia is about 30% of the total global anthropogenic BC emissions. According to Zhang et al. (2009), the total BC emissions from the East Asian region in 2006 are about 1.99 Tg. About 91% (1.81 Tg) of BC in East Asia is emitted from China (Zhang et al., 2009). Because of the dominance of China in the BC emissions, we focus on the estimate of the BC emissions from China, using this inventory as a reference. In China, a large fraction of BC is emitted from the residential (55%) and industrial (32%) sectors, while a smaller fraction is from transport (11%) and power (2%) (Zhang et al., 2009). These inventories are subject to an uncertainty of 208% for BC.

Ohara et al. (2007) estimated that BC emissions in Asia increased by 5% between 2000 and 2010. We estimate BC emissions based on the BC measurements made in 2008–2009. Our estimate should not depend on the reference BC inventory (in this case, Zhang et al. (2009)) as long as the pattern of spatial distribution and seasonal variation remain unchanged. In any case, the change in the BC emissions between 2006 (Zhang et al. (2009)) and 2008–2009 (this study) is estimated to be less than 2% by linear interpolation.

11.3 Emission rate of BC from China

The CMAQ-Modified simulation was used to calculate the mass concentrations of BC using annual mean emission inventories of Zhang et al. (2009) for the year of 2006. The model reproduced well the temporal variations of surface BC mass concentrations observed at Hedo during the whole observation period and the median BC vertical profile obtained by aircraft over the East China Sea in spring 2009.

In order to assess the model variability in the transport and removal processes of BC, we inter-compared CMAQ-Modified and EMTACS simulations, in which formulations of atmospheric dispersion and aerosol processes are different. The difference in the predicted BC mass concentrations between the models was small around Cape Hedo, with $r^2 = 0.6–0.8$, indicating the smaller uncertainty in the model predictions of BC at the location of Hedo.

We selected BC data strongly impacted by emissions from China ($f_{China} > 0.8$) and least impacted by wet deposition during transport ($TE > 0.8$). Here, $f_{China}$ represents the relative contributions of BC emitted from the whole of China to the CMAQ-Modified simulation. The transport efficiency of BC (TE) is the mass fraction of BC transported to Hedo after emissions in East Asia. TE was estimated by comparing BC mass concentrations calculated by CMAQ-Modified with and without wet deposition of BC. After these selections, $r^2$ for the BC-CO correlation increased to 0.82, with a substantial amount of data ($N > 1000$) remaining for statistical analysis, as shown in Fig. 43.

We compared the median values of the selected observed (Obs. (med)) and modeled (Model (med)) BC values, as shown in Fig. 44. The Model (med)/Obs. (med) ratios were derived by taking into account the seasonal variations of BC emissions (table 7 of Kondo et al. (2011c)). The Model (med)/Obs. (med) ratio for the entire period was 1.06±0.03. The overall uncertainty of the ratio was estimated to be 40%. This means we estimate the annually averaged BC emission flux over all of China to be 1.71 Tg yr$^{-1}$, with an uncertainty of about 40%. The value is very close to the value of 1.81 Tg yr$^{-1}$ estimated by Zhang et al. (2009). Although the absolute values of the two estimates turned out to be very similar, partly by coincidence, the uncertainty of our estimate is much smaller than the 208% uncertainty given by Zhang et al. (2009).

12. Long-Term BC Observations at Happon

In this chapter, we discuss the transport of BC from different parts of Asia to the remote mountain site of Happon based on the descriptions by Liu et al. (2013b). The observed seasonal variation of BC is interpreted in terms of the temporal variations of the transport processes and sources of BC.

12.1 Observations

The $M_{BC}$ measured at Hedo was found to be strongly influenced by BC transported from China throughout the year,
except in the summer (Chapter 10). Considering the large spatio-temporal variability in $M_{BC}$ associated with the emission and transport of BC from the East Asian region, long-term BC measurements at high-altitude sites are important. We carried out measurements of $M_{BC}$ using COSMOS at Happo (36.7°N and 137.8°E) in Japan at 1.8 km asl for two consecutive years (August 2007–August 2009). The Happo station is located in the Hakuba Mountains (northern Japanese Alps), in the center of the main island of Japan, about 200 km northwest of Tokyo and 25 km south of the Sea of Japan (Fig. 28). No significant effects of BC emissions in the vicinity of the sampling site were detected.

Earlier studies have suggested a seasonal variability in the CO concentration at this site and downstream of the Asian continent. In fact, the site was strongly influenced by the transport of anthropogenic emissions in China and Korea, and occasionally Siberian biomass burning events (Narita et al., 1999; Kato et al., 2002). However, reliable long-term measurements of $M_{BC}$ are still limited at Happo and other locations in the western Pacific. For the first time, we present accurate measurements of $M_{BC}$ for two years, 2007–2009, its seasonal and interannual variability, and the transport of BC aerosols from the Asian continent at this altitude in the western Pacific.

12.2 Origins of air masses

We classified the air mass types based on the residence time (RT) of an air mass in a given region as predicted by the trajectories. These regions are defined as NC, SC, KR, JP, marine (MA), and FT, in the same way as discussed in Chapter 10. The air masses were defined as NC, KR, SC, or JP, if their back trajectories originated in the PBL of NC, KR, SC, or JP. In this study, we defined the top level of the PBL over the Asian continent as the 700 hPa atmospheric pressure level (about 3.0 km). Air masses originating from NC often passed over the Korean region before reaching Happo. We defined mixed (MX) type of air masses if the air masses stayed in both regions long enough (Liu et al., 2013b). Trajectories show that FT air passed predominantly over the Asian continent, especially China.

Figure 45 shows the percentage (%) contribution of different air mass types for spring 2009. Generally, the FT air masses dominated the total air masses reaching Happo, except during summer. The contribution of NC air was 9–14% during the study period and was a minimum during summer and fall 2008. If the air masses from KR and MX are considered to have been influenced by BC emissions in NC, the total fractions of air masses of NC origin increase to 35–55%. The fractions of the Chinese air (NC + SC + MX + KR) are similar to the values of 47–55% observed at Hedo (Verma et al., 2011).
12.3 Effects of local emissions

Before analyzing the Happo data set in detail, we assessed the possible effects of local BC emission sources on the observed $M_{\text{BC}}$. The daytime/nighttime ratios of $M_{\text{BC}}$ were 1.21 for July 2008 and 1.11 for January 2009. The ratios for other months were generally in this range (not shown). The seasonal variation of the ratio is mainly due to the variation of the heating rate of the mountain slopes. The diurnal variation of $M_{\text{BC}}$ is not necessarily due to BC emitted locally. As discussed below, $M_{\text{BC}}$ generally decreased with the increase in altitude from the BL to the FT over the western Pacific. The vertical gradient in $M_{\text{BC}}$ can cause small diurnal variations in $M_{\text{BC}}$ at Happo, coupled with diurnal variations of the upward and downward transport of ambient air. Because of this, we have used diurnally-averaged values of $M_{\text{BC}}$ for the quantitative analysis without discarding the daytime data. The uncertainty in the interpretation of the $M_{\text{BC}}$ data associated with the 24-hour averaging is estimated to be about 5% for winter and 10% for summer.

12.4 Seasonal variation of BC

Figure 46 (upper panel) shows the monthly averaged $M_{\text{BC}}$ values for NC, FT, and MX air masses. The mean $M_{\text{BC}}$ values in FT air masses are close to those of NC air masses, for which trajectories were located below 700 hPa. The mean pressure level of FT air near the eastern boundaries was about 570 hPa (about 4.5 km). This suggests that PBL air was well mixed up to at least about 700 hPa. It is also possible that FT air was mixed with NC air before reaching Happo at 1.8 km (~750 hPa). In this regard, the $M_{\text{BC}}$ values in NC and FT air are interpreted to be the most representative $M_{\text{BC}}$ values at 1.8 km height in the western Pacific, strongly influenced by BC emissions in NC. The $M_{\text{BC}}$ values in FT and NC air were the lowest in the November–March period and they were similar for the other months. The $M_{\text{BC}}$ values showed rather sharp increases from March to April. The lower $M_{\text{BC}}$ values in late fall/early spring were also seen for MX air, although less pronounced, suggesting some differences in the characteristics of MX air.

Figure 46 (lower panel) shows seasonally averaged $M_{\text{BC}}$ values for NC and FT air masses at Hedo. The observed $M_{\text{BC}}$ values for NC and FT air masses at Hedo are very different from those at Happo. In contrast to the relatively similar $M_{\text{BC}}$ values for NC and FT air masses at Happo, $M_{\text{BC}}$ values were a factor of 2–3 higher for NC air masses at Hedo. However, the level of $M_{\text{BC}}$ in FT air masses at Hedo is more or less similar to that at Happo. This suggests that the mixing and transport pathways of the NC air masses and the BC removal during the transport were somewhat different between Happo.

Fig. 46. Monthly mean ($\pm 1\sigma$) of the observed $M_{\text{BC}}$ (BC mass concentration) values at Happo in FT, NC, and MX (mixed) air parcels during 2008–2009. (b) Seasonally averaged $M_{\text{BC}}$ values observed at Hedo in NC and FT air masses. The $1\sigma$ values are those of the hourly $M_{\text{BC}}$ values. The figures are from Liu et al. (2013b).
and Hedo. The measurements of $M_{BC}$ at Hedo represent values near the surface, whereas those at Happo were at an altitude of $\sim 1.8$ km. In the case of Hedo, the NC air masses were transported at a lower altitude, well within the PBL.

The $M_{BC}$ values for MX air in April and May 2008 were considerably higher than those for FT and NC air. They were also higher than those for MX air in 2009. This suggests additional sources of BC aerosols in Asia, especially in spring 2008. The possible cause of the high $M_{BC}$ in MX air in spring is discussed in detail in Chapter 14.

$M_{BC}$ values of ground-based observations at Hedo and Happo are also compared with the A-FORCE data in Fig. 32. The mean $M_{BC}$ values were between 0.3 and 0.5 $\mu g\ m^{-3}$ at altitudes below 2 km, strongly influenced by the transport of BC from China and decreasing sharply above 2 km altitude. The mean $M_{BC}$ values at Hedo are similar to the $M_{BC}$ values obtained during the A-FORCE campaign, within the variability of $M_{BC}$ shown as horizontal bars in Fig. 32. The small vertical gradient of $M_{BC}$ from the surface up to 1.8 km is consistent with the similarity in the $M_{BC}$ for FT and NC air at Happo, as discussed above.

12.5 Upward transport, wet deposition, and biomass burning

It is estimated that BC emissions and surface BC concentrations in China are relatively higher during winter compared with those during spring months (Streets et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2009). However, the $M_{BC}$ levels were significantly higher during the spring of both years than those in winter at Happo (Fig. 46, upper panel). The $M_{BC}$ at Happo increased to 0.37 $\mu g\ m^{-3}$ from an average value of 0.22 $\mu g\ m^{-3}$, in particular during the month of April of both years. There could be three reasons for the enhancement in the levels of $M_{BC}$ at Happo during spring. First, the ambient temperature over NC is usually lower during winter than that in the spring season, resulting in shallower mixing layer heights over NC during winter as compared with the situation in spring. Therefore, the upward transport of BC-enriched air masses from the surface to the regions above the mixed layer could be lower during winter than those in spring. Second, in winter, BC can be removed efficiently by frequent snowfall before air parcels reach Happo, although no quantitative analysis has been made. Third, BC emissions from biomass burning during the spring season could also contribute to the winter-spring difference.

For a quantitative interpretation of the seasonal variations of BC, we used model-calculated values of the BC mass concentration $M_{BC-model}$ (AN), calculated by the CMAQ model combined with the source and process apportionment method (Matsui and Koike, 2012) including anthropogenic BC emissions. The $M_{BC-model}$ (AN) values at 1.8 and 2.8 km, at 130–140°E, were higher in April than in January (not shown). In contrast, the $M_{BC-model}$ (AN) in the PBL ($\sim 0.2$ km) over the Asian continent was much higher in January than April (not shown). These results suggest that the increase in the upward transport followed by northeastward horizontal transport partly caused the rapid increase in the $M_{BC}$ values in April. However, we need to quantify the effect of the wet deposition of BC by the snowfall in winter, which often occurs near the coastal areas of the Japan Sea, upstream of the Happo site, in order to understand the relative contributions of the two processes to the winter minimum of $M_{BC}$ at Happo.

We also extracted the $M_{BC}$ values for FT, NC, and MX air, separately. $M_{BC-model}$ (AN) values for these air masses are compared with the observed $M_{BC}$ values in Fig. 47.

The model calculations reproduced well the winter minimum for FT and NC air. Excellent agreement was obtained for FT air, which was least impacted by biomass burning (BB). It will be possible to estimate quantitatively the effects of the upward transport and wet deposition on the seasonal variations of the $M_{BC}$ in FT air.

There could be additional BC emissions other than AN, such as those from biomass or agricultural waste burning in the Asian continent during the spring season. Earlier studies have suggested that the spring maximum of CO concentrations at Happo results from BB events in East Asia, particularly from Siberia (Narita et al., 1999; Kato et al., 2002). Because BC and CO are produced simultaneously, as indicated by a strong correlation between their mass concentrations near source regions (Kondo et al., 2006; Limon-Sanchez et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2011), it is likely that Siberian biomass burning events had a strong influence on the $M_{BC}$ at Happo during spring as well. The effect of BB is discussed in more detail in Chapter 14.

The long-term reliable measurements of $M_{BC}$ at the remote sites Hedo and Happo are among the first, at least in East Asia. They are shown to be useful in a systematic understanding of the seasonal variations of $M_{BC}$ at different sites throughout the PBL and lowest part of the FT.

13. Observations of Wet Deposition of BC at Happo

Direct measurements of BC wet deposition on the ground will improve the understanding of the characteristics of BC wet deposition, in conjunction with measurements of BC loss in the atmosphere. Measurements of BC deposition flux are also useful to evaluate model performance in representing BC wet deposition if they are made accurately and with sufficient frequency. In this chapter, long-term observations of the BC wet deposition flux at Happo are presented based on the descriptions by Mori et al. (2014).

13.1 Previous studies

Using the thermal optical transmittance (TOT) technique, BC mass concentrations in rainwater ($C_{BC}$) have been obtained at several locations in the United States and Europe, often together with BC mass concentrations in air ($M_{BC}$). Ogren et al. (1984) measured $M_{BC}$, $C_{BC}$, and BC wet deposition flux ($F_{BC}$) for 7 weeks in Seattle and for 5 months in Sweden. Ducet and Cachier (1992) measured $M_{BC}$ and $C_{BC}$ in Paris for 2 years and at a rural site in Ireland for about 2 months. They found that BC was removed more efficiently in Ireland than in Paris by comparing the $C_{BC}/M_{BC}$ ratios measured at both sites. It was speculated that the difference in the $C_{BC}/M_{BC}$ ratios might have been caused by the possible difference in hygroscopicity of BC at the two sites. Armalis (1999) measured $F_{BC}$ at eight sites in rural Lithuania for 1–3 years. They found a maximum $F_{BC}$ in winter in associa-
Fig. 47. Comparison of the model-calculated monthly mean $M_{\text{BC}}$ (AN (fossil fuel combustion) + BB (biomass burning)) values with those observed for (top) FT, (middle) NC, and (bottom) MX air parcels (from Liu et al., 2013b).

Fig. 48. Maps of the BC emission rate, the column BC mass concentration, the precipitation rate, and the BC wet deposition flux in East Asia averaged from March to May 2010, as calculated by the CMAQ model with the Process, Age, and Source region Chasing Algorithm (PAS-CAL) regional scale model (Matsui and Koike, 2012; Matsui et al., 2013b), which is described in more detail in Chapter 14. During this period, BC emissions were highest in north China (NC) (33°–50° N, 100°–130° E) and are reflected in the high BC column mass concentrations in that region (Fig. 48(b)). However, the wet deposition flux of BC over the Asian continent was highest in south China (20°–33° N, 100°–123° E) (Fig. 48(d)) due to the much higher precipitation there (Fig. 48(c)). Figures 48(a) and 48(d) suggest that the majority of BC emitted in NC was removed downstream rather than locally. Figures 48(b) and 48(d) also show that the column BC mass concentrations and wet deposition...
Fig. 48. Maps of (a) anthropogenic BC emissions, (b) column BC in the air, (c) precipitation, and (d) BC wet deposition flux over East Asia for March–May 2010, as calculated with the CMAQ-PASCAL model (Matsui et al., 2013b). The figures are from Mori et al. (2014).

Fluxes were rather uniform near Hedo, suggesting that the measurements of BC wet deposition at Hedo are representative of that region.

13.3 Seasonal variations of BC wet deposition

We measured $M_{BC}$ and $C_{BC}$ simultaneously at Hedo for three years (April 2010 to March 2013) with accuracies of about 10% and 25%, respectively. Figure 49 shows the average monthly $M_{BC}$ and $C_{BC}$, monthly precipitation, and monthly BC wet deposition flux ($F_{BC}$) from April 2010 to March 2013 (from Mori et al., 2014). Uncertainties ($\pm 1\sigma$) are shown for each 3-month season. A $C_{BC}$ value of 270 $\mu$g L$^{-1}$ month$^{-1}$ and a $F_{BC}$ value of 50 mg m$^{-2}$ month$^{-1}$ for March 2013 are not shown.

Fig. 49. Average monthly BC mass concentration in air ($M_{BC}$) and rainwater ($C_{BC}$), monthly precipitation, and monthly BC wet deposition flux ($F_{BC}$) from April 2010 to March 2013 (from Mori et al., 2014). Uncertainties ($\pm 1\sigma$) are shown for each 3-month season. A $C_{BC}$ value of 270 $\mu$g L$^{-1}$ month$^{-1}$ and a $F_{BC}$ value of 50 mg m$^{-2}$ month$^{-1}$ for March 2013 are not shown.
(0.32±0.13 $\mu g \text{ m}^{-3}$ and 92±76 $\mu g \text{ L}^{-1}$, respectively) and the lowest in summer (0.06±0.03 $\mu g \text{ m}^{-3}$ and 8.0±4.1 $\mu g \text{ L}^{-1}$, respectively). The monthly average $M_{BC}$ and $C_{BC}$ were well correlated ($r^2 = 0.58$).

The high value of $C_{BC}$ in spring was caused by $M_{BC}$ transported from the Asian continent by monsoonal northwesterly winds. The wet deposition flux of BC ($F_{BC}$), calculated as the product of $C_{BC}$ and precipitation, also showed distinct seasonal variations. The annual averaged and springtime (March, April, and May) $F_{BC}$ values were 5.5±9.9 and 16.8±6.7 mg m$^{-2}$ month$^{-1}$, respectively. The total BC mass deposited per unit area in one year, denoted as $DEP_{BC}$ (annual), was 66 mg m$^{-2}$ ($= 5.5 \text{ mg m}^{-2} \text{ month}^{-1} \times 12$) and that for spring ($DEP_{BC}$ (spring)) was 50 mg m$^{-2}$ ($= 16.8 \text{ mg m}^{-2} \text{ month}^{-1} \times 3$) on average. From this,

$$DEP_{BC}(\text{spring})/DEP_{BC}(\text{annual}) = 0.76 \quad (33)$$

meaning that about 76% of the annual BC deposition occurred in spring on average. The high seasonal $DEP_{BC}$ of 50 mg m$^{-2}$ in spring was the result of the highest $M_{BC}$ (0.32 $\mu g \text{ m}^{-3}$) and precipitation (about 700 mm), which is comparable to the value for summer.

It is noted that the observed $F_{BC}$ value at Hedo was close to the net emission flux of BC in NC. The CMAQ-PASCAL predicts very low $F_{BC}$ in NC as a result of low precipitation in spring. It is likely that a substantial fraction of BC emitted in this region is transported to latitudes south of 33°N, where precipitation is much higher. This analysis indicates the importance of precipitation along the Bai-u frontal system as an efficient removal mechanism for BC transported from NC in spring.

14. Comparison of Surface BC Data with Model Calculations

In this chapter, results of the regional scale model calculations are presented for comparison with the surface measurements, discussed in Chapters 10, 11, and 12, based on the descriptions by Matsui et al. (2013b). The comparison is useful for the quantitative interpretation of the observed spatial and temporal variations of BC. It also leads to the validation of the model in representing key parameters and processes that control BC mass concentrations.

14.1 Seasonal variations

For additional quantitative studies on BC transport, we have simulated the BC mass outflow from the Asian continent to the Pacific during the period 2008–2010, using the CMAQ-PASCAL (Matsui and Koike, 2012). We focused on the three largest BC sources over the Asian continent: AN emissions from China (China AN), BB emissions from Southeast Asia and SC (SEA BB), and BB emissions from Siberia and Kazakhstan (Siberia BB).

Figure 50 shows the temporal variations of $M_{BC}$ at the Fukue, Hedo, and Happo stations for both measurements and model simulations. Simulated $M_{BC}$ were chosen from a horizontal and vertical grid closest to each site. Model simulations reproduced both absolute concentrations and seasonal variations of the observed $M_{BC}$ for other periods very well: normalized mean biases (NMB) and Pearson’s correlation coefficients ($R$) for monthly mean concentrations were 0.7% and 0.91 at Fukue, -22% and 0.83 at Hedo, and -4% and 0.65 at Happo, respectively, during the simulation periods. The variability of $M_{BC}$ (vertical bars in Fig. 50) was also reproduced well by the model simulations.

PASCAL can provide information on the source regions and types and TE of $M_{BC}$ (Matsui et al., 2013b). The BC simulated at these three sites is transported mostly from AN sources on a three-year average (90–95%), while the simulated BB contribution becomes larger in spring (10–20%). For AN sources, the contribution from China is dominant in spring, fall, and winter (60–80% of the total BC), but the AN contribution from Japan becomes larger in summer (25–35% of the total BC). This is consistent with the wind fields controlled by the East Asian monsoon, as shown above. The contribution from Korea is slightly higher at Fukue (14% of the total BC on a three-year average) than at other sites, due to the close proximity of Fukue to Korea. For BB sources, the contribution from China is the largest in early spring (10% of the total BC) and Siberia BB contributes 20–30% of the total BC during the late spring in 2008 and 2009.

TE values have clear seasonal variations: 50–75% in spring, fall, and winter and 25–40% in summer at all three sites during the simulation periods. The lower TE values in summer are most likely due to moist air masses influenced by larger amounts of precipitation (resulting in efficient wet removal), during their transport from the south. In contrast, relatively dry air masses influenced by smaller amounts of precipitation are transported from the continent during other seasons. TE values are the highest at Fukue (64%) and lower at Hedo and Happo (45–50%). Since Hedo is the southernmost site influenced by moist air, and Happo is a mountain site, the air masses transported to both of these sites have higher likelihoods of being influenced by wet removal processes during transport. A detailed comparison of the observed and model-calculated TE is desirable.

14.2 Transport of biomass burning plumes

Figure 51 (upper panel) shows a time series plot of $M_{BC}$ at Happo in May 2008. Model simulations (red line) reproduced observed $M_{BC}$ and their temporal variations well. There are two high $M_{BC}$ events with high TE values (> 80%) (Fig. 51 (lower panel)) during this month: the first is on May 6–10 when high BC was mostly transported from China AN sources and the other is on May 21–24 when BC was transported from Siberia BB sources (mixed with BC from China AN sources). We note that the latter event cannot be reproduced successfully without including the contribution from Siberia BB emissions in the model simulations.

Similar high-BC events influenced by BB sources in Siberia were simulated 3 times in April–May 2008 and 4 times in April–May 2009 at Happo (figures 10a and 10c of Matsui et al., 2013b). In some events, the model severely underestimated the observed $M_{BC}$ when Siberia BB emissions were not considered, suggesting their importance during the high-BC events. Siberia BB contributions were also high at the Fukue and Hedo sites during most of the high-BC events influenced by BB sources (figures 10b and 10d of Matsui et al., 2013b). Therefore, the transport of high $M_{BC}$ air from...
Fig. 50. Monthly mean BC mass concentrations at (a) Fukue, (b) Hedo, and (c) Happo sites for both measurements (blue) and model simulations (red) (from Matsui et al., 2013b). The vertical bars show the standard deviations of the BC mass concentrations.

Fig. 51. Time series plots of (a) observed (blue) and simulated (red and green) BC mass concentrations ($M_{BC}$), and (b) the transport efficiency of BC (TE) at Happo in May 2008 (from Matsui et al., 2013b).

BB sources in Siberia ($>50^\circ$N) to the western Pacific was found to be a common phenomenon within the midlatitudes ($25^\circ$–$50^\circ$N).

15. Vertical Transport Mechanisms of BC

In Chapter 8, the vertical transport of BC was discussed to some extent in connection with the wet deposition of BC. Here, a more detailed analysis of the vertical transport BC in East Asia is described based on Oshima et al. (2013).

15.1 Previous studies

The vertical transport processes of BC from the PBL to FT is critically important because these processes directly control the global- and regional-scale spatial distributions of BC and the amount of BC transported from source regions to receptor regions. Several recent studies have discussed the vertical transport of BC using high-altitude observations in the FT and the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) and model calculations in terms of the long-range transport of BC from source regions (e.g., Asia) to receptor regions.
The atmosphere by precipitation during transport (Matsui et al., 2005; Park et al., 2005; Stohl, 2006; Hadley et al., 2007, 2010; Koch et al., 2007, 2009; Schwarz et al., 2010; Spackman et al., 2010, 2011; Bourgeois and Bey, 2011; Brock et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Matsui et al., 2011a). During the NASA Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS) mission in the spring and summer of 2008 (Jacob et al., 2010), BC particles in air parcels that originated from anthropogenic sources in East Asia experienced a strong uplift associated with warm conveyor belts (WCBs) and were transported to the Arctic. East Asia experienced a strong uplift associated with warm air parcels that originated from anthropogenic sources in Asia were most likely transported to the tropical tropopause layer over Central America through cumulus convection associated with the Asian monsoon.

However, these studies focused on the receptor regions and might have limitations regarding the quantitative understanding of the vertical transport mechanisms of BC because uplifting processes (e.g., cyclones (WCBs) and cumulus convection) near the source regions are considered to largely control the amount of BC transported to the FT on regional to hemispheric scales. To improve our understanding of the vertical transport of BC, further studies covering large source regions (e.g., East Asia) are needed.

15.2 Vertical profiles of BC and TE

We studied the vertical transport mechanisms of BC particles and their transport pathways over East Asia in spring using the results from regional-scale 3-D chemical transport model calculations. For this purpose, a modified version of the WRF-CMAQ model was used to examine the vertical transport mechanisms of BC particles and their 3-D transport pathways during springtime in East Asia (20 March to 30 April 2009) through the simulations for the A-FORCE aircraft campaign.

Figure 52 shows the vertical profiles of the median values of the $M_{BC}$ and TE for the aircraft observations and the CMAQ-Modified simulations at latitude ranges of 26–38°N during the entire A-FORCE period. The CMAQ-Modified simulation generally reproduced well the characteristics of the vertical profiles of the median $M_{BC}$ despite the systematic overestimation in the FT (by a factor of 2.2 on average above 2 km). The good agreement in the TE values gives confidence in the validity of the treatment of the wet removal processes of BC in the CMAQ-Modified simulation. The correspondence between the TE values and the overestimates of the absolute value of the $M_{BC}$ suggest that the anthropogenic BC emissions over East Asia may be overestimated to some extent and/or that the amount of BC transported from the PBL to the FT may be overestimated in the WRF-CMAQ model simulation. This is likely due to larger values of the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient in the offline WRF-CMAQ model than those in the online model, such as WRF-chem (e.g., Matsui et al., 2009).

15.3 Vertical transport

Figure 53(a) shows the spatial distribution of the upward BC mass fluxes at 700 hPa in the CMAQ-Modified simulation averaged over the A-FORCE period. Corresponding to the horizontal BC flux convergence regions within the PBL (figure 7a of Oshima et al. (2013)), two types of pronounced mean upward BC fluxes from the PBL to the FT were found over NC (35–45°N, 110–130°E) and inland-southern China (ISC) (25–35°N, 100–120°E). ISC defined here corresponds to the inland part of southern China, which is narrower than the region we referred to as SC in previous chapters.

To identify the mechanisms for the pronounced upward BC transport over NC and ISC, the BC mass concentration ([BC]) and the vertical velocity ($w$) are locally separated into their time means (with overbars) and instantaneous devia-
The time-averaged upward mass flux of BC at the 700 hPa level during the A-FORCE period (March 20 to April 30, 2009) in the CMAQ-Modiﬁed simulation ($\mu g m^{-2} s^{-1}$), where the overbar denotes time averaging over the period. Positive ﬂuxes are upward. The solid black lines denote the terrain elevations (m) used in the model simulation.

The spatial distributions of the “mean-motion term” (the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (36)) and the “transient term” (the second term of Eq. (36)) for the A-FORCE period are shown in Figs. 53(b) and 53(c), respectively, together with the spatial distribution of the total upward BC mass ﬂux (the left-hand side of Eq. (36)) in Fig. 53(a). Each term on the right-hand side of Eq. (36) includes transport by sub-grid and grid scale vertical motions. Over NC, the transient term of the upward BC ﬂux ($[BC]_{\prime} w_{\prime}$) (Fig. 53(c)) was dominant, which is consistent with large ﬂuctuations in vertical motion associated with strong transient eddy activity (ﬁgure 5b and ﬁgure 6a of Oshima et al. (2013)). This collocation suggests the particular importance of migratory cyclones for the upward BC transport from the PBL to the FT. In contrast, the large values of the mean-motion term ($[BC]w$) over ISC (Fig. 53(b)) are primarily attributed to the pronounced mean ascent. The mean ascent over this region was mainly caused by orographic uplifting along the slopes of the Tibetan Plateau and by active cumulus convection, with a modest additional contribution from migratory cyclones. The importance of orographic uplifting of pollutants (e.g., CO) to the FT along mountain slopes in East Asia has also been described in previous studies (e.g., Liu et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2010).

We thus conclude that migratory cyclones played a major role in the BC uplifting from the PBL to the FT over NC, whereas orographic uplifting and cumulus convection were responsible for the upward BC transport over ISC.

Figures 54(a) and 54(b) show the average spatial distributions of the amounts of wet and dry depositions of BC, respectively. The contribution of the wet deposition of BC to the total deposition was estimated to be 90% in East Asia. The spatial distribution of the BC dry deposition amounts (Fig. 54(b)) was generally similar to BC emissions because the dry deposition ﬂux of BC from the atmosphere to the surface is approximately proportional to the local BC concentration near the surface. In contrast, the spatial distribution of BC wet deposition (Fig. 54(a)) consisted generally of the combined effect of the upward BC ﬂux (Fig. 53(a)) and the precipitation distribution (ﬁgure 5c of Oshima et al. (2013)) because the wet removal occurs in association with precipitation during the vertical transport of air parcels containing BC. The amount of BC wet deposition was largest over ISC, including the eastern slopes of the Tibetan Plateau, where both the upward BC ﬂux and precipitation were pronounced. Figure 54(a) also shows fairly large amounts of BC wet deposition over NC, where the strong upward BC ﬂux...
was collocated with modest precipitation associated with cyclones. The region of modest amounts of BC wet deposition extended farther toward the east along the Pacific storm track.

To examine the intensity of the wet removal of BC from air parcels during their vertical transport over the two uplifting regions (i.e., NC and ISC), the TE values were evaluated for the mean BC mass concentrations. The mean TE values were 0.57 and 0.80 over ISC and NC, respectively, at 700 hPa. This indicates that the intensity of the wet removal of BC over ISC was approximately twice (i.e., a 43% decrease by wet removal) that over NC (a 20% decrease), which is nearly consistent with the geographical dependence of the amount of BC wet deposition (Fig. 54(a)).

15.4 Export of BC

The vertical distributions of the $M_{BC}$ and TE values averaged longitudinally between 120° E and 140° E are shown in Figs. 55(a) and 55(b), respectively. Although the $M_{BC}$ were greatest below the 700 hPa level over the midlatitude region, the high $M_{BC}$ regions spread to the mid-troposphere (∼500 hPa level) extended to lower latitudes. In contrast, TE exhibits a more distinct dependency on latitude and altitude. Specifically, TE decreased with decreasing latitude and increasing altitude (Fig. 55(b)), reflecting the latitudinal distributions of moisture and precipitation.

Figure 56 shows the calculated meridional cross-section of the mean eastward mass flux of BC at 140° E. The eastward BC flux was largest in the PBL and the lower FT (600–900 hPa) at 35–45° N and the flux was also large in the middle FT (400–700 hPa) at 25–35° N. The cross section reflects the three major transport pathways for the export of BC. These pathways are schematically shown in Fig. 57. One pathway is the PBL outflow in the midlatitude region through which the BC, originating primarily from NC, was advected by the
low-level westerlies without uplifting out of the PBL. The greater TE values for the PBL outflow (Fig. 55(b)) indicate that wet removal of BC was less efficient along this pathway.

The second pathway is through uplifting from the PBL to the FT by migratory cyclones over NC and the subsequent eastward transport in the lower FT over the midlatitude region. The BC originated mostly from NC (i.e., contributions of 58% and 20% from NC and SC, respectively), which is consistent with the strong divergence of the horizontal BC fluxes within the PBL over northern/central China (figure 7(a) of Oshima et al. (2013)). Along the second pathway, approximately half of the BC mass was removed from the atmosphere by precipitation prior to its arrival at 140°E.

The third pathway is orographic uplifting and/or convective upward transport from the PBL to the FT over ISC followed by westerly transport in the mid-FT over the subtropical region (25–35°N). The primary origins of the exported BC were SC and India (i.e., 43%, 30%, and 16% contributions from South Asia, SC, and NC, respectively). Despite the efficient wet removal of BC due to the large amount of precipitation, the eastward BC flux in the FT over the subtropical region was comparable in magnitude to that over the midlatitude region.

16. Transport of BC to the Arctic

All the field measurements shown in the previous chapters were made in Asia. In this and the next chapter, results of aircraft measurements of BC in the Arctic are used to discuss emissions and long-range transport BC to the Arctic based on the studies of Matsui et al. (2011a) and Kondo et al. (2011a).
16.1 Climate effects of aerosols in the Arctic

In the Arctic, high concentrations of aerosols and reactive gases, the so-called Arctic haze, occur in winter and spring because of the efficient transport of pollution from the midlatitudes and the slow removal processes in these seasons (Barrie, 1986; Shaw, 1995). Once these aerosols including BC deposit onto snow/ice surfaces, they lower the surface reflectance and promote faster melting of snow/ice sheets in the Arctic, which is tightly coupled to climate effects through the snow-albedo feedback (Clarke and Noone, 1985; Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004; Flanner et al., 2007, 2009). In addition, high number concentrations of aerosol in the Arctic haze lead to the enhancement of cloud long-wave emissivity (Lubin and Vogelmann, 2006; Garret and Zhao, 2006), contributing to surface warming and accelerating the melting of snow/ice. Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) estimated that decreasing concentrations of sulfate aerosols and increasing concentrations of BC in the Arctic have substantially contributed to rapid Arctic warming during the past three decades (1.1 ± 0.8 °C).

BC measurements have been conducted at various surface stations in the Arctic (e.g., Alert in Canada, Barrow in Alaska, and Janiskoski in Russia), and seasonal variations and long-term trends of aerosols including BC have been examined (e.g., Polissar et al., 1999; Siros and Barrie, 1999; Quinn et al., 2002, 2007, 2008; Sharma et al., 2002, 2004, 2006; Eleftheriadis et al., 2009; Gong et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010). However, because data from these studies are limited to the surface, the understanding of the sources, transport pathways and removal processes, and the distributions of BC in the entire troposphere is very limited. The NASA ARCTAS aircraft campaign was conducted in 2008 in the Arctic (Jacob et al., 2010). As compared with previous aircraft campaigns in the Arctic (Shipham et al., 1992; Baumgardner et al., 2004; Yamanouchi et al., 2005), much more accurate, extensive, and high-time resolution measurements of BC were collected during ARCTAS at various altitudes from the PBL to the upper troposphere (UT) in the Arctic in spring and summer. Here, we present our studies on BC in the Arctic based on Matsui et al. (2011b) and Kondo et al. (2011a). The former analyzed the transport of BC from source regions to the Arctic and the latter focused on the characterizations of emissions of BC from biomass burning.

16.2 ARCTAS observations

The measurements of BC and other related species were made on board the NASA DC-8 aircraft during the ARCTAS aircraft campaign conducted in April and June–July 2008. Figure 58 shows all the flight tracks of the DC-8 aircraft during the ARCTAS campaign. Flights were conducted mainly over Alaska in April (ARCTAS-A) and over western Canada in June–July (ARCTAS-B). Air masses impacted by forest fires that occurred in California were also sampled by the DC-8 ARCTAS instrument payload in June, 2008 for the California Air Resources Board (CARB) (Singh et al., 2010). We used relevant data obtained during ARCTAS-CARB for comparison with the ARCTAS-B data.

The number and mass size distributions of BC were measured by an SP2. In addition to BC, we used the size distribution of light-scattering particles (LSP) measured by the SP2. LSP scatters laser light but does not incandesce. The
light-scattering signal was detected by two avalanche photodiodes. The peak scattering signal was converted to the scattering cross section of the particles. Calibration was made first by using polystyrene latex (PSL) particles with a refractive index of \(1.59 + 0i\). Mie theory was then used to convert the calibration curve of PSL to that of \((\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4\) with a refractive index of \(1.52 + 0i\). The diameters of LSP \(D_p\) were estimated from this curve with an uncertainty of about 10% in the size range of about 200–750 nm (Moteki and Kondo, 2008). The uncertainty in \(D_p\) due to possible changes in the refractive indices of LSP is estimated to be about 10%.

The total mass concentrations of BC \(M_{BC}\) and the volume concentrations of LSP \(V_{SC}\) were derived by integrating the size distributions with respect to diameter. The values \(M_{BC}\) and \(V_{SC}\) are given in the units of mass and volume per unit volume of air at STP, respectively.

CO, CO\(_2\), acetonitrile (CH\(_3\)CN) and dichloromethane (CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\)) were also measured simultaneously (Sachse et al., 1987; Wisthaler et al., 2002; Blake et al., 2003; Vay et al., 2003). CH\(_3\)CN and CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) have often been used as tracers of biomass burning (BB) and the combustion of anthropogenic fossil fuel (AN), respectively (e.g., Warneke et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2007).

The background concentrations of these species were defined as the lowest 5th percentiles of all ARCTAS data for every 10 K potential temperature range for each species and season, and they were linearly interpolated vertically (Koike et al., 2003). Zero background concentration was assumed for the BC. We denote the short-term variability by the differences between the measured and background concentrations of these species as \(\Delta CO\), \(\Delta CH_3CN\), and \(\Delta CH_2Cl_2\).

### 16.3 Transport of BC from the Asian continent to the Arctic

#### 16.3.1 Source regions

Previous studies using trajectory (Stohl, 2006; Law and Stohl, 2007) and regional chemical transport models (Klonecki et al., 2003) estimated that northern Eurasia (Europe and Siberia) is the major source of Arctic haze in the lower troposphere (LT). Aerosols and trace gases emitted from North America and Asia are uplifted during transport to the Arctic because of the large latitudinal gradient in the potential temperature. This distributes insoluble trace gases from North America and Asia at high altitudes in the Arctic. However, understanding the transport of water-soluble aerosols from midlatitudes to the Arctic has been poor and controversial.

For the present analysis, ten-day backward trajectories (Fuelberg et al., 2010) were used to identify the source regions of pollutants in measured air parcels. The source regions were defined as the PBL from the surface to 700 hPa (about 3 km above ground level) over the four horizontal regions shown in Fig. 59: Europe, Russia, Asia (excluding Russia), and North America.
air parcels were classified into 7 categories: Europe, Russia, Asia, and North America, Russia + Asia (R + A), Russia + Europe (R + E), and other, based on the trajectory calculations. For trajectories passing over only a single source region within 10 days, the corresponding air parcels were classified as Europe, Russia, Asia, or North America. For trajectories passing two regions, e.g., Russia and Europe or Asia, air parcels were categorized as Russia + Europe or Russia + Asia. The types of combustion for polluted air parcels were classified into AN and BB according to the concentrations of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and CH$_3$CN. We calculated the APT using the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) global precipitation data (Huffman et al., 2001; Adler et al., 2003). The uncertainties in the estimates of the source regions and the APT are discussed in Matsui et al. (2011a).

16.3.2 Transport of BC in spring

In the springtime, the median BC concentration in Asian AN air was 18 ng m$^{-3}$, which was much lower than the median concentration of 266 ng m$^{-3}$ in Russian BB air. The higher BC in the Russian BB can be partly due to high BC emissions during this period. However, the efficiency of BC transport can have a great effect, as shown by the analysis detailed below.

Figure 60 shows the GPCP mean precipitation distribution and the trajectories of different types of air parcels, and the precipitation intensity. Most AN air parcels from Asia experienced a rapid ascent on WCBs associated with heavy precipitation near the source regions. Most Russian BB air parcels experienced a slower ascent and much less precipitation than the Asian AN air parcels.

Figure 61(a) shows BC/ΔCO-APT correlations for all Arctic data and those for individual source regions and fuel types. On average, the BC/ΔCO ratio decreased with increasing APT, indicating that BC removal by precipitation is one of the most important processes in controlling BC concentrations in the Arctic. The BC/ΔCO ratio was low and the APT was high for Asian AN air parcels. By contrast, the BC/ΔCO ratio was much higher for Russian BB air parcels with a low APT. The BC/ΔCO ratios of AN-impacted air (Asia, Europe and North America) with a higher APT were on average lower than those for BB-impacted air (Russia, Russia + Europe and Russia + Asia), on average.

The left panel of Fig. 61(a) also shows the median BC/ΔCO ratios for an APT < 5 mm for AN (Europe, Asia, Russia + Asia, and North America) and BB (Russia, Russia + Europe, and Russia + Asia) air parcels. They are considered representative of the BC/ΔCO ratios in the source regions (minimum impact of wet removal processes) and denoted [BC/ΔCO]$_{\text{source}}$. A [BC/ΔCO]$_{\text{source}}$ ratio of 3.3 for AN air parcels was derived mainly from North American air parcels, because there are few Asian and European air data with an APT < 5mm. The [BC/ΔCO]$_{\text{source}}$ ratio of 7.6 for BB air was derived mostly from the Russian (Russia, Russia + Europe, and Russia + Asia) air data. The difference in the [BC/ΔCO]$_{\text{source}}$ ratios between the AN and BB impacted air by a factor of 2.5 is consistent with previous studies (Warneke et al., 2009; Kondo et al., 2011a). For fossil fuel combustion, the BC/CO emission ratio was estimated to be 3.2±1.0 in California (Kondo et al., 2011a). For BB, the BC/CO emission ratio was estimated to be 8.7±3.7 for Russia (Kondo et al., 2011a) and 10±5 for Kazakhstan and 7±4 for Lake Baikal (Warneke et al., 2009).

We calculated TE using Eq. (37):

$$\text{TE} = \frac{\text{[BC/ΔCO]}}{\text{[BC/ΔCO]}_{\text{source}}},$$

where [BC/ΔCO] is the observed BC/CO ratio. Figure 61(b) shows the correlation of TE with APT. The median TE for Asian AN was as low as 13%, and TE for the Russian BB air was as high as 83%.

The altitude distributions of BC and ΔCO were substantially different between Asian AN and Russian BB air as shown in figure 10 of Matsui et al. (2011b). The Asian AN air parcels were typically measured in the UT and the Russian BB air parcels in the middle troposphere (MT). The median BC concentrations reached a maximum in the MT, while ΔCO remained high in the UT, un influenced by wet deposition.

Detailed analysis has shown that the contribution of BB air from Russia to BC in the North American Arctic ($F_{\text{BC}}$) was dominant (59%), and that of Asian AN air was only about 2% (Matsui et al., 2011b). The contributions of these sources to ΔCO were more comparable, i.e., 16% versus 43%, which were controlled by emissions and transport uninfluenced by wet deposition. No air parcels from south Asian sources (latitude < 30°N) reached the Arctic, leading to little contribution to BC in the North American Arctic during the ARCTAS-A campaign.

16.3.3 Seasonal variations of BC

In summer, the median BC mass concentrations for all air parcels was 5.7 ng m$^{-3}$, which is 10 times lower than that in spring (55 ng m$^{-3}$), while the median ΔCO mixing ratio was somewhat higher than that in spring (23 ppbv versus 14 ppbv). The TE values for both Russian BB and Asian AN air were much lower in summer (4.0 and 0.76%, respectively) than those in spring (87 and 13%, respectively). Correspondingly, the median APT in summer was much higher (17 mm) than that in spring (3.2 mm) for all Arctic air parcels. This is mainly due to the
higher precipitation over the latitudes of 45–70°N in summer. The TE-APT correlation and the seasonal variations in the APT, as shown in figure 13 of Matsui et al. (2011b), indicate that the large seasonal variations in BC were caused mainly by those in the wet removal rates. The contribution of Russian BB in spring to North American Arctic BC concentrations was largest, because of the spring maximum in TE at higher latitudes with low relative humidity.

BB in Russia may increase in the future due to global warming (e.g., Stocks et al., 1998). The possible earlier onset of Russian BB could accelerate warming in the Arctic through the snow-albedo feedback and longwave indirect effect. The high efficiency of BC transport emitted from Russian BB indicates that this source has a large and realistic potential for this feedback to be effective, leading to an acceleration of the warming of the Arctic in the future.

Fig. 60. (a) Average precipitation distribution before (April 3–7) and during the ARCTAS-A campaign (April 8–17). A period before the campaign was included considering the transport time from the sources to the locations of the measurement. Ten-day backward trajectories are shown for (b) anthropogenic air parcels from Asia (Asia and R + A (Russia + Asia)), (c) biomass burning air parcels from Russia (Russia, R + E (Russia + Europe), and R + A), and (d) all source-identified air parcels during the ARCTAS-A campaign. PI denotes precipitation intensity. The periods when PI < 0.01 mm/h are shown with gray dots. These figures are from Matsui et al. (2011b).
17. Biomass Burning as Sources of BC in the Arctic

17.1 Measurements of BB plumes

Boreal forest fires are one of the most important sources of aerosols transported to the Arctic (e.g., Stohl et al., 2006, 2007; Treffeisen et al., 2007; Eck et al., 2009). Large amounts of aerosols, predominantly in the form of carbonaceous aerosols, namely BC and organic aerosols (OA), are emitted from BB. Statistically, Russia and Canada have been the largest sources of BC emitted from boreal forest fires (Lavoué et al., 2000; Conrad et al., 2002; Stocks et al., 2002; Soja et al., 2004). Reliable estimates of the effects of BC on the climate of the Arctic by global models necessitate a quantitative understanding of emissions of BC, aging and removal, and microphysical properties (e.g., Stier et al., 2006; Textor et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2009). As discussed in Chapter 1, the cross section depends on diameter, and mixing state, together with the refractive index and shapes of BC (e.g., Moteki et al., 2010b; Moteki and Kondo, 2010; Shiraiwa et al., 2010). The size distributions of BC are controlled by emissions, aging during transport, and the deposition of BC.

Previous estimates of the emission factors of BC are considered to be highly uncertain, because they are based on measurements with large uncertainties (Reid et al., 2005). There is a critical need to characterize the emission ratios and microphysical properties of BC near BB sources before being transported over long distances. We also need to understand the evolution of the microphysical properties of BC after emission for an improved representation of these parameters and processes by models.

To fill in these gaps, we measured BC and LSP in the submicron range with an SP2 during ARCTAS and CARB. In Canada, aerosol measurements in large plumes were made in the vicinity of the burning areas 1–2 hours after the emissions. The air masses impacted by BB in Asia were sampled 2–3 days after the emissions. These observations have enabled detailed comparisons of the aerosol emission ratios and their microphysical properties in the two regions.

17.2 Modified combustion efficiency

The phase of BB has been shown to be represented by the modified combustion efficiency (MCE) (e.g., Ward et al., 1991; Delmas et al., 1995; Yokelson et al., 1999, 2008), estimated from the \( \Delta CO_2/\Delta CO_2 + CO \) ratio:

\[
MCE = \Delta CO_2/(\Delta CO_2 + CO) = 1/(1 + \Delta CO_2/\Delta CO_2).
\]

MCE is useful in interpreting observed emission ratios as a function of MCE, irrespective of the relative amount of data in different combustion phases (Yokelson et al., 1999; Goode et al., 2000). The MCE value is sometimes used to distinguish air masses predominantly influenced by combustion in the flaming phase (MCE > 0.9) from emissions in the smoldering phase (MCE < 0.9) (Reid et al., 2005). MCE was used for the interpretation of the data impacted by BB.

17.3 Size distributions and mixing state

Figure 62 shows the average number and mass (or volume) size distributions of BC and LSP observed in layers impacted by wildfires over North America (ARCTAS-B) and those in plumes transported from Asia (Siberia and Kazakhstan) during ARCTAS-A. For the analysis of the North American and Asian data, we selected data with APT < 1 mm and APT < 10 mm, respectively, to minimize the effect of wet deposition. For North America, the count median diameters (CMDs) of the log-normal fitted BC size distributions were unvarying at 136±6 nm, with a geometric standard deviation (\( \sigma_{gc} \)) of 1.32, although the CMD slightly increased with the
increase in MCE (figure 14 of Kondo et al. (2011a)). The size distributions of the LSP were also unvarying. The MMD of BC and volume median diameters (VMD) of LSP were 187±10 nm and 294±42 nm, respectively.

We also derived the median shell/core ratios ($D_p/D_{BC}$) of BC for $D_{BC} > 200$ nm. The median value of the $D_p/D_{BC}$ was 1.48 (1.42 for the smoldering phase and 1.62 for the flaming phase. The estimated value using the above median of $V_p/V_{BC} (= D_p^3/D_{BC}^3)$ is 3.24 (2.86 for the smoldering phase and 4.25 for the flaming phase), where $V_p$ and $V_{BC}$ are the volumes of BC-containing particles and BC cores, respectively. Thus, BC represents about 0.31 ($=1/3.24$) of the volume (ranging from 0.23 to 0.35 for flaming and smoldering, respectively) of the particles that contain BC.

### 17.4 Chemical composition of aerosols

Figure 63 shows the average mass fractions of submicron non-refractory chemical components and BC in the extracted North American BB plumes as measured by the High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) (DeCarlo et al., 2006; Dunlea et al., 2009) and an SP2. On average, OA constituted about 83% of the total mass concentration of BC and non-refractory aerosol with a $D_{oa}$ (vacuum aerodynamic diameter, see DeCarlo et al., 2004) smaller than about 1 μm (PM$_1$). We infer, therefore, that $V_{SC}$ in the plumes approximately represents the volume concentration of OA. $M_{BC}$ was converted to BC volume concentration ($V_{BC}$) assuming the density of BC to be 2 g cm$^{-3}$. The average volume fraction of BC was about 0.02. Together with the result above that the volume fraction of BC was 0.31 for particles containing BC, this indicates that the large majority of the scattering particles measured by the SP2 in the size range of 200 nm $< D_p < 750$ nm did not contain BC with $D_{BC} > 80$ nm, which is consistent with the particle number observations with the SP2 (Fig. 62).

Figure 63 also shows the average mass fractions of non-refractory components of aerosol and BC in the Asian BB plumes. OA constituted the dominant fraction (about 60%) of the non-refractory components, similar to the Canadian BB plumes. However, the sulfate mass fraction was as large as about 30%, which is much larger than that for the North American plumes (3–8%). It is very likely that SO$_2$ emitted from biomass burning was oxidized to form sulfate during transport (Kondo et al., 2011a). The average $V_{SC}/M_{BC}$ and $V_{SC}/V_{BC}$ ratios in the Asian plumes, restricted to a low APT were about 2 times lower than those in the Canadian plumes. The conclusion that most of the light-scattering particles did not contain BC is still valid. In fact, LSP consisted of 89% and 97% of aerosol number and volume (LSP + BC), respectively during the ARCTAS-A period (Matsui et al., 2011c).

In all types of BB plumes, the BC mass (volume) fractions of the total PM$_1$(LSP) were 1–5% (2–4%), while the BC volume fractions were about 30% for the particles containing BC, consistent with the fact that most particles did not contain BC. The $\Delta M_{BC}/\Delta V_{SC}$ ratios were much smaller than those for BC particles emitted from fossil fuel combustion.

### 17.5 Emission ratios

In general, BB plumes transported from Asia in spring experienced small amounts of APT. The observed $\Delta M_{BC}/\Delta CO$ correlation tends to decrease with APT, especially for an APT $> 20$ mm (figure 10 of Kondo et al. doi:10.5047/meep.2015.00301.0001  © 2015 TERRAPUB, Tokyo. All rights reserved.
We used the data with APT < 10 mm for the analysis of the emission ratios to minimize the possible effect of wet removal during transport. The slopes changed little by selecting data with APT < 5 mm, although the number of data points was greatly reduced.

Figure 64 shows the correlations between $\Delta CO_2$, $\Delta CO$, $\Delta CH_3CN$, $\Delta M_{BC}$, and $\Delta V_{SC}$ of the plumes (with APT < 10 mm) transported from Siberia and Kazakhstan during the ARCTAS-A period. We defined mixed air masses as those in which the trajectories passed over both regions. The plumes from the different source regions in Asia were classified and are color coded in this figure. The correlations of air masses transported from Kazakhstan and Siberia did not show significant differences. The results were the same even if we used the data set without discrimination by APT. These data were used for the analysis of the emission ratios using these correlations. The practical method is described in detail by Kondo et al. (2011a).

We derived the average emission ratios of $M_{BC}/CO = 2.3 \pm 2.2$ ng m$^{-3}$/ppbv and $M_{BC}/CO_2 = 180 \pm 269$ ng m$^{-3}$/ppmv for BB in North America. For BB plumes from Asia, the average ratios were $M_{BC}/CO = 8.5 \pm 5.4$ ng m$^{-3}$/ppbv and $M_{BC}/CO_2 = 129 \pm 67$ ng m$^{-3}$/ppmv. The much higher $M_{BC}/CO$ ratios for the Asian plumes were likely due to higher MCE. The $M_{BC}/CO$ ratios in North America were lower than the values compiled by Andreae and Merlet (2001) by a factor of 2–4, although the ratios for the Asian plumes were similar. The $M_{BC}/CO_2$ emission ratios for North America and Asia were 4–5 times lower than their estimates.

We related the MCE to the emission ratios between $\Delta M_{BC}$, $\Delta V_{SC}$, $\Delta CO_2$, and $\Delta CO$ for BB in North America and Asia. The $\Delta M_{BC}/\Delta CO_2$ ratios decreased with the increase in MCE, whereas the $\Delta M_{BC}/\Delta CO$ ratios increased with the increase in MCE. The dependence of the ratios on MCE is useful in improving the emissions estimate of aerosols from BB and estimating the transport efficiency of aerosols by using tracers, especially CO.

### 17.6 Evolution of the mixing state of BC

These BC particles were thickly coated by organics, with $D_p/D_{BC}$ ratios of about 1.4 ($0.6 < \text{MCE} < 0.8$) 1–2 hours after emission. In the smoldering phase, the $D_p/D_{BC}$ ratios increased from 1.35 to 1.45 within about 12 hours, with a corresponding increase in the volume of non-refractory species on BC by 15–40%. In aged flaming phase plumes, the increase in $D_p/D_{BC}$ ratios continued for a few days, leading to an increase of the volume of coating materials by a factor of 2. A potential explanation is that OA was being redistributed via the gas phase (e.g., Marcolli et al., 2004), by evaporating from particles that did not contain BC and recondensing on BC-containing particles.

We assessed the effect of the Brownian coagulation of LSP with BC on the evolution of the BC mixing state. For the observed conditions, coagulation can increase the $D_p/D_{BC}$ ratios by factors of 1.2–1.5 in 1–2 days, depending on various parameters, influencing the rate of coagulation. Previous studies considered only condensation processes to explain the evolution of the BC mixing state. For the first time, we suggest that coagulation of LSP with BC can effectively increase the $D_p/D_{BC}$ ratios, as well as condensation.

### 18. BC in Urban Regions

Large amounts of reactive gases and aerosol are emitted from urban areas, as reviewed by Kondo et al. (2010). Mega-cities, including the Tokyo Metropolitan Area (TMA), are very large, concentrated sources of these species, which affect aerosol and O$_3$ levels on local, regional, and global scales (e.g., Molina and Molina, 2004; Ramanathan et al., 2007). The uncertainties in the emission estimates of these species are generally large for Asia (Streets et al., 2006; Ohara et al., 2007) or are not assessed, depending on the areas.

The increased levels of pollutants have a large impact on regional air quality, nutrient deposition patterns, and climate. In order to assess the impacts of anthropogenic species emitted from these mega-cities on surrounding areas, we need to understand quantitatively the key processes involved in the chemical processing of aerosols near the source regions.
Fig. 64. Correlations between $M_{\text{BC}}, V_{\text{SC}}, \Delta CO_2, \Delta CO$, and CH$_3$CN in wildfire plumes over Canada (circles) and California (crosses) during ARCTAS-B with APT < 1 mm (from Kondo et al., 2011a). The data points are color coded for the smoldering phase ($MCE < 0.9$; blue), the flaming phase ($MCE > 0.95$; red), and others ($0.90 < MCE < 0.95$; green).

(Fig. 65). In addition, clusters of mega-cities lead to an accumulation of O$_3$ and aerosol through large-scale mixing. Reactive species with elevated concentrations in urban outflows can also interact with species emitted from natural sources surrounding the mega-cities. It should be noted here that O$_3$ and aerosol are coupled due to similar sources, photochemical interactions (e.g., UV changes by aerosol), and transport.

Mass fractions of BC particles are about 2–10% of the total aerosol mass concentrations in the fine mode over urban areas (Cao et al., 2003; Gelencsér et al., 2007; Ram et al., 2010). However, they contain carcinogenic poly-aromatic compounds and cause adverse health effects, including allergy, respiratory, and cancer-like diseases (Samet et al., 2004; Somers et al., 2004; Jansen et al., 2005; Nel, 2005; Alessandrini et al., 2006). Thus, there is growing interest in understanding BC emissions both for global climate and re-
The growing emissions of carbonaceous species from the mega cities of Asia can impact local air quality and climate on regional and global scales. In most of the mega cities of the world, the emissions of carbonaceous aerosols are mainly due to the use of fossil fuels in automotive engines and industry. The annual emission map of BC from anthropogenic sources in parts of Asia for the year 2000 (Streets et al., 2003) is shown in Fig. 66. The major sources can be located mostly in the eastern part of China, South Korea and Japan where emissions from urban areas are highest. In the SEA region, however, the emissions of BC from anthropogenic sources are relatively less, and the emissions from biomass burning and forest fire sources make the major contributions.

Recent studies have suggested that emission control measures implemented in Beijing during the 2008 Olympics games significantly improved air quality (Wang et al., 2010; Okuda et al., 2011). Furthermore, emission control measures and the use of good quality fuels for transportation enhance not only air quality but also reduce the levels of ambient BC and carcinogenic hydrocarbons. The mitigation of BC aerosols will also help to improve air quality and, subsequently, its impact on the climate and hydrological cycles on a regional-to-global scale (Jacobson, 2010). In this chapter, the behavior BC in urban areas in Asia obtained from our previous measurements is presented based on the studies of Kondo et al. (2006, 2012) for Tokyo, Han et al. (2009) for Beijing, Verma et al. (2010) for Guangzhou, and Sahu et al. (2011) for Bangkok.

### 18.1 BC in Tokyo

#### 18.1.1 Diurnal and seasonal variations

PM$_1$ BC concentrations and CO were measured on an hourly basis near the urban center of Tokyo between May 2003 and February 2005. BC and CO were well correlated throughout the measurement period due to a similarity in sources. CO and CO$_2$ were also well correlated in autumn and winter, indicating that both CO and CO$_2$ are good tracers of BC. The
BC generally decreased with increasing wind speed, indicating the importance of dilution by vertical mixing and horizontal transport in controlling their near surface concentrations. Because the $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO ratio is not affected by dilution, it is a more suitable parameter for detecting changes in the strength of BC emissions than BC measurements alone.

BC and $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO values showed a diurnal variation, peaking in the early morning (0400–0800 LT) and reaching minimum values around midnight. The peak BC and $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO values were 2 times greater than the minimum values at midnight. This diurnal pattern is similar to that of the traffic density of diesel trucks. $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO for Sundays was lower by about 50% than weekday values, in reasonable agreement with changes in truck traffic density. These results indicate that diesel trucks, especially heavy-duty trucks, are the dominant sources of BC in Tokyo.

The median BC and CO values of the whole data set obtained during the years 2003–2005 were 1.8±1.8 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ and 368±274 ppbv, respectively. Figure 67 shows the variations of monthly median BC and CO values. Because BC and CO were correlated, the average monthly BC/$\Delta$CO ratio was stable at 7.2±2.6 ng m$^{-3}$/ppbv for 0400–0800 LT. $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO showed a seasonal variation, reaching broad maximum values in spring-autumn and reaching minimum values in midwinter, following the seasonal variation in temperature (Fig. 68). The overall dependence of $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO on temperature was 0.17 ng m$^{-3}$/ppbv/°C for 2–25°C. The dependence of $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO on temperature was also observed in Maryland, USA (Chen et al., 2001) and Beijing, China (Han et al., 2009). The possible cause of the temperature dependence is discussed in Section 18.2.

18.1.2 Long-term trend Vehicular emissions contribute to the majority of the BC loading in Tokyo, as mentioned above. Carbonaceous particulate matter (PM) in Tokyo is mainly emitted from diesel vehicles, and these emissions were first regulated in 1985 in Japan. Under the Automobile NO$_x$-PM law of the government of Japan, newly-produced vehicles were subject to a series of regulations, namely the Short-term Regulation in 1993, the Long-term Regulation in 1997–1998, the New Short-term Regulation in 2002–2003, and the New Long-term Regulation in 2005 in order to reduce PM emissions. As a result, emission factors of PM from heavy-duty diesel vehicles have decreased drastically since 1998. However, no clear evidence for a decrease in the ambient BC concentration has been reported so far, mainly due to the lack of time-resolved mea-
measurements and/or emission estimates of BC aerosols. Considering this, we re-started BC measurements using COSMOS in Tokyo in 2007.

Figure 69 shows the measured $M_{BC}$ in Tokyo from 2003–2005 and 2007–2010. We also estimated the total BC emissions in Tokyo for the decade (2000–2011). Results of real-time measurement as well as emission estimates indicate that $M_{BC}$ decreased from 2.6 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ (in the year 2003) to 0.6 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ (in the year 2010) in Tokyo. Based on statistical estimates constructed using currently available data in Japan, vehicular emissions were shown to be the dominant source of BC. The reduction of $M_{BC}$ is therefore mainly attributed to the continuous and stringent regulations by the government for PM emissions from diesel vehicles on a time-scale of several years to decades. The statistical estimate of the BC emissions for 2003–2010 is also supported from estimates using diurnal-weekly variations of $M_{BC}$ in Tokyo by assuming that the measured holiday-to-weekday ratio of $M_{BC}$ directly reflects the contributions of vehicles to total emissions.

The predicted decrease in BC (from emission estimates) explains the observed reduction (from real-time measurements) in 2003–2010 to within about 20%. The emission estimates suggest a decrease by a factor of ~6 in total vehicular BC emission compared to that in the year 2000 whereas real-time measurements indicate a ~80% reduction in $M_{BC}$. This is the first clear evidence of a dramatic reduction in BC emissions in Tokyo. However, it is noticeable that the total BC emission from all sources has decreased by only a factor of 3 (from 3.8 Gg in year 2000 to 1.3 Gg in year 2011). Furthermore, vehicular, off-road, and the remaining five emission sources (including large point sources, small combustion, incineration, field burning, ships, and aviation) contribute equally in the present scenario. Thus, it is suggested that precautionary measures should be taken, and that emission controls must be initiated to cut down off-road emissions in order to further reduce BC levels in Tokyo.

The present study also shows the importance of real-time measurements for longer periods to detect trends of BC and to validate the effects of regulations and emission estimates. High-quality measurements of BC by well-calibrated and stable instruments, such as COSMOS, are critical for such studies. This study also demonstrates that existing technologies and the implementation of stringent emission controls for vehicular emissions can greatly help in reducing the BC burden in mega-cities within a relatively shorter time because of the short residence time of BC in the atmosphere (days to weeks).

### 18.2 BC in Beijing

Among the Asian countries, China is the largest BC source, although uncertainties in the estimates are large. The Beijing area contributes dominantly to the BC emissions in northeastern China (Guinot et al., 2007). BC transported from this area strongly influences $M_{BC}$ in Asian outflow over the western Pacific (Shiraiwa et al., 2008; Sahu et al., 2009; Verma et al., 2011; Oshima et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013b). Reliable estimates of BC emissions in northeastern China are required for improved evaluations of the impacts of BC on air quality and climate in East Asia and regions downwind. A quantitative understanding of the temporal variations in Beijing is critically important for this purpose, because Beijing is located in a large source area in northeastern China.

Studies of BC in Beijing have shown that highly-time-resolved BC measurements are very useful in interpreting temporal variations of BC emissions. In addition, CO and CO$_2$ have been shown to be key tracers for characterizing the sources of BC, because they are also produced by the combustion of fossil fuels and biofuels. In previous studies of BC in Beijing, the time resolutions of BC measurements were between one day and one week, as summarized in table 1 of Han et al. (2009). In addition, no simultaneous CO or CO$_2$ measurements were made in these studies. Because of the limitations of these measurements, the temporal variations of BC emissions in the Beijing area were not fully characterized. We measured BC in Beijing using a TOT analyzer with a 1-hour time resolution, together with CO and CO$_2$ for the first time. The major objective of this study was to establish statistically significant BC, CO, and CO$_2$ levels in Beijing during the four seasons.

$M_{BC}$ in PM$_{2.5}$, CO, and CO$_2$ were measured every hour on the top of one of the buildings of Peking University (PKU) near the fourth ring road in Beijing between winter 2005 and fall 2006. The traffic of heavy-duty diesel trucks (HDDTs) measured on the fourth ring road during nighttime was about 20 times higher than that during daytime (figure 2 of Han et al., 2009). The same set of measurements were made at the Yufa site in the summer of 2006. The Yufa site is located in a rural area about 53 km south of the PKU site.

The temporal variations of these species at the PKU and Yufa sites were similar, indicating they were distributed uniformly over horizontal distances of about 50 km from the PKU site. The annual median $M_{BC}$ was 5.9 $\mu$gC m$^{-3}$ at the
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Fig. 69. Temporal variability of observed BC mass concentrations (monthly as well as the annual mean) at RCAST (Research Center of Advanced Science and Technology) of the University of Tokyo, Tokyo during 2003–2010 (Kondo et al., 2012). The vertical bars represent standard deviations of the BC mass concentrations. (Reprinted from Atmos. Environ., 54, Kondo, Y., K. Ram, N. Takegawa, L. Sahu, Y. Morino, X. Liu, and T. Ohara, Reduction of black carbon aerosol in Tokyo: Comparison of real-time observations with emission estimates, 242–249, Copyright 2012, with permission from Elsevier.)
PKU site. The $M_{BC}$ decreased with near-surface wind speed (WS), similarly to Tokyo. The median $M_{BC}$ was highest in the fall and lowest in winter due to the WS dependence.

The concentrations of CO$_2$, CO, and BC measured under strong-wind conditions (WS > 4.0 m s$^{-1}$) represented their background levels. The background levels were much higher for a southerly wind than those for a northerly wind, reflecting much higher emissions of these species in the regions south of Beijing (figure 9 of Han et al., 2009).

For weak-wind speed (WS ≤ 2.0 m s$^{-1}$) conditions, BC, CO, and CO$_2$ were well correlated throughout the measurement period due to the co-locations of sources, as shown in Fig. 70. In winter, CO and $\Delta CO/\Delta CO_2$ ratios during the night were largely higher than those in the other seasons. CO emissions associated with coal or biofuel combustion for domestic heating are not the main cause of the high CO in winter, considering the lack of predicted increases in BC in winter above the levels in the other seasons. Instead, the increase in the CO emissions from vehicles is more likely the dominant cause. The time required for catalysts to be heated to temperatures high enough for efficient CO removal is elongated at low temperatures, leading to higher CO emissions.

For further analysis, the $\Delta CO/\Delta CO_2$ ratios during the nighttime (2000–0600 LT) are plotted versus atmospheric temperature for winter, summer, and fall in Fig. 71(a). The $\Delta CO/\Delta CO_2$ ratio was highest at temperatures below 0°C. It decreased with increasing temperature. These results suggest that the CO emissions are temperature dependent. Figure 71(b) shows the increase in the $\Delta BC/\Delta CO$ ratios with ambient temperature. The similarity in the $\Delta BC/\Delta CO_2$ between winter and the other seasons indicates no significant additional BC sources in winter (Fig. 71(c)). It is shown that the changes in the $\Delta BC/\Delta CO$ ratios with temperatures are mainly driven by the changes in CO emissions. Similarly, it is likely that the temperature dependence of $\Delta BC/\Delta CO$ observed in Tokyo was also caused by the temperature dependence of CO emissions.

The $M_{BC}$, $\Delta BC/\Delta CO_2$ (except for summer), and $\Delta BC/\Delta CO$ (except for winter) showed similar diurnal patterns, increasing in the late evening and remaining high until early morning. These diurnal variations indicate regular sources of BC throughout the year. The variations of $\Delta BC/\Delta CO$ for vehicle exhaust ($\Delta BC/\Delta CO_{vehicle}$) were calculated using the measured fractions of heavy-duty diesel vehicles (HDVs) and light-duty gasoline vehicles (LDGVs) and their BC/CO emission ratios. $\Delta BC/\Delta CO_{vehicle}$ during nighttime was higher by about 0.004 µg CH$_2$O/ppbv than that during daytime, similar to the observed increase. The large increase in $\Delta BC/\Delta CO$ during the nighttime can be explained by the increase of the HDV fraction due to HDV inflow into the urban area during the nighttime.

The diurnal variations of BC, CO, and CO$_2$ concentrations and the $\Delta BC/\Delta CO$ ratios were similar for weekdays and weekends. This result indicates no significant weekend effects in Beijing.

For weekdays, the observed ratios of the CO-CO$_2$-BC correlations (Fig. 70) were used to evaluate the ratios of the emissions of these species from the all sources derived from the emission inventory of Streets et al. (2003) in the Beijing area. The comparison suggests that Streets et al. largely overestimated the contributions of the emissions from domestic sectors with high CO/CO$_2$ and BC/CO$_2$ emission ratios and/or underestimated those from non-domestic sectors, especially vehicle emissions, in the Beijing study area. These results indicate that the observed slopes are useful parameters in assessing the reliability of emission inventories.

18.3 BC in Bangkok

In the tropical regions of Asia, forest fires and biomass burning are widespread (Christopher et al., 1996; Folkins et al., 1997). The emissions from anthropogenic, forest fires and open biomass burning sources in Southeast Asia (SEA) contribute substantially to the inventories of carbonaceous aerosols in Asia (Streets et al., 2003; Bond et al., 2004). According to the estimates presented by Streets et al. (2003) for the year 2000, the total anthropogenic emissions of BC and OC aerosols in SEA were about 0.77 Tg and 3.68 Tg, respectively.

Thus far, detailed studies characterizing the variations of carbonaceous aerosols near the major source regions in SEA are rare mainly due to the lack of continuous observations.
18.3.1 Measurements and meteorological conditions

Concentrations of BC and OC aerosols were measured by the TOT method, together with CO, in Bangkok during April 2007–March 2008. BC was measured also by COSMOS. There are three main seasons in Thailand, namely wet (May–October), dry (November–February), and hot (March–April) (Pochanart et al., 2003). The wet season prevails due to a southwesterly (SW) wind flow, and the dry season is due to a northeasterly (NE) wind flow. The SW wind flow is associated with the northward movement of the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) across Thailand which brings cleaner marine air from the southern Indian Ocean. During the dry season, the long-range transport of continental air from different regions of East Asia takes place due to the southward movement of the ITCZ. The observation site is influenced by mixed air masses (marine and continental) during the hot season.

Emission from automobile vehicles was a major anthropogenic source of aerosols throughout the year, while biomass burning contributed significantly during the hot season. The observation site was influenced by the flow of cleaner oceanic air during the wet season. On the other hand, the northeast flow transported the continental polluted air mainly from China passing through the SEA continent territory during the dry season.

18.3.2 Diurnal and seasonal variations

The annual trends of both BC and OC aerosols showed a clear seasonality, with the lowest concentrations in the wet season and the highest in the dry season, as shown in Fig. 72. The average concentrations of BC were 3.0±1.2 µg m⁻³ and 4.3±1.3 µg m⁻³ in the wet and dry seasons, respectively. The concentrations of OC were 5.3±2.0 µg m⁻³ and 13.1±5.8 µg m⁻³ in the wet and dry seasons, respectively. In the wet season, the concentrations of aerosols emitted from local sources were diluted due to the flow of cleaner air from the Indian Ocean and wet removal. In the dry season, the long-range transport of pollutants, mainly from China, added to the local emissions, resulting in the highest concentrations of BC and OC aerosols. In spite of the highest activities of biomass burning in the hot season, moderate levels of BC of 3.8 µg m⁻³ and OC of 11 µg m⁻³ were due to the mixing with cleaner Pacific air masses. However, the highest average ratio of OC/BC of 3.8 µg µg⁻¹ observed in the hot season confirms the predominant contributions from biomass burning sources.

The diurnal distributions of BC and OC showed elevated concentrations during evening-morning hours and the lowest in the afternoon hours. Concentrations of both BC and OC aerosols exhibited two prominent peaks during the rush hours, which also coincided with stagnant air flow (< 0.5 m s⁻¹). The minimum of the OC/BC ratio (for example ~1.0 µg µg⁻¹ in the wet season) also coincided with the peaks in BC, suggesting the influence of fresh emissions from vehicular exhausts during the rush hour. The diurnal variation in PBL depth controlled the diurnal patterns of both BC and OC, while the elevated level of the OC/BC ratio during the daytime suggests the secondary production of OC.

The concentrations of both BC and OC decreased with the increase in wind speed, as observed in Tokyo and Beijing.
The seasonality in the relationship between the concentrations of aerosols and wind speed could be due to the transport of air masses with different background levels of aerosols. The sharp declines in the concentrations of BC and OC were observed during rainfall in Bangkok due to the wet scavenging of aerosols in the wet season.

The $\Delta$BC/$\Delta$CO ratio of $\sim$9.8 ng m$^{-3}$ ppbv$^{-1}$ estimated for the measurements in the wet season represents the emission ratio from local anthropogenic sources. In the dry season, a lower value of $\sim$7.9 ng m$^{-3}$ ppbv$^{-1}$ was due to the combined contributions of the long-range transport of continental air and the emissions from local sources. The $\Delta$OC/$\Delta$BC ratio also shows a clear seasonality with lower values of 0.5–0.7 µg µg$^{-1}$ in the wet season and higher values of 2.08–3.08 µg µg$^{-1}$ in the hot season characterizing the emissions from fossil fuels and biomass burning, respectively.

The weekday-weekend differences in the distributions of BC and OC were significant. Overall, the decrease by $\sim$20–30% in the BC concentration was consistent with the reductions in traffic volume during the weekend. This study suggests that the implementation of stricter abatement rules in vehicular emissions could substantially reduce the levels of various anthropogenic pollutants in Bangkok.

18.3.3 Comparison with other urban areas in Asia

A comparison of the diurnal variations of BC in Bangkok with the measurements reported for major cities like Guangzhou (Verma et al., 2010), Beijing (Han et al., 2009), and Tokyo (Kondo et al., 2012), is shown in Fig. 73. The most remarkable point is that in the year 2007, BC concentrations were lowest in Tokyo. Clearly this was caused by the drastic reduction of BC emissions from vehicles.

The level and pattern of the variability of BC differ between the cities. The peak of BC concentration during the morning rush hour in Bangkok was observed to be $\sim$2 hours earlier than those in urban sites of China. Although the concentration of BC shows weaker diurnal dependences in...
Tokyo, however, it exhibits an opposite pattern compared to other cities. We can see a slightly higher level of BC during the daytime and lower during the night and early morning hours in Tokyo. The diurnal amplitudes of BC in Bangkok were significantly higher than the variations observed in Beijing, Guangzhou, and Tokyo. One of the reasons for such large variations in Bangkok could be the large diurnal variation in PBL depth due to the tropical climate, as other sites are located at higher latitudes. However, more quantitative studies are needed to investigate the roles of other factors, such as the local time dependence of emissions.

The concentrations of both BC and OC at Bangkok fall within the range of values for many urban locations, as shown in table 3 of Sahu et al. (2011). The OC/BC ratios in the wet season in Bangkok are close to the values reported for urban areas of North America, South Korea, and Japan where fossil fuel combustion is a major source of carbonaceous species. On the other hand, the higher values of OC/BC during the dry and hot seasons are close to the values reported for several urban areas of China (Novakov et al., 2005). This similarity could be due to the emissions also from non-fossil fuel sources in urban regions of China and SEA (Verma et al., 2010). Our observations showing the significant seasonality of the OC/BC ratio contradicts the suggestion that the OC/BC ratio does not change significantly with season for a given region (Novakov et al., 2005). The OC/BC ratio of 7.13 derived from the inventory of biomass emissions in “other Asian countries” (Bond et al., 2004) is higher by a factor of two or more than the values observed in Bangkok.

19. Absorption Aerosol Optical Depth (AAOD) Closure

In this chapter, column-integrated light absorption by BC is discussed based on the detailed analysis by Koike et al. (2014). This issue is closely related to the uncertainties in the estimate of BC DRF.

19.1 Previous studies

Absorption aerosol optical depth (AAOD) is a key parameter in the evaluation of radiative forcing and atmospheric heating by aerosols. AAOD is a measure of the column aerosol light absorption and expressed as (1 − SSA) AOD, where SSA and AOD are the column single scattering albedo and aerosol optical depth, respectively. In addition to BC, OA and dust particles also absorb solar radiation, especially in the ultraviolet region (e.g., Sokolik and Toon, 1999; Dinar et al., 2008). Currently, the only way to measure AAOD routinely and globally is with ground-based radiation measurements, such as the sun-sky photometer measurements performed by the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) (Dubovik et al., 2002) and Sky Radiometer Network (SKYNET) (Nakajima et al., 2007). In fact, these data are the only constraint available for estimates of the global radiative forcing of BC or carbonaceous (BC + OA) aerosols (Chung et al., 2012; Bond et al., 2013).

With regard to the sun-sky (or sun) photometer AOD measurements, validation studies have been made by conducting closure experiments with in situ aircraft aerosol extinction measurements (e.g., Redemann et al., 2003; Shinozuka et al., 2007; Esteve et al., 2012). Generally, good agreement between the two measurements (about 10–50%) has been obtained. However, for AAOD or SSA measurements, only a very limited number of closure experiments have been conducted despite their great importance. During an aerosol intensive observation period of the Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) in Oklahoma in May 2003, column SSAs derived from Cimel sun-sky photometer measurements (a part of the AERONET) were compared with in situ aircraft measurements (Ricchiazzi et al., 2006). On board the aircraft, aerosol absorption and scattering coefficients were measured using a particle soot absorption photometer (PSAP) and TSI integrating nephelometers, respectively, and the column SSA was calculated using the following equation:

\[
SSA_{\text{column}} = 1 - \frac{\text{AAOD}}{\text{AOD}} = \int (1 - SSA(z)) \cdot b_{\text{ext}}(z) dz / \int b_{\text{ext}}(z) dz,
\]

where \(b_{\text{ext}}\) is the aerosol extinction coefficient. As a result, the column SSAs agree to within about 0.05; the sun photometer measurements were lower by 0–5% and higher by 2–15% at 676 and 440 nm, respectively. In terms of SSA, the agreement is good; however, AAOD errors were in fact about 100% because the average SSA was about 0.95. A portion of the differences could be due to errors in in situ aerosol absorption measurements made with PSAP, because these filter-based instruments without heated inlets are known to have uncertainties due to the scattering of aerosols and complicated radiative transfer within filters, as discussed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, PSAP is particularly unreliable in profiles because of its poor time resolution.

Much better AAOD agreement with a mean difference of 19% at 500 nm was obtained between absorption photometer measurements (Magee Scientific, AE-31 Aethalometer) on board aircraft and AERONET sun-sky photometer measurements at the Maldives (Corrigan et al., 2008). However, aethalometer, like other filter-based measurements, is known to have uncertainties, as mentioned above. Although instruments to measure aerosol absorption with greater accuracy have been developed in recent years, such as the photoacoustic spectrometer (PAS) (Arnott et al., 2006) and photothermal interferometry (PTI) (Sedlacek and Lee, 2007), the accurate measurement of aerosol absorption on board aircraft is still a challenge. A more reliable method for comparing sun-sky photometer AAOD measurements with in situ measurements is to calculate the optical properties of local aerosols from the aerosol size distribution and the mixing state measured by an SP2.

One of the difficulties in estimating the BC contribution to AAOD at visible wavelengths is that uncertainties arise from dust. Previous studies in East Asia and other regions have reported that SSAs are typically lower (more absorbing) when atmospheric dust particle loading was higher (e.g., Kim et al., 2005). Generally, when BC-rich air is transported from the Asian continent to the Pacific in winter and spring, dust particles, whose source regions are located upstream
from the BC sources, are potentially mixed.

19.2 A-FORCE comparison

During the A-FORCE experiments conducted in spring 2009 and winter to early-spring 2013 (denoted as the 2013W experiment), vertical profiles of size distributions and mixing states of BC were measured by an SP2 with other aerosol parameters onboard a research aircraft around the Fukue Observatory in the East China Sea (Fig. 28). Using this data set we calculated the optical properties of local aerosols using the core-shell model by taking aerosol water uptake effects into account. The calculated AOD and AAOD were compared with ground-based measurements made with a sun-sky photometer, called as sky radiometer (Prede Co., Ltd, Tokyo Japan), at the Fukue Observatory (part of SKYNET) to evaluate the AOD and AAOD closure.

The comparisons were made in 7 cases when the aircraft made vertical profile measurements near the Fukue Observatory. Aerosol extinction coefficients ($b_{ext}$) and SSA were calculated based on the total aerosol size distributions and detailed BC mixing state information for fine particles, assuming that all coarse particles are dust or NaCl (+ water). In these calculations, BC and dust are the only two light absorbers and an enhancement of BC light absorption by the lens effect is estimated using detailed information of the observed BC mixing state by adopting the core-shell optical calculation method. We classified 7 cases into groups using aerosol size distributions and mixing states of size distributions and mixings of BC and non-BC aerosols. In these cases, the result obtained in this study suggests a potential negative bias in the AAOD values in sky radiometer-derived AAODs at 500 nm were found to be about a factor of two smaller than those calculated from in situ data even when all coarse particles were assumed to be NaCl, which does not absorb radiation at 500 nm. Although AOD values were lower than 0.4, the other two “low-dust” cases (March 30 and April 23) show similar results. Because the mass absorption cross section (MAC = AAOD/column-BC-mass) estimated from sky radiometer-derived AAOD and in situ BC mass measurements is also systematically lower by a factor of two as compared with previous measurements, the result obtained in this study suggests a potential negative bias in the AAOD values in sky radiometer measurements. An accurate estimate of ground surface albedo used in the sky radiometer retrieval analyses is found to be critical. Because AAOD measurements made by sun-sky radiometers are currently the only constraint available for estimates of global radiative forcing of BC, more investigation should be made to validate these measurements.

Fig. 74. Comparison of AAOD (absorption aerosol optical depth) and column SSA (single scattering albedo) between aircraft (in situ) and sky radiometer measurements (from Konke et al., 2014). The red and blue circles denote results obtained assuming all the coarse particles (in situ measurements) are dust and NaCl (+ water), respectively. Black circles denote values estimated from sky radiometer measurements assuming a 50% higher surface albedo indicating the uncertainty in the sky radiometer retrievals (values are shown only for April 5 case). Uncertainties (error bars) in in situ data were estimated from the contribution from altitudes below the aircraft soundings. The uncertainties in sky radiometers are the standard deviation of the data within each average time period. When compared with the in situ measurement-derived AAODs, the sky-radiometer-derived AAODs are systematically lower and higher in low-dust and high-dust cases, respectively. In accordance with this result, sky-radiometer-derived SSAs are, in general, systematically higher and lower in low-dust and high-dust cases, respectively.
On the other hand, under “high-dust” conditions, sky radiometer measurements provided systematically higher AAOD values for the two “high-AOD” cases (March 7 and 8). The AAOD value derived from in situ measurements could be underestimated because of possible underestimation of dust contributions, uncertainty in the refractive index of dust, and possible surface coating of dust by BC.

The present study is the first attempt to assess the uncertainty of the AAOD derived from ground-based photometers by comparison with the SP2 measurements. The obtained results indicate that there are considerable uncertainties in AAOD data obtained by the ground-based sun-sky photometers. For an accurate estimate of the atmospheric heating effect of BC, it is especially essential to separate the dust contribution of aerosol light absorption.

20. Direct Radiative Forcing of BC

20.1 Global radiative forcing

A comprehensive assessment on the evaluation of the climate forcing of BC has been carried out by Bond et al. (2013). They have made systematic estimates of climate forcing terms consisting of direct solar absorption (BC DRF); the influence on liquid, mixed phase, and ice clouds; and deposition on snow and ice. The term most relevant to this monograph is BC DRF, which has been estimated to be \( +0.71 \text{ W m}^{-2} \) with 90% uncertainty bounds of \((+0.08, +1.27) \text{ W m}^{-2}\). Global-mean direct radiative forcing by BC (BC DRF), can be expressed symbolically as the product of four factors (Schulz et al., 2006):

\[
\text{BC DRF} = E \times L \times \text{MAC} \times \text{AFE},
\]

where \( E \) is the global mean BC emission rate, \( L \) is the global mean lifetime of BC governed by removal, MAC is the global-mean mass absorption cross section, and AFE is the global mean absorption forcing efficiency (forcing per AAOD).

3-D models simulate BC DRF, including many complex processes, and the derived BC DRF are decomposed only to first order into the factors in Eq. (40). The global mean AFE can be estimated from the ratio of the model-simulated BC DRF to the corresponding AAOD. The global mean AAOD is conceptually expressed as \( E \times L \times \text{MAC} \). BC AAOD is one of the most important diagnostics that can be compared with data derived from radiation measurements.

Comparison with remote sensing observations, i.e. AERONET AAOD data, indicated that the global AAOD is too low in many global aerosol models (Bond et al., 2013). Scaling model-calculated AAOD to match observations increases the modelled globally averaged AAOD by a factor of 2.9. Some of the model underestimate can be attributed to the models lacking treatment of enhanced absorption caused by the mixing of BC with other constituents. The remainder is attributed to underestimates of the amount of BC in the atmosphere. Namely, the emission rate is underestimated and/or deposition is overestimated by global models.

The validity of scaling the model–calculated AAOD by the observed AAOD depends also on the reliability of the observed AAOD. The uncertainties in AAOD are poorly estimated by previous studies. The analysis discussed in Chapter 19 indicates a large inconsistency between the BC–AAOD values derived from the sun-photometer and in situ BC measurements. Realizing a full understanding of the optical properties of BC still remains one of the critical problems for future studies.

20.2 Regional scale radiative forcing

Regional scale models can be used to represent more precisely the parameters and processes that influence the BC DRF. Evaluation of the aerosol schemes used for global models can be made in comparison with the calculations by regional scale models, which includes state-of-the art aerosol schemes. Such efforts have been made by Matsui et al. (2013a, 2014), as discussed in Chapter 9.

Matsui et al. (2013a) estimated the potential impact of the treatment of the BC mixing state on simulated optical properties of aerosols and radiative effects by aerosols using this model. The off-line optical and radiative calculations were conducted for both a detailed treatment of the BC mixing state (12 × 10 aerosol bins, Detailed-MS) and a single (average) BC mixing state (12 × 1 aerosol bins, Simple-MS) (the mass and number concentrations are the same for the two calculations). BC was assumed to be the center of particles for internally-mixed BC particles. The Detailed-MS calculation had higher SSA values than the Simple-MS calculation over the whole domain. The difference in SSA between the two calculations was 0.03 on period- and domain-average at noon, which corresponded to an overestimation of the absorption coefficient by 40% over East Asia when a single BC mixing state was assumed for aerosol optical calculations. Heating rates by BC reached more than 1.0 K/day over China for both the Detailed-MS and Simple-MS calculations. The difference between the two calculations was 0.1 K/day on period- and domain-average at noon. The heating rate by BC was overestimated by 30% in our calculations when a single BC mixing state was assumed for the radiation calculations. BC particles reduce the solar radiation reaching the surface by absorption and scattering (Fig. 1(a)).
Aerosol radiative forcing at the surface had average differences of 5–10 W m$^{-2}$ over East Asia and by 3 W m$^{-2}$ on average over East Asia between the two calculations, as shown in Fig. 75. This difference is because a higher absorption coefficient in the Simple-MS calculation may have led to a decrease in the multiple scattering of radiation and, hence, underestimated the radiation reaching the surface (overestimated surface cooling). These results show that the treatment of the BC mixing state has a large impact on the optical properties of aerosols and radiative effects by aerosols.

The detailed MS-resolved model developed in this study has a large potential to reduce the uncertainties in the estimation of BC absorption and radiative effects because we calculate BC aging (i.e., condensation, coagulation) and optical/radiative (i.e., BC absorption enhancement) processes explicitly without parameterizations. Using this detailed aerosol model, we can evaluate the complicated and nonlinear climatic responses of BC processes to changes in the meteorological conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, circulation) and the emissions of chemical species. This model can also be used as a benchmark model of global/climate aerosol models to understand the uncertainties in the simpler representation of BC processes in global/climate aerosol models.

21. Summary and Perspectives

21.1 Summary

We have studied the effects of BC on climate based on the new methodologies. First of all, we focused on a quantitative understanding of the physical and chemical processes that control the properties of individual BC particles, especially their numbers, sizes, and mixing states, not only their bulk properties. We developed new techniques for laboratory and field measurements and model calculations. Second, key processes represented by the models were validated one by one through comparison with field observations. The accumulated findings from the field data have been reflected in improving the schemes of the model calculations. The strength of our methodologies is demonstrated by the results of the individual studies. Their summaries are given below in the order that they were presented in the previous chapters.

We began our efforts by defining the “masses of individual BC particles”, considering the confusion of the definition of BC which had existed for more than two decades. The intensity of laser induced incandescence (LII) caused by the photo-absorption of BC in a laser beam was shown to be uninfluenced by the internal mixing of BC, which provided a firm basis for the definition of the mass of BC. The dependence of LII intensity on refractive index and the shape of BC was measured and interpreted based on physical theory. A new algorithm to derive the coating thickness of BC (coated-type BC) was developed and validated by laboratory experiments using BC particles coated by organic compounds. In addition, an algorithm was also developed to detect “attachment-type” BC, which is uncoated BC on the surface of non-BC particles.

A new method was introduced to measure the refractive index of small BC particles by using the relationship between the scattering cross section and the particle volume. The ranges of refractive indices of 8 different types of BC (fullerene soot, colloidal graphite, Aquadag, glassy carbon-100 nm, glassy carbon-50 nm, Aqua-black 001, Aqua-black 002, and ambient BC) were determined. The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of ambient BC in Tokyo were found to be 2.26±0.13 and 1.26±0.13, respectively.

A filter-based absorption photometer with a heated inlet, COSMOS, was shown to provide reliable data for the total BC mass concentration through comparison with TOT and SP2 instruments at 6 locations in Asia. The dependence of the BC mass concentration measured by COSMOS on the BC size distribution is small, showing its usefulness for long-term BC measurements, especially at remote locations.

Techniques to measure the size distribution and mass concentration of BC ($C_{BC}$) suspended in water were developed. The measurement system consisted of an ultrasonic nebulizer and an SP2. Detailed evaluations were made for the size dependence of the nebulizer efficiency, the reproducibility of measurements, and the loss of BC to the walls of the container.

Laboratory experiments were conducted to measure the amplification of photo-absorption of BC coated by organics using an SP2 and the photoacoustic technique. The measured amplification was consistent with the prediction of Mie theory.

The dependence of CCN activity of BC on the mass of condensed compounds ($\Delta m$) on BC was measured in Tokyo. A volatility tandem aerosol particle analyzer was used to measure $\Delta m$. CCN activity was observed to increase with the increase in $\Delta m$.

Measurements of the mixing states of ambient BC in a remote area downstream of large BC sources showed a systematic increase in the coating thickness of BC particles with chemical aging. The chemical composition of the coating materials was estimated by simultaneous measurements of the compositions of inorganic and organic aerosols.

Large-scale transport efficiency (TE) of BC from the Asian continent to the western Pacific was studied by aircraft observations (A-FORCE) made in spring 2009. The TE of BC decreased from the PBL to the FT due to wet removal during upward transport. TE was shown to decrease with an increase in accumulated precipitation along the trajectory (APT).

Size distributions of BC measured during A-FORCE showed that the average single-particle BC mass decreased with decreasing transport efficiency. This suggests that aerosols containing a larger BC mass were removed more efficiently, which is qualitatively consistent with Köhler theory. It was shown that wet removal during upward transport is important in controlling the size distribution of BC in the FT.

A size and BC mixing-state-resolved model (MS-resolved WRF-chem model) was developed based on the WRF-chem model. Detailed aerosol microphysical processes, such as condensation/evaporation and coagulation, are simulated with these 12 × 10 aerosol bins. The mass concentrations of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, BC, organic aerosol, dust, sea salt (sodium and chloride), and aerosol water and number
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concentrations were explicitly calculated for individual size and mixing state bins in this model. Model simulations generally reproduced the features of the BC mixing state observed during A-FORCE, such as the temporal variations and size dependencies of the parameters representing the mixing state of BC.

Long-term surface BC and CO measurements were made using COSMOS and an NDIR instrument at Hedo, downstream of the Asian continent. BC and CO concentrations showed distinct seasonal variations, reaching their maximum values in winter and spring due to frequent transport of continental air associated with the winter monsoon. The TE of BC from China was estimated to be about 70%. The same data were used to validate the rate of BC emissions from China. The total BC emission rate from China was estimated to within an uncertainty of about 40%.

Long-term measurements of BC were made also at Happo 1.8 km altitude. About 40% of the sampled air was of FT origin and 10% from North China (NC). The BC reached minimum values in winter, partly due to the suppressed upward transport of BC over the Asian continent. Wet deposition of BC by snowfall can also contribute to the winter minimum of BC.

We measured $M_{BC}$ and $C_{BC}$ simultaneously at Hedo for three years. The monthly $M_{BC}$ and $C_{BC}$ values showed marked seasonal variations being the highest in spring. The observed wet deposition flux of BC at Hedo was close to the net emission flux of BC in NC, indicating the importance of precipitation along the Bai-u frontal system as an efficient removal mechanism for BC transported from NC.

The observed BC in 3-D fields is controlled by all the processes involved: namely, emission, aging, vertical and horizontal transport, and deposition. A regional scale model (CMAQ-PSCAL) precisely representing these processes was developed. The model-calculated values of $M_{BC}$ reproduced well those obtained by the ground-based and aircraft observations quite well. The results of the model calculations were used to identify source regions and types (anthropogenic or biomass burning) of the Asian BC outflow to the Pacific. An improved understanding was obtained of the processes and efficiency of the BC transport from each source region and type.

A detailed analysis was made to elucidate the mechanisms of transport of BC from the Asian continent. One pathway is PBL outflow in the midlatitude region through which BC from northern China was advected by the low-level westerlies. A second pathway is through uplifting from the PBL to the FT by migratory cyclones over northern China. The third pathway is orographic uplifting and/or convective upward transport from the PBL to the FT over inland-southern China.

BC measurements on board the NASA DC-8 were conducted in the Arctic in spring and summer in 2008 during ARCTAS. Emissions of BC and other aerosols from biomass burning (BB) were characterized as the ratios to the emission of CO and CO$_2$. BC particles from BB were observed to be thickly coated soon after emission. The contributions of BC from the combustion of biomass and fossil fuel in different regions were estimated using the tracer data and trajectories. BB in Russia is a major BC source in the Arctic, especially in spring. The long-range transport of BC mass concentrations was much lower in summer than in spring because of the higher precipitation and, thus, more efficient wet deposition in summer.

The average levels and temporal variations of BC mass concentrations in large cities in Asia (Tokyo, Beijing, Guangzhou, and Bangkok) were measured. The diurnal variations of BC emissions and dynamical processes in the PBL were the major drivers of the diurnal variation of BC at the surface. In Tokyo, BC mass concentrations decreased by a factor of 4 from 2003 to 2011, due to stringent regulations of particle emission from vehicles. As a result, BC concentrations in Tokyo were the lowest of the 4 cities compared.

AAOD values measured by a sky radiometer at Fukue were compared with those estimated by in situ aircraft measurements of the vertical profiles BC and non-BC particles. Although the two AAODs were generally correlated, the values derived from the radiometer were about half those estimated by the in situ data. This comparison strongly indicates the necessity of assessing the accuracy of AAOD of BC derived from ground-based radiometers.

The MS-resolved WRF-chem model was used to calculate the optical properties of aerosols. It was shown that the treatment of the BC mixing state has a large impact on the optical properties of aerosols and the radiative effects of aerosols. The model, with further improvements, will be very useful in improving the estimates of BC DRF.

21.2 Perspectives

An improved understanding of the role of BC in climate forcing is becoming increasingly important because of the potential effects of reducing emissions of short-lived climate pollutants (SLCPs) on mitigating near-term climate change (e.g., Shindell et al., 2011, 2012; Shoemaker et al., 2013). Tighter controls of vehicle emissions, especially BC, are estimated to lead to substantial cooling at northern mid and high latitudes (Shindell et al., 2011). However, it is likely that these estimates are associated with large uncertainties, as assessed by Bond et al. (2013). Reliable estimates of the direct and indirect effects of BC are critically important in the discussions and decision making processes for the reduction of BC emissions.

We have shown the results of our studies aimed at improving the estimates of BC DRF. Continued efforts based on the methodologies thus far used will result in further advances of the understanding of the effects of BC on climate. At this stage, it will be useful to list some of the unresolved issues that await further investigations in the near future.

We need to understand the causes of the discrepancy of the observed and model-calculated AAOD. Optical closure studies, especially for the absorption of aerosols, will contribute to a clarification of this issue. Namely, it is necessary to assess the consistency of directly measured absorption coefficients and those estimated from in situ measurements. However, careful preparations for experiments and theory are required to conduct this study in a meaningful way. We need to obtain means to better characterize the microphysical prop-
properties of BC by new instrumentation and theoretical frameworks.

Measurements of the hygroscopicity of BC are still limited, although there have been some studies in addition to ours. The hygroscopicity of BC influences light absorption which is related to the problem of AAOD. Hygroscopicity (or CCN activity) is also closely related to the wet deposition of BC. There are still substantial problems in the current measurement techniques to measure the hygroscopicity of BC in a satisfactory way. For example, the system used by Kuwata et al. (2009) is not optimized for field measurements because of the rather poor time resolution and difficulties in operating it at different locations. New systems using the SP2 have been in use for field measurements (McMeeking et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2013a). Further improvements of such systems will provide data for more detailed investigations of the hygroscopicity of BC.

Wet deposition plays a critical role in determining the distribution of BC. However, the wet deposition of BC is caused by a combination of a number of chemical and physical processes associated with cloud formation followed by precipitation and therefore is complex. One of the ways to constrain the overall effect of deposition is to characterize the wet deposition flux of BC by long-term ground-based observations at different locations downstream of the Asian continent and in other regions of the globe. It is desirable to make further improvements of the measurement technique, especially the size distributions of BC in water.

The detailed MS-resolved model discussed above has a great potential to reduce the uncertainties in the estimation of BC absorption and radiative effects, because BC aging and optical/radiative processes are calculated explicitly without parameterization. Using this detailed aerosol model, after having been fully validated, we can evaluate the complicated and nonlinear climatic responses of BC processes to changes in the meteorological conditions and the emissions of chemical species. This model can also be used as a benchmark model of global/climate aerosol models to understand the uncertainties in the simpler representation of BC processes in these models. We will then be able to construct climate models that incorporate important BC processes with realistic representations.

Our efforts on the indirect effects of BC have been very limited. It will be important to improve our understanding of the role of BC as ice nuclei (IN), especially for mixed phase clouds at northern high latitudes. New measurement techniques and modeling efforts are greatly needed for these studies.
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